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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Clerk of the Board, Environmental Appeals Board (MC 11038)
Ariel Rios Building
1200 Pennsylvani a Avenue, N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20460-000 L

Re; Notification of Response to Remand Order Shell Off Shore Inc. OCS Permit Nos.
RI0OCS-AK-0?-01 and R10OCS-AK-07-02.
Appeal Nos. 07-01& 07-02

Dear Sir or Madam:

On Septernber 14,200':, , the Environmental Appeals Board (EAB) issued an order that
denied review and part and remanded the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) Minor Air Quality
Control permits issued to Shell Oflshore Inc. for the Kulluk Drilling Unit and the Frontier
Discoverer Drilling Unit. This letter is'*ritten to provide notification to the EAB and to the
participants in the permit appeal that EPA has revised and reissued a Minor Air Quality Control
Permit for the Kulluk Drilling Unit (OCS Permit No. R10ORC-AK-07-01 (revised)) and has
suspended further permitting activity with respect to the Frontier Discoverer Drilling Unit.

The revised permit, issued by EPA Region 10 on June 18, 2008, for the Kulluk Drilling
unit is enclosed. Also enclosed is the r€sponse to comments received on the draft revised permit.

In accordance with 40 C.F.R. $ 124.15, this permit will become effective no sooner than
July 21, 2008 unless a petition for review is filed with the EAB. Additionally, pursuant to
Permit Condition 28, this permit is not effective until EPA has completed its consultation
obligations under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) with respect to the polar bear, and the
permittee has amended its application and/or EPA has amended the terms of this permit as a
result of the consultation.

Pursuant to the EAB's remand order, the Petitioners and others with standing to appeal
under 40 C.F.R $ 124.19 may file an appeal with the EAB pursuant to 40 C.F.R. g 124.19. Also
in accordance with the rernand order, any such appeal must be limited to the remanded issues and
issues arising as a result of any modification the Region made to its permitting decisions on
rernand.



Please feel free to contact me at (206) 553- l 169 should you have questions regarding this
notification.

..flTH# 8/r--
Assistant Regional Counsel

Enclosures

cc: Christopher Winter, CRAG Law Center
Michael LeVine, EARTHJUSTICE
Susan Mathiascheck, Patton Boggs
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^xtffiffiaffiffimal
PerrrttNumb€r: RI0OCS_AK_02{I(Revised)

$xfft#,T?."J#r?:ffi:*.#*n**xff{fi ]ir"j,r"#il#ri"jne permiftee identified below:Perrnlttee: SheII Offshorc, Inc.
3601 C StrEet, Suite 1334
Anchorage, AK 99503

Owner:

Opcrator:

OC.S Sorrrce:

hoject:

Locatlon:

Source Contact:

Fee Contrct:

Sane as permifiee

if ix,i,illlll-,".,ilifi;
nouston, TX 77W2

Kulluk Drilting Unit (Kulluk)

Portable Exploratory Drilling Operarion

.fr Drilt Site within 
" """*rl*l 

.Ifrcontiaenrat shelf (OCS) lease.ffi f,1"ffi ;11x*:guHt*,"ixift u::#*":m""
Susan Childs
Shell Offshore, Inc.
3601 CStreer, Suire 1334
Anchorage, AK 99503
Phone: X)7-770_370O
E-mail: Susan.Childs@shell.com

Same as source contact
htrsuanr ro 42 U.S.C. g2627(
jT: rytmit. Faiturc ro comor:il1.l]l ll" p"t*ttee shall coml
vrurauor of secrion r ilr"l;/.I'l-t-h";-. ;;;;"1il#lv-with the terms and condidons of

the Act,42 u.s.c.lioji'"',"#r tDe permit shall be considered a

or, Office of Air, Wasre and Toxrcs
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June 18,2008
Permit No. R10OCS-AK-0?41 (Revised)

OCS Source: Kulluk Unit

Abbreviations/AcronJms

AAC.................,.,....Alaska Administrative Code
eu..,...........'.,....-..'..Federal Clean Air Act -
;6EC::::::::::::::::.:::::i\ia'6G;"'h;ni of Environmentar conservation
AS .............,.........,...Alaska Statutes
A5irvi':::::::::.:::::.::..:tuffi;an sociery of resting and Materiars
ffi. . :.. :...................Codc of Federal Regulations -
;ii .::::::::::::::::::.:::.U;ilcd s6tei Envir6nmental Protection Agencv
Xuituf .....................KuUuk Drilling Unit . - -
ivfi,is-.:::::::::::::........u*tea Stitej Flineral Management service

Nircs'::::::::::::" ""'Nslf'Kl1:ii.f" rndustrv crassincation svst€m
OCS ..........."...........Outer ConGnental sh€ll
ORL.:.:.....................Owner Requested Limit
PS...........'................Pedorrunce sp€c$lcaucn
I/fE ........................,Potential to F.mit
RM ..,................'......Refcrcnce Method --
Sd ::::.:.:..::.:....'.......standaxd Industrial Classification
SN-.::::.;:..::.....:.........seriar rlrnber
i-AR:.::: :...................Technical Analvsis Report - -
Uriliit'::::.::::::........nmission unii ldentifi'ation Numbcr

Units and Measutes- 
dscf .........................'dry standard cubic foot
6t-..::......................'gallons per hour
Eila;i::::::::.........'.'frain; pE;'d;iiiandard cubic foot ( I popnd = 7'000 srains)
fi;..................'..'..'.'..brake 6orsepbwer or boiler horsepower'
kW...........................kiloWatts
kW€:..'....................kiloWans electric'
Ibs... . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . .pounds
mmBtu.......'.'...".....'inillion British thermal urtrts
DDm .........................parts per million
iF-"......... . ..'."....!arts |er.million by volume
tph .. . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' .  tons per nour
tDV .. . . . . . . . . . , , . . . . , , . . . . . , . .  tons per year
,&i% .........................wei9ht percent

Pollutants
CO............'...'.'....-...Carbon Monoxide
HepS .............'........Hazardous Air Pollutants
NOr...................'..'..Oxides of Nitrogen
Nol ............'............Nitro9en Dioxide
NO:..........................NitriCOxide
fM;;:::::::::::::::::.......puttiluIiii*rrlatrer with an aerodvnamic diameter less than l0 microns

so; :.........................Su!fru Dioxide
VbC........................Volatile Organic Compound

I For boilers: One boiler horsepo wer = 33,472 Btu-fuel per horseporer-hour divided by the boiler's efficiency For

"ngine., 
,tppr*i*tely 7'000 bru-iuel pi, brrt" ttott"pot""r-hour is required for an average diesel internal

combustion engine.
2 kw-e refers to rarcd generator eleetrical output ratlEr than engine output'
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ff;.#;"1 m fif ;0i"1 lJ,l" "**,
Sectlon r. lerms and Conditlona

Definitions

I The following tenns shall have the meaning ascribed to them herc:
l.l A planned Well is

"o'offii##*:Tj*"d 
inadtvance of thedritringseason that is drilled to

OCS Source, Activities include the following act.vities .
a. Air pollutant emitting activities undertaken traui.,rortr,ispe,mii*d;;;ffi ,;J,fi 

ili:;fl".ffi ,:?f #::.ril,,
b, Air pol.lutant emitting activities undertaken b,listed in Tabre 2 or,nI. p"-,ii"ij;:ffi;r"t_il,:1". vessel emission unirs

(i) The suppon vesser is physicaily atrached to rhe Kuiluk, and
(it The Kulluk is occupying a Drill Site.

c, Notwithstandins Condidon I.5.b, emission uni

lTu,ffuo-** ir p.p"rri"g 
" ""r;',"ffi;:[ff [Tf 

ns ouput excrusivery

l '6 An Exproratorv ooerarig. is the_ cotection of a, ocs source Acdviries undertaken;Uil:T::i#:,t,:iranned wer il;t ; il #;ated Rerier werr(s) and

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

Page 4 ofE



Permit No. RI0OCS-AK-07-01 (Revised) June 18,2fl)8

OCS Source: Kulluk Drilling Unil

Authorizations/Emission Unit Inventory and Description

LMinorPermitNo.RIOOCS-AK-07-01(Revised)authorizesth"ry--rytlt"'tomobilize'
operate'anddemobilizetrrexuuutata]DrillsiteauthorizedbyiurusinoeneaufortSea
ocs within zs miles oi iie itate of Alaska's seaward b'oundary' in accordance with the

terms and conditions of this permit'

2-LThepermineeshallreccrdthosetir'lEperiodsduringrvh:chtheKrrllukiswithin25
mites of a Drill Site'

2.2 The perminec shall record the location of each DriU Srte'

A modern global gnsitioning system shail be utilized to determine the location'

Location sball bc recorded by prrcviding coordinates in thc following formats:

(i) Latitude and longitudc' and

(iD Universal Transverse Merrcator grid system'

a.

b.

2.3

2.4

2.5

The permittee shall identify other Drill Sites formerly occupied by the Kulluk in the

.';;;it-i"s;;;*i p"*fo i"Jt*"tathe distance-betvreen each of these Drill

Sites.

The Permittee shall record the date and hour of bot! initial and final operation of tlte

Kulluk at each Drill Site for each season'

a. The initial operation ofthe Kulluk at each Drill Site.is defined as the frst
- 

;;[,t* ir til ,"uing * *"hor to the seabed and (ii) connecting that

anchor to the Kulluk.

b. The final operation of the Kulluk at each Drill Site is defined as when the

Kulluk disconnects nom ttre tast of ils anchors or removes the last of its

anchors from thc seabed'

The permittee shall rcport to EPA via facsimile or e-mail the information within 3

days of initial operation at a Drill Site:

a. The int€nded purpos€ of the activities to bc undertaken at the Drill Site' and

b. The information required to be Ecorded in Condition 2'2'2'3' and 2'4'a'

The permittee shall report to EPA via facsimile or e-mail-within 3 days of final

iJJ,il,iii iil' oliii iil #;,,r"*"ion required by condidon 2.t. 2.4.b. and
identify days, if any' uetweenliitiat operation and final operation that the Kulluk

was not occupying a Drill Site'

2.6
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6trJJ: j tffi 
-ffi o7-o I (Revised)

June 18,200g

3''Y:1ffiTiil",.:,1ffit 
15-gt"r (Revised)*ffi

follows: 
__-_ -^-..-;:'accordance with the terms and.""Oi,i"^ 

"itir"*#i*
3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

' t .

b.

a.

(i)

4.

Page 6 of 27



Permit No. RI0OCS-AK-07-01 (Revised) June 18,20OB

OCS Source: Kulluk Drilling Unit

j 
The source Group for which an emissions unit is identified is used for the purpose ofdetermining NOx emissions

pursuant to Condirion 8.

Table I - Kulluk Emission Units

il k*iffi, *mL
-  

.? " :

Electrical Generator Engine EMD/unknown 2,816 hp
K-1 AI

EMD / un*nown 2,816 hp
K-2 A1 Electrical Generator Enginc

EMD/unknown 2,816 hp
K-3 AI .Electrical Generator Enginc

Unknown 920 hp
K4 A3

Emergency Elrctncal
C€nerator Engige--

293 kw
K-8 A3 Merc.rdes / OM404

Mercedes / OM4O4 293 kw
K-9 43 Deck Cranc Engine

293 kw
K-10 A3 Deck Crane Engine

2,000 hp
K-l l A3 Thrustmaster Engine

Caterpillar / 35 l6 B 2,000 hp
K-12 A3

'Thnrstmaster Engine

Unknown 320 hp
K-13 A3 HPP Engine

HPP Engine . Unknown 320 hp
K-14 A3

Unknown 2.4 mmBtu/hr
K-15 A2 Heat Boiler

Unknown
a i mmBtu/hr

K-16 A2 Heat Boiler

Unknown 0.54 mmBtry'hr
K-17 A2 Hot Water Heat

Hot Water Heat Unknown 0.54 nrunBtry'hr
K-18 A2

TeamTec/GS5@ 276 lbhr
K-19 K lncinerator

Unknown / Kulluk
ID:5P-l0C

680 Cubic
. metersK-20 T Fuel Tank

Unknown / Kulluk
ID:5P-lOC

676 Cubic
nretersK-2r T FuelTank'

' 
Unknown / Kulluk

ID:5P-l0C
247 Cubic

metersK-22 T Fuel T-ank

Pagel of 21



H:u:u" Rloocs-AK-07-ol (Revised)
OCS Source: Kulluk Unit June 18,2008

^.I: TT:Cto..rl for which an emissions unit is identified is used for rte ounwrc. ^r.ra.-_:-:_^ rr^pursuaol ao cordition g. ----- --'r '{ ruE(urrcu rs useo tor u|e purpose ofdercrmining Nox €mrssrons
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Permit No. R10OCS-AK-07-01 (Revised) June 18,2008

OCS Source: Kulluk
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l.jyj w". R I0OCS-AK-0741 (Revised)
OCS Source: Kulluk Drilline Unit June 18,2008

rrrr-.r

?.-;i
N-2 E Propulsion.Enrine 2,710 hp
N-3 E Elcctical Generator Engine 1,285 hp
N4 E Electrical Generator En ci ne I,285 hp
N-5 E

- Erncrgency.Bleptrical.
Geierator Enoina t,285 hp

N-6 E" Bofler '3.2
MMBruatr

N-7 .K 12s I lb/br
Kvic,hak No. I (34-for

A.)t. ' (jrtttr

) t ()il Spill Resncrnse uln'L p^.ir ' -' :
gSRKI-t E

:
Engine 300 hp

osRKl-2 E 300 hp
osRKt-3 E' uectfical Generator Etrgine I l12 hp

Avrcna( No, 2 (34-foot

OsRKz-l I E ,
oil SPiII Resoonse Wnrtr Raar\

300 hp
osRK2-2 .E Engtne 300 hp
osRK2-3 E I uectrical Genbrator Ensin€ I ] t2 I hp

Affiniry/p,9t1reverance (Arcd.c Anker & oil snill resrrn,,o.vcssel) ,
AP.I I E

i\4AN B&W / 7S60MC t5,820 kwAP-2 E Erectrlcal Generator Eneine p MANB&W/7t23 r , t20l  kw1qr-3 | n Erechcal Cenerator Engine C MANB&w/7L231 I,120 I twsq I f f etectricatc"o"rrrorEnFrrf
MANB&WI7I.23 1,t20 kw

AP-5. E
qtucrgency ttecmcal .

Generetnt F,'oi-- Curnmins /NTB55 295 kw
AP-6 E

:-:-__:_:--:j=:ErE_

Framo.Power pack
Cummins/KTA.I9 477 kwAP-7 E.

-:----:-:-----
Framo Power pack

Oryrmins / KTAIg 477 kwAP.E E trano Powef pack
Chmins/KTAI9 477 kwAP.9 E Auxiliary Boiler lGngRim/MB07S0I 65 MMBturtt

AP.IO E Incinerator TearnTec / OG zt00 580 kw

Page l0 of 27



Permit No. R I0OCS-AK-07-01 (Revised) June 18,2008

OCS Source: Kulluk Drilling Unit

Bequirement to PaY Fees

6.AssessableEmissions.Thepernitt€cshallpaytoEPAanannualemissionfeenolater
thanJulylofeachyear.TtrefeeisbasedonassessableemissionsateachExploratory
G;;;. * A"t"oiirJ Ul SiA under lE AAC 50.410. The assessablc emission fee rate

is set our in 1g AAC 50110G) or as modified by EPA. lte EPA will asscss fees per ton

of each air pollut*t ril ;; il;ioratoryoperaaon emirs or has the potential to emit in

quantities greater than io * i* v"-.- The quantity for which fees will be assessed per

Exploratory Operation is the lesser of:

6.1 The Exploratory Operation's assessable potential to emit (sum of assessable

pollutants) of 363 toRs Per Year; or

6.2TheExploratoryoperation'sprojectedannualrateofemissionsthatwilloccurfrom
iury r 6 tne r"rr.*i"il*" lb,,6asea ury3 acrual a$nual emissions emitted during

the most l€cent c""ii*1". ot *ottrei tZ-monttrpgriod appioved in writing by

EPA, qhen d€mons[ated bY

. a. An enforceable test hetllod descnbed in 18 AAC 50'220;

b. Material balance calculationsl

c. Emission factors ftom EPA,s publication A?-42, Vol. I, adopted by reference

in 18 AAC 50.035; or

d, Other methods and caiculations approved by EPA'

7. Assessablc Ernlsslon Estimrtes' Emission fees will be assessed as follows:

T.INolaterthanMarch3lofeachyear,thepermitteemaysubmitanestimateofthe
each Exploratorf Op"tution't aslssable imissions to EPA Region 10' Oflice of Air'

Waste and Toxics (iwr-toz)' ATTN: oCS Air Permit Program' 1200 Sixth

Avenue,Suite900,Seattle,WA98l0l;thesubmittalmustincludeallofthc
u,.o*ptioo,andcalculationsusedtoestimatetheassessableemissionsinsufficient
detail, so EPA can verify the estimates; or

7 .2 If no estimate is received on or beforc March 3l of each year, emissiorr fees for the

nextf iscalyearwi| lbebasedonthepotentialtoemitsetforthincondit ion6.l .

Owner Requested Limits Bendering Prev-e{o13!-Qi9nificant Deterioratiol !eSO)
n""."" unil_-*"ssary pursuant to ft AAC 50.508(5) a8 Incorporated by Reference into

40 C.F.R. Paft 55

8. Nitrogen Oxldec (NOJ Emission Limitation' The.permittee str{t 11{11-l1.sum 
of

emissions from an g*ir.*io.y op"rarion and from the Kulluk and suppon vessels within

25 miles of that ExfloJory <jp"iution to exceed 245.0 rons of Nox within any Rolling 52-

week period.

Page ll of 27



Permit No. RI0OCS-AK-0?-01 (Revised) June lE,2OOg

8.1 when the Kutuk and its suppon vesscls are in ffiassociated with anottrer oxiroratory op#;; ress rhan 25 mires away, artribute theemissions as follows:

a' Half of the transit emissions shalr be athibuted !o one of thc two ExploratoryOperations, and

b. Theother half of the transit emissions shall be attributed to the otherExploratory Opcration, :-- -- *- ---'

The p€nxittee shal report to EpA any exceedance of condition g within 3business days of identificatior.

8'4 The permitte€ shall calcurate and.lqord weekry Nov Emissions pursu.trt toCondition 8.5, Condition 8.6, and Condition iJ. "

a- Condition 8.5 shalt be used in those instances when the permittee ismonitofng' or is attempting to monitor, a source Group". 
"o'."rir. 

fuer usageat least once every 7 days.

b. Condition 8.6 shall be used in those instances when the perminec ismonitoring, or is a*empting to moni;;;;;;S."r* Unit,s power output atleast once every 15 minuteJ. rrris 
"perio io Jr source units within a sourceGroup.

c. Condition 8,7 shall be used for cach incinerator

d. f,tfiriirions.

(i) A Source Group.is a group of emission units for which overall emissionsare characrcrizid by e-ithei

(A) A single worst-case fuel-based cmission factor, or
(B) A common set of load-dependent emission factors.

8.2

8.3

a.

Page 12of21



Permit No. RI0OCS-AK-07-01 (Revised) June 18,2008
OCS Source: Kulluk Drilling Unit .

(ii) A Source Unit is an emission unit within a Source Group for which overall
. emissions are characterized by a common set of load-dependent emission

8.5 The p€rmittee shall calculate and record Weekly NOx Emissions for each Source
Group as followsi

l - 1

WeeklyNOxEmissions (tons) = | fjp,x gp,l,l t zcf,f,
fi=sor.recmrp I

i = Source Group
Fr = fuel consumption for Source Group i in units of "gallons diescl fucl

cornbusted'Per $i:ekl
EFi = emission factor for Sourcc Group i in units of 'llb NOx emitted p€r

gallon diescl fuel combusted" 
,..

. a. The percrinee sba!! use source Group-specific emission factors established
pu.suart to Cond:tion'9" I .a,, or 9. I .b. .

b. The permittee shall monitor and record cumulativc source Group fuel usage at
least once every 7 daYs.

(i) Each fuel flow meter used to satisfy the requirement of Condition 8.5'b'
' shall measure the fuel flow rate with accuracy equal to or better than 2
percent of the meter's upper range valua

(ii) Collect information from the manufacturcr of each ftel flow meter so as to
determinc its accuracy. Submil this informaiion to EPA 45 days prior to
operation within 25 miles of a Drill Site.

(ni) Maintain lhe accuracy of each fuel flow meter in accordance with
manufacturer's recommendations.

c. For each week that the permittec fails to determine cumulative Sourcc Group
fuel usage, the permittee shall determine emissions assuming the Source Croup
consumed diesel fuel as if operating at capa€ity for the week.

8.6 The permitte€ shall calculate and record Weekly NOx Ernissions for each Source
Group as follows:

f f t l
weeklyNoxEmissions(tons;= | I I ZL,.^" npg,.^l*^,ltZcff'

I i=snruunla=ttdia|s J )

= Source Unit within Source Group

Page l3 of 27



I+,n =

EFQ, =

Vladimir Ignatjuk Uoitcrl trot
heatcr

tor Viking n hartorclecGffi

I Conrolled / Uncontrolled.Procc€d r,o Condition 9.3 to selecr which emission fetor ro urilize.
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Permit No. RI0OCS-AK-07-01 (Revised) June 18,2008
OCS Source: Kulluk Drilling U{t , , ,

b. The pennittee shall calculate NOx emissions by utilizing either a fuel-based
emislion factor or a load-based emission factor for Source Groups Al, Bl, 82,
and Cl as follows:

(i) until new emission factors are approve<l by EPA pursuant to condition
9'2, the emissioa factors listed in Tablc 4 shall be utilized

Table 4 - Itritial Souo" GrtrP E-ission F ctots

.

AI 0.293 0.0219

Vladimir Ignatjuk main
oropulsion cngines

Bi 0.81I 0.056

Vladimir lgnatjuk nain
qenerator engines

82 o.056

Tor Viking tr main propulsion
engines / generators

cl 0. l l l /0 .389 0.00828 / 0.0290

(iU Upon EPA aproval of a new emission factor, thc new emission faclor
shall be utilized to calculate emissions beginning with the day upon which

. stack testing was perforrred to develop the new emission factor, except
that for thelust yiar a vessel is deployed, thc new emission factor shall
also be utilized to calculate dmissions beginning with the day upon which

' the vessel first gavigated within 25 miles of a Drill Sirc.

g.2 Development and Approval of New Enission Factors for source Groups Al, Bl, 82,
and Cl,

Within 24 days of initial operation at thc first Drill Site, the permittec shall
conduct stack testing as follows:

(i) Perform a stack test according to an EPA-ap'proved stack test protocol on
each class of engine within Source Groups Bl arrd Cl al three or more
load points representing the expected operating rang€ of the engines:
35%,57%,and80%.

(A) If ttrc permittce elects to perform a stack test for only one engine
from within Source Group Cl, thc permittee shall t'est either Unit
TV-l or Unit TV-2.

(ii) Perform a stack test according to an EPA-approved stack test protocol on
one of the three engincs within Sourcc Groups Al and 82 at three or morc
load points reprcs€nting thc expected operating range of the engines: 50%'
75%. and l0O%.
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lu$j w.. RI0oCS-AK_07_01 (Reviscd)
OCS Source: Kuiluk Drilline Unit June 18,2008

(iii) Before conducring anl s:ac.k 
Tsrs, tlre perminee shall submit a plan toEpA.. The plan mustinctude rh. ,;thfi; ;;;cedures to be used forsampling, rcsting, and quality *ru*o"", -J-niust specify how theemission unit will operatcluring the teJ;;;;* the pemittec willdocument that operation. Th" pr_rlr""-.h;iibrit u.o.pl"t" pl*wilhin 

I least 30 days bcfrr iir..r"f,J"f"-JJ"t or any resr unless EpAagrges in writiag to so.mc other time period. neiesting may be Oonewithoutrcsdbminingthcplan., . .---- .- l ' '

b- 
Y:9f9g.t: "colnletine 

the testing, the permitiec shalt submit to EpA ancw cmission factor for ap-proval._l ,lril t"rir"forri. to b";;;d;;;with ttre perminec's requcsr rcr a ncw eriiission factor.,' :

(i) EPA disapproves the new emission factor,lor
(ii) EPA requests additional iniomration.

d. 
Jhe pcln'nee may conduct further stack rcsdng and submit new emissionfactors for approval in accordance witrr conaiti?nrii.", s.z.u, and 9.2.c.

9,3 Tor Viking Controlled and Uncontrolled Emission Factors.
a' The permittee shalr,monitof an! regord at least once every 15 minutes theforlowing pararnet€rs associar€d witr oe ioiiriuog tr serective cataryicReductioa Air pollution Cort oi Syrt"rni 

^ -' ' '

(i) Opcrational status of urca pump,

(ii) Stack tcmpcratur€ upstream of the catalyst, and
(iii) The load level of all enginas exhausriirg ro tlrc SCR systcm.

b. The permirec shall ttilize a controll€d emission factor for Source Grouo Cland Source Group C2 for each ls-"rirute;;; in which:
(i) The urea pump is operating, and

(i) .

(n)
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(iD The catalyst inlet temp€rature is gredter than or equal to 250"C' and

c'ThepermittecshallutilizcanuncontrclledemissionfactorforsourceGroup
Cl and Sourcc Group C2 for each ls-minute Period in which:

(i) The urea pump is not operating' or

(iD The catalyst inlet temp€raturc is l6ss than 25o'C'

10. sulfur Iltoxide (sor) Enrisslon Limltatlon. The permittee shall not combust any liquid

tuel with sutfur.on*nr6*iirt* ois tt"*t uy weight in any cmission unit on the

Kull. k or a suPPort vessel'o

a. Monitofing and Recordkeeping' Monitor aird keep records as follows:

(ii) Thereaftet, determine and record the sulfur content upon receiving each

fuel shiPment'

(A) Obtain a representative sample of the fuel delivered and analyze

tt. su.pt i- rulfur conterrt using ASTM D-129'W2622'orD'

42g4ior

(B) 3inTilH',nHiffiiil:i#ffH':*,';j':Ti';:?,H*
i*"iai"" that the certifiiation indicates that the sulfur content

[* Gi"oJ"t ined by one of the ASTM rnethods listed above'

b'Within3businessdaysofidenti f icat ion'reporttoEPAanyinstanceof.al iquid
tuel with sul-fi;.oidni gr"uta uan 0.19 perccnt by iveig[t bcing combusted

in any cmission unit on ihe Kulluk or a support vessel'

Standard for Incin€rators

11. Visible Emisclons. Thc permittee shall not cause or.allow visibility through the exhaust

effluent of an incineratoi [o ue rcduced by visible emissions, excludiog coodensed water

""p.t, 
ii 

"t* 
,han 20 percent averaged over any six consecutive minutes'

u Units K-8, K.9, K-10' K.13, anrt K.14 ore funher restficted to combusting only liquid fuel with a su|fur content

less than 0,d5 percent by weight pursuant to Condition 13 3'

(i)
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June 18,20O8

I l.l Performance Test. within 24 days of initial operation of unit K-19, observe unit K-
19 exhaust for visible cmissions using Mcthod 9. observe its exhaust, following
40 C.F.R. 60, Appendix A-4, Method 9, for 6 minurcs to obtain 24 consecutive l j-
second opacity observations.

a If performance testing under Condition I I .l was accomplishcd previously at
another.drill site, no further performance testing is required for the remainder
of that drilling s€ason. _

I I .2 For each performance test conducte4 record. the following items:

a. The name of thc stationary source, emissions unit and location, stationary
sourse type, obs€rver's name and affiliation, and the &ite on the Visible

.1 pr4iqslosq Fiqfd Data Sheet iq Section f;

b,

' c. The prescnee or abscnce ofan qttached or detached plume and ttre appmximate
distance from the emissi6ns outlet to the poi4t in the plumc at which ihe
observations are made;

. d. Opacity observatigns tq tha,nearcst fivr percent at l5_second intervals on the
Visiblc Emissions Observation Record in Section 3; and 

,

.e. lhg minimum number.of observations required by the permit; each momentary
observation rccorded sharl 66,6""t"0 to rEpr'sent the average opacity of
cmissions for a l5-Secold pgriod.

I 1.3 For each performance test conducted, rcport the results to EpA within 30 days of
comple ting the test.

Standard for FueFBurning Equipment
12. Visibh Er&slonr. The permittee shall not cause or allow visible emissions, excluding

q*e!*d water vapor, cmitted from fuel-burning equipment to rcducc visibiliry thouth
the cxhaust effluent more than 20 percent averagel ovei any six consecutive minutes.

12.l Perfonnance Tesr. Within 24 days of initial operation of an emissions unit, observe
its exhaust, fottowing ztO C.F.R. 60, Appendiin+, U"tt oO g, for 6 minures to
obtain 24 consecutive lS-second opaciry observations. This condition applics to
Units K-l rhrough K-18.
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a, If performance testing undcr Condition 12" I was accomplished prcviously at
another drill site for a particular emissions unit, no further monitoring is
required for that emissions unit for the remainder of that drilling scason'

12.2 For each performance tcst conducted, r€cord the following items:

a. The name of the stationary sourc€, emissions unit and location, stationary
source type, obscrver's namc anci affiliation, and the dete on the Visible
Emissions Field Data Sheet in Section 3;

b, The tirne, estimated distance to thc emissions iocation, approximate wind
direction, estimated wind spced, dcscription of the sky condition (presence and
color of clouds), plume background, and operating rate (load or fucl
consumption ratQ on the sheet at the time opacity observations are initiated

June

and complcted;

c. 'Ile presence or absence of ao attached or detached plurne and the approximate
rlistance ftom the emissions outlet to the point in the plume at which the
observations dre rnade;

d. Opacity observations to the nearest five p€rcent at l5-second intervals on the
Visible Emissions Observation Record in Section 3; and

e. The mirumum number of observations required by the perrrit; each momentary
' obscrvation recorded shall be deenred to represeni th" iverage opacity of

emissions for a l5-second period.

12.3 For each performance test conducGd, report the results to EPA within 30 days of
compledng the test,

13. Particulate Matter. The permittec shall not cause or allow particulate matter emitted
from fuel-burning equiprn€nt to exceed, per cubic foot of exhaust gas corrected to standard

. conditions and averaged over lhreg hours,0.05 grains.

13.l The permittee shall not operate Units K-8, K-9, K-10, K-13, and K-14 without a
diesel exhaust particulate matter filt€r syst€m.

a. Document the installation ofthe each paniculate mattcr filter system and the
resultant pollution control elficigncy as installed.

b. Report the data required by Condition 13. I .a within 30 days of initial operation
of an emissions unit.
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13.2 The pennittec shall maintain each diesel exhaust paniculate rnatter filter system pcr
the manufacturer's maintenance procedures,

a. Maintain on-sitc a copy of ttc manufacturer's maintenance procedures.

b. Record any actigns taken to verify and maintain each paniculate matler filter
system's pollution control efficiency.

(ii) Thereafter, dcterrnine the sulfur cont€nt upon rcceiving each fuel
shipment

(A) Obain a rppresentative sample of the fuel delivered and analyze
the sample for suliu conteqt using ASTM D- l2g , D-2622, or D_
4294:or

(B) Q[tain I sfu1gl6 sertification of sulfur contcnt for each shipmcnt
of fuel from the fuel supplier based on an analysis of the fuel,
providing that the certification indicates that the sulfur content

. has been deterrrined by one ofthe ASTM methods listed above,

b. Iisl I b'rsiness days of identifrcation, report to EpA any instance of a liquid
fueI with sulfur content geater than 0.05 p-ercent by weight being combusted
in Unit K-8, K-9, K-lO K-13, or K-14. 

-

13.4 compliance with condition 13 shall be determined for unit K-1, K-2, and K-3
pursuant !o the following tcrms:

Prior to mobilizing the Kulruk for rhe first tfunc at thc beginning of a driiling
season, the permittee shall conduct stack testing as follows:

(,) Perfomr a stack test according ro an EpA-approved stack test protocol on
at least one ofthe engines at three or more load points representing the
expected opcrating range of tlre engines,

13.3
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Permit No. RI0OCS-AK-07-01 (Revised) June 18,2fi)8
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(ii) Before conducting any stack tests, the p€mitte€ shall submit a plan to
EPA. The plan must include the methods and procedures to be used for

. sampling, testing, and quality assurancc, and must specify how the
emission unit will operatre driring the test and how thc permittee will
document that operation. The permittee shall submit a complete plan
within at least 3O days betbre ihe scheduled date ofany test unless EpA
agre€s in writing to some other time period. Retesting may b€ done
without rcsubmining the plan.

b. The permittee shall detennine particulate matter emissions based upon enginc
load couditior.s as follows:

Within 15 days of completing the testing, the permittee shall submit to
EPA for ap,piroval.a correlation of operating load (kW-hr) to PM emissions
rat$ (gr/dscf) along with the stack t€st r€port upon which the correlation is
founded

(ii) The correlation shall bc considered approved withirr 15 days of its receip
at EPA unless :

(A) EPA disapproves or partially approved the correlation, or

(B) EFA rcquests additional information.

c; Th€ permitiee shall monitor, calculate, and record eririssions data as follows:

(i) Monitor and record each engine's operating load at least once every 15
minutes. At that time, identify whether the engine is transitioning between
operating loads.

(ii) Every l5 minutes, calculate and record each engine's preceding 3-hour
average operating load.

d. The perminee shall report to EpA as follows:

(i) The permittee shall report annually to EPA a summar5r of those 3-hour
time periods during which an engine emitted, on average, particulate
matter in concentrations in excess of the 0.05 grldscf as determined using
the EPA-approved correlation.

(ii) The repon- shall be submirted no later than February lrtforthe time period
anuary lrt through December 3ls of the preceding ycar.

14. Sullirr Compound Emlsslons. The permittee shall not cause or allow sulfur compound
emissions, expressed as sulfirr dioxide, to exceed 500 ppm averaged over three hours.

(i)
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l4.l Monitoring and Recordkceping. Monitor and keep records of the sulfur content in
the fuel combusted in unirs K-l rhrough K-lg pursuant to condition 10.a,

14.2 Report to EPA pursuant to Condirion 10.b.

r5.2

15.3

16.

17. l

t7.2
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18.2 For each instance in which Unit K4 is operated while the Kulluk is occupying a
Drill Site, the permittee shall record the duration ofthe episode and the reason for
opcftrting.

18.3 The pcrmittee shall report !o EPA via facsimile or e-mail any deviation from
Condition 18,I within 3 business days of identification,

19. Kulluk Thrustmaster Englircs

l9,l The pennist€e shall not operate Units K-l I and K-12 simultaneously while the
Kulluk is occupyrng a Drill Site.

19.2 For each instance in which Units K-l1 and K-12 arc operated simultaneously while
the Kulluk is occupying.a Drill Site, ttre pemri*ec siiarl retotd the duration of thc
episode and the reason for sinultaneous operation

19.3 Thc perminee shall report to EPA via facsimile or e-mail any deviation from

. Condition l9.l within 3 business days of identificatibn,

20. Jim Kilabut Main Propulslon Engines

20. I The permittee shall operate Units JK- I and JK-2 at loads equal to or less than I 0% of
the maxinnum load wbile the Jim Kilabuk is physicaily attached to the Kulluk and the
Kulluk is occupying a Drill Site.

20.2 For each instance in which cither Unit JK- I or JK-2 is operated while the Jim
Kilabuk is physically attached to the Kulluk and the Kulluk is occupying a Dritl Site,
the permittee shall monitor and record the powcr output resulting from the operation
of Units JK- 1 and JK-Z at l€ast oncb every 15 minutes.

20.3 The perrdttee shall repon to EPA via facsimile or e-mail any exceedance of
Condition 20.1 within 3 birsiness days of identification.

Generally Applicable Requirements

21, Ambient Impacb. The p€rmitt€e shall not cause or conuibute to a violation of a national
ambient air quality standard or the standards of Alaska ( I8 AAC 50.010).

X2, Good Alr Polludon Control htctlces. The permittee shall maintain and op€rate
Ernission Units in Source Groupo A l, A2, K, and T, listed in Table I , according to the
manufacturer recommendations.

23. Recordkeeping Requlrcments The p€rmitte€ shall keep all records rcquired by this
permit for at least five years after the darc of collection.
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24' 
-cSfifcadon. The perminee shall cenify all reports, or other documenrs submitted to rheErA anc r€qulred under th€ permit by including the signature of a responsible official forthe permitted stationary source following the rtit"In"ni "Eased on iniormation and beliefformed after reasonabre inquiry, I certifithat the statements and information in ana 

- '----
attached to this document ar€ truc, accurat€, and complete.', e ,"port *J Jo.un,.nt,must be certified upon submittal.

25. 
k11:A{11 ]risapproval shalt become invalid if construcrion of an Exploraoryuperauon $ not comnenced within 18 months after the effectivc date of ttris permit, or ifconstnrction is discontinucd for a period of rg months, unless EpA extends ttie is_monthperiod upon a satisfactory showini out * 

"*Ln*ion 
is justified, pu*;;;O dFRs5,6(bx4).

26.t

26'2 Matenally inaccurate statements *-ete .mads. io ;establishing the terins or conditions ofthis pcrmit;

26'3 The permittee fairs to comply with any materiar condition of this permit; or

26,4 This permit must b" terminated, revised, or'revoked and reissued to assure
compliance,with ClCan Air Act r-equircments. ..: ,.

Shallow Gas Dlversions. :j

2?.1 rhc permittee shiir record thc frequency and duration of each shallow gas diversion.

27.2 The,permincc shall report the frequency and duration ofeach shalow eas diversion
y larT rhal february ls fo.{ the ti"" p"rioa bcginning January ruf;di";'"'"Dccember 3ls ofthe preceding year. 

- 
.

:^T:.f,:::_*.,T:ry*,.'-* nor bebome effecrive until: l) EpA has comprered irsconsulErron ob[gations rEquTtr.l9g the Endangered Specics {ct with respect to tteporar bear and the Sheil Kuhuk Drilring unit ocs pe;i N.. Rl00cs_AK-07_01(Revised) and 2) the permittee has amc-nded its appricarion anoror the EpA has amendedth€ ocs permit terms to addr€ss any artcmativcs, conse'rvation flrcasures, reasonable andpnrdert measures. or terms and conditions aeemec uy era tobe appropriate ^ 
" 

*."rt.rthc consultation

27,

28.
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Saction 2" Permit Documenhtlon

Date of Document Description of Documetrt

December 29, 2006 Application for Minor Permit

February 7, 2007 Supplement to ApPlication

March 26,20O7 Supplement to Application

March 29,20O7 SupPlemeot to Application

January 8, 2008 Shell Impact Analysis Report with Cover lrtter

Jluuary 8,2008 Shell Modeling Files

January 8,20C8 Sheil Kuuuk Emissions Spreadsheet

January 14,2008

January 16,2008

January 17,2008

Febnrary 6,2008

Shell Stack Hcight Consistency in Impact Analy'sis Report

Shell PMro and SO: Annual Impacts in Impact Analysis Report

Shell Description of Thrustmaster HPU Control System

Shell Rtisponse to EPA lanuary 18, 2008 Phone Record
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Section & AtbchmentstForms

Permit No. R10OCS-AK-07{1 - Visible Emissions Fietd Data Sheet

Certified Obscrvcr:
. Company &

Slstionrry Sourcs

Loc.tion:

T€st No: DaE:

EFI 
to".": L Yout .*g;{

- f  I  r

' cr*r nL tdri6l Flrd

Obacwla loqrior
DbEE to dischrsc

Din€rbn fiDn dLclurit

ficith of66!.ftq poirr

Ba.tgro{rd dlrc.lpdoa

r#cdE! cood3iorr
Wid Dlrlqio.

Witd |p..d

AoHaot cr?c]ttur!

Rlldilt h|rlidlry

Sty condttod: (ct r, ovclcrrc * cto{d4 .tc.)

Phnt dscdliion:
Col(r

Dirurtoc vi3ibb

W ll d!9lt phrlE?
(AnIH o. d.r.cbcrf)

Oih.r inft.rraioo
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Permit No. Rl0OCS-AK-07-01 - Visible Emissions Observation Record

Company & Stationary Source- Certified Obrrvel

Additional information:

Observer Signature and Date

Data Reductlon:
Duration of Observation Period (minutes)
Number of Observations
Number of Observations exceedine 20 %

Page - of -

Cenified By and Date

Duration Required by Permit (minut€s)-__-____-_--:
Highest Six -Minute Average Opacity (%)-

Test Number
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Abbreviations and Acronyms

ADEC

AQIA

ANWR

BOP

BACT

CM

CBD

cBl
c.F:R.
co
EAB

EIS

EO

EPA

GAQM

Srldsct
HAP

ICAS

rsc
lsc2
MACT
MIAR
MMS
NAAQS
NAEC
NEPA
Noz
Nox
NOI

Alaska Deparlment of Environmental Conservation
EPA Region 10 Air Quality lmpact Analysis
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge
Blow Out Preventer

, Best Available Control Technology
Clean AirAct

. Centor for Biological Diversity
confidential business informalion
Code of Federal Regulations
Carbon Monoxide

. Environmental Appeals Board
Environmental lmpact Statement
Executive Order
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Guideline on Air Quality Models (40 C.F.F. Part 51,
Appendix W)
Grains per Dry Siandard Cubic Foot
Hazardous Air Pollutants
Inupiat Community of the Arctic Slope
Industrial Source Complex

. Industrial Source Complex Short-Tem
Maximum Achievable Control Technology
Shell Modified lmpacts Analysis Report

,Minerals Management Seruice
National Ambient Air Quality Standards
Northem Alaska Environmental Center
National Environmental Policy Act
Nitrogen Dioxide
Nitrogen Oxides

. Notice ol Intent
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NSB

NSH

NPDES

ocD
ocs
ORL

osR
PM
PMro
ppm

PSD
PTE

REDOIL

North Slope Borough
New Source Review
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
Ofishore Coastal and Dispersion
Outer Continehtal Shelf
Owner Requested Limit
Oil Spill Response
Particulate Matter

' I Pa'tticu ldte trrattCr s' 1 O microns aerodynamic diameter
'1"Parts Pdiijt;11;o; ;,'' r i.:

Prewntlon of Significant Deterioration
Potential td'Emli ' :" 1, ̂  .

Resisting Enviionffir{dl D€struction on Indigenous
Lands.
Standard lnduslria[ Classif icationsrc

SOz

SSOB

TPY

voc
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Executive Summary

On February 13,20f,8, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Region l0 (EPA
' Region l0) made a preliminary permit decision regarding a proposed revised air quality

permit for Shell Offshore Inc. (Shell). The proposed permit (# RI0OCS-AK-07-01
Revision) would allow Shell to conduct exploratory drilling using the KulluN drilling rig
and its associated support vessels (Shell requested that EPA suspend permitting for the
Frontier Discoverer drilling unit) in the outer continental shelf (OCS) of the Beaufon Sea
of Alaskh under a minor air quality permit in accordance with 40 C.F.R. Part 55. In
accordance with 40 C.F,R. Paft 124, EPA published notice of.apublic cornment period
from February 25, 2008 to April l, 2008. The notice incluCed information on scheduled
public hearings in three North Slope communities in Alaska. .

Writlen comments were received by the EPA from Shell (the applicant), the U.S. Mineral
. Management Service (MMS), thie Alaska Oil and Gas Association (AOGA), the North
Slope Borough (NSB), the hupiat Community of the Arctic Slope (ICAS), Northern
Alaska Environmental Center (NAEC), the Alaska Eskimo Whaling Commission
(AEWC) and ASRC Energy Services. The letter from NAEC included comments on
behalf of the Native Village of Hope, the Natural Resource Defense Council (NRDC),
Pacific Environment, Resisting Environmental Destruction on lndigenous Lands
(REDOIL), the Siena Club, the Cenrer for Biological Diversity (CBD), and the Alaska
Wilderness Irague. The EPA also received written comments from one individual.

In addition to receiving written comments, the EPA held public hearings in the Alaska
North Slope communities of Barrow, Kaktovik and Nuiqsut on M arch 25,26 and27,
2008, respectively. During these hearings, EPA rcceived numerous comments on this
proposed permit decision as oral testimony. This testimony was transcribed by a court
reporter and has been included in the permit record

This "Response to Comments" document summarizes the written and oral cofilments
received by the EPA regarding this preliminary permit decision. After EPA's careful
review and consideration, responses to these corrunents are presented herein.

' Hearing Transcripts and otber documents in ahe permit record can be found online
a.: hup://voscmite.eoa.gov/R I CyAIRPAGE.NSF/PermitvOCS
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GeneralScope of this Response to Comments
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Permit No. RI0OCS-AK-07-01 (Revised) June 18,2008

Category 1: Specific TextualChanges to the Permit

Subcategory 1-1: Changes in Respons€ to Comments

COMMEN'T

Permit Cover Pa&

Shell requests that the Final Permit include on the cover page, on a new page two of the
permit, or in the Final Permit cover letter, contact infcrmation for the relevant paxty (or
parties) at EPA for matters relating to the Final Permit, including a physical address, a
mailing address, an email address, facsimile and telephone numbers.

EPA RESf{'NSE

Shell is required to pe-riodically submit infomation to EPA as required by the Final
Perrnit. The following information is intended to facilitate the reporting process:

Physical / Mailing Address:
EPA Region l0
Office of Compliance and Enforcement
Air and RCRA Compliance Unit; OCE-127
1200 Sixth Avenue, Suite 900
Seanle. WA 98101-3140

Email Address: .
R I 0AirPermitReports @epa. gov

Facsimile:
206.553.01l0

Telephone Number:
206.553. l8l7

This information also appears in the cover l€tter accompanying the Final Permit.

COMMENT

Permit Term: Condition l.l

Shell requests EPA clariff that Shell may identify a number of wells in advance of a
given season for potential drilling during that season, and that Shell ultimately may select
among those wells in drilling during that season. Given the uncertainties surrounding the
timing of the op€n water season or other issues, Shell will not always be able to predict
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EPARESFONSE, ,  ]

how many orwhich wells it witl drill during any given season, but shell will have
identified a set of prosp€ctive wells. The wells uliimately drilled during that season will
be a subset of those previously identified we[s. Thus, any one or more of those
prospective wells identified or "selected" in advance of the drilling season may ultimately
become a l'Planned Well" when drilled.

In addition to providing an explanation to this effect in its Response to comments, EpA
should clarify condition Ll, which defines '?lanned well," as follows (added text
underlined):

"A,Plapned Well is a well, selected from among prosoective
wp!!s that are identifiqd in advance of the drilling season that is'drilled to'collect discrete information from a specific prospect.',

l

The permit authorizes Shell to drill planned wells, Replacement wells, gpd Relief welis.
with respect to Planned wells, EPA agrees that shell may identify a number of wells in
advance of a given season f,oi potential drilling during thit sbason. i{ change to the
perrfl, however, is not necessary to enable shelr to select from among those wells to
drill.

Also, the phrase, 'Trom a specific prospecf' within the definition of planned well is
unnecessary as it adds no further meaning to the defioition. Conditiort l.l of the permit is
amended as follows (deleted text in strikethrough):

l.l A Planned Well is a well selected in advance of the
drilling season that is drilled to collect discrete
information &em_a*peeif,ea+espeet.

COMMENT

Permit Term: Condition 1.3

shell requested that the definition of "Replacement well,, should be modified slightly to
clarify that such a well is intended to 'teplace" the original planned wel and to obtain
the sam€ discrcte information that shell intended to obtain from the original planned
well. condition 1.3 should be modified to read as follows (added text underlined;
deleted text in strikethrough):

"A Reolacement Well is a well drilled near a planned Well
that has been plugged and abandoned without being drilled
to its intended depth. The Replacement Well eelleets is
i4tended to collect. from an alternate location. the samq-
discrete infonnation@
ffiti€E originally soueht,from drilling of the
Planned Well."
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COMMENT

EPA RESFONSE

EPA agiees with the comment. Condition 1.3 shall read as follows (added text
underlined; deleted text in strikethrough):

1.3 A Replacement Well is a well drilled near a Planned
Well that has been plugged and abandoned without
being drilled to its intendcd depth. The
Replacement Well €elleets is iirtended to collect.
from an altemate location. the ry discrete
information@
al+eraa*e-leeotie* orieinally sought Aonq lnllioe of

A comment received from NAEC relates to the time peiods during which the Kulluk
becomes an OCS Source. This timing is based on ancbor placenent as specified in the
permit conditions listed above. NAEC states,

"EPA has improperly determined that the Kulluk does not becorne a
stotionary source until the last of its anchors is attached to the seabed
As soon as one of its anchors has been attached to the seabed, the Kulluk
becomcs an OCS Source, and EPA should begin to measure (and
regulate) emissions for purposes of its major source determination at
that point. See 42 U.S.C. 57627@XaXC).

Shell also comments on this issue with specific textual recommendations for changing the
permit stating that, as currently drafted, the definition of "Drill Site" in Condition 1.4
appears inconsistent with the language of Condition 2.3, defining initial and final
operation at each.Drill Site. The definifions in Condition 2.3 appear to comport more
prccisely with the regulatory definition of an OCS Source, which encompasses vessels
only when they are 'permanently or temporarily attached to the seab€d and erected
thereon and used for the purpose of exploring, developing or producing resources
therefrom...." See 40 C.F.R. $ 55.2. Until the Kullukls anchoring process is complete, it
is not "attached" to the seabed, nor is it being 'tsed for the purpose of exploring" the
seabed. Thus, the definition of Dritl Site, as well as the terms of Condition 2.3, should
reflect that the Kulluk is operating as an OCS Source only when the Kulluk is anchored
in a manner sufficient to permit the proposed operations - i.e., the Kulluk is attached to
all ofthe anchors in the relevant anchor pattem (discussed below), all of which are also
attached to the seabed

Thus, in Shell's view the definition of Drill Site should specify both (i) that the Kulluk is
attach€d to its anchors, and (ii) that those anchors arc attached to the seabed. There may
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be instances - for example, in the event of a heavy ice incursion - during which the
Kulluk would cease exploratory drilling operations, untether from its anihors, and move
off from a "Drill site" location, Ieaving its anchors in place, with the int€nt of returning
after the ice had reteated to reconnect to its anchors and reinitiate drilling operations at
that same Drill site location. The Kulluk would not be an ocs source, nor should it be
c€nsidered to be occupying a "Drill site," during any such interim periods when it is not
"attached" to the seabed for the purpose of exploration.

In addition, the comment states that EpA should make clear that the'tnitial" and',final',
operation of the Kqlluk, as defined in secdions 2.3, ip intepded to describe not only the
very first and very last ofthe Kulluk's operations at a given Drill site, but also any
"temporary'' cessation of operations prior to final completion of operations at a Drill site
in order to move off of the Drill site (e.g., due to ice incursions), and any re-initiation of
operations at that Drill site during the same season aftei the Kulluk has moved off the
Drill site (e.g., due to ice incursions) and then returned to resume oDerations. In other
words, for purposes of calculating the number of days during which the Kulluk has
drilled at a sin$e drill site for purposes of compliance with condition 15, there may be
more lhan one 'lnitial operationl' time and more than.sne *firral- operatioii time foi each
Drill Site within a given drilling season. Thus, any interim perioai during which the
Kulluk has discontrcct€d from or raised anchors, (e.g.; tb leave the'site du-ring ice '
incursionb) should irot be codsideied tobe included witliin the periods of operation
bounded by conditions 2.3.a and 2.3.b nor should any such periods be iircluded in
calculating the number of days during which the Kulluk has drilled at a single drill site
for purposes of compliance with Condition 15.

shell explains that it anticipates two anchor patterns that will allow it to safely commence
ocs exploration activities.' For drilling of mud cellar!, sheil anticipates being able to
initiate dp€iations with eight of its twelve anchors attached to both the Kullukand the
seabed. Subsequently, after operations have commenced, thc additional four anchors
would be added. For all other exploratory operations, Shell will begin operations only
after all twelve of the Kulluk's anchors are set and the Kulluk is attached to those
anchors.

Thus; with rcspect to drilling of,mud cellars, shell's comment states that the definition of
Drill site should be revised to rcflcct lhat the Kulluk is occupying a Drill Sire when it has
a minimum of eight anchors to.which it is attached, and which are attached to the seabed,
For purposes of other exploratory activities, the defrnition of Dri site should be revised
to reflect the fact that the Kulluk is occupying a Drill Site when it is attached to all twelve
anchors and all twelve of those anchors are attached to the seabed. Lr addition,
conditions 2.3.aarl,d 2.3.b should be'revised ro reflect definitions of initial and final
operation consisteot with these anchor pattems.

Finally, the comment states that EPA should change the reference to the ..seafloor" so
that the Proposed Permit instead refers to the "seabed," consistent with the language of
40 C.F.R. g 55.2, which defines "OCS Source" in terms of Vessels permanently or-
temporarily attached to the ..seabed."
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The definition of "Drill Site" in Condition 1.4 should be modified, thercfore, to read as
follows (added text underlined; deleted text in strikethrough):

"A Drill Site is a location on the surface ofthe water occupied by
the Kulluk, an*ftem+H*-leeatien where the Kulluk is permanently
or temporarily attached to the seabgd$eer and erected thereon and
used for the purpose of exploring resources therefrom. The Kulluk
is said to be occupying a Drill Site when lllg :,1!!aqb€d..1!s etl€sst
eaeef the anchors in the applicable anchor pattem and those
ancholg glq is attached to the seabe4fl€or. For pumoses of drilline
mud cellars. the agolicable anchor pattem consists of m
of eisht snebar$- iauu{pqs:s of otber operadonq'lbc-aPplisable
anchor pattem corlsists of twelve anchom."

Conditibn 2.3.a should be modified to read as follows (added te.xt underlined; deleted text
in strikethrough)

'1The initial operation of the Kulluk during any given operational
oeriod within a season at each Drill Site is defined.as the
completion oL[ the setting of ttre Kulluk's last anchor in the
applicable anchor pattem on the seabedfleer andlii) thc lfulbk's
connection to all r8qhelstirlheJattem. For pumoscs af dnllipg
mud cellars. thegpBlicable anchor pattern'consis
anehors- JqqplrrBqses of oth€r lparatiffig.the aoolleabla-aqchar

igs i
mav occur at each Drill Site within a given drilling season if
drilling is intemroted and resunied there.".

Condition 2.3.b should be modified to read as follows (added text underlinedl deleted text
in strikethrough):

'The final operation of the Kulluk durin€Gnv given operatronal
pggpg|gj@]ry at each Drill Site is defined as when the
Kullukb intentionally disconnects from one of its anchors in the

' applicable anchor oattem or removes one ofits les+ anchoE is
remened in the relevant anchor pattem from.the seabglp,eer. For
purposes of drilling mud cellars. the applicable anchor Battern
consists of eight ancho$. For purposes of other op€rations. the
applicable anchor pattern consists of twelve anchors. More than
one initial oE:ration may occur at each Drill Site within a given

. drilling season if drilling is intemroted and resumed there."

EPA R"ESPONSE

In response to both NAEC and Shcll cornments, EPA notes that the statutory definition of
OCS Source defines OCS Source as follows:
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Thc tenns r'Outdr Continental Shelf iource" and !'OCS source"
. include any equipment, activity, or facility which-

(i) emits or hat the potential to emit any air pollutant,
(ii) is regulated or authorized under thc Outer Continental Shelf
I-ands Act [!!U.S.C. 1331 et seq.], and
(iii) is located on tlie Q ter Continental Shelf or in or on waters

' above the Outer Continenal Shclf,

Such aaivitiel inclttde, but are not limited ta, ptaqform and drilt
ship exploretio4 construction, developnent, production,
proccssitig, aid:tianspor.tation. . Far:purpose s. of thit subsection,

' emissiow frafri ttAy vessel :servicfu or .ossociated with an OCS
source, including emissions while at the OCS source or en route to
or frohi thz' OCS source withbr 25 miles of the OCS source, shall
be considered direct emissions from the OCS source.
42 U.s.c. 97627(a)(4)(c)

' . . : : . . r . . . . ' i '

Based upon our reviiw of the,underlying statute.and implementing reguiation, EPA has
determined that thc Ifulluk.ii ari OCS source when it is attached to at least one anchor
and that.anchor is artached to the seabed. See SSOB at 4-5 (explaining that in applying
the OCS requirements in the: waters off of Alask4 an OCS "stationary source" means any .
building, structure, facility, or installation which emits or may emita regulated NSR
Follutant,.and thaL.Alaska defines "building, structure, facility, or installation" to include
"a vessel that is aachored.,.within a localel'). Interim periods during which the Kulluk
has disconnected from or raised all anchors, (e.g., to leave the sile during ice incursions)
should not be included within the periods of operation bounded by Conditions 2.4.a and
2.4.b nor should any such periods be included in calculating the number ofdays during
which the Kulluk has drilled at a single drill site for purposes of compliance with
Condition 15.

EPA is also amending Conditiotr 9.2.a of the permit which requires Shell to conducr stack
testing '\rilhin 24 hours of commencing operation at the first Drill Site." The phrase
'tommencing operation" was intended to mean "initial operation" as discussed above.

Condition 1.4 is amended.as follows. (added text underlined; deleted text in
strikethrough):

1.4 A Drill Site is a location on the surface of rhe water
occupied by the Kulluk, and from this location the Kulluk
is permanen y,or temporarily attached to the seabedfleer
and erected thereon and used for the purpose of exploring
resources therefrom. The Kulluk is said to be occupying a
Drill Site when the Kulluk is attached to at least one of its
anchors and that anchor is anachid to the seabedfleer.
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condition 2'4 is amended as follows (added text underlined; deleted text in
strikethrough):

2.4 The Perrdttee shall record the date and hour ofborh initial and
final operatior ofthe Kulluk at each Drill Sile for each season.

a. The initial operation ofthe Kulluk at each Drill Site
isdefinedas@

@thefirst
completion of (i). sening an anchor to the
@hortothe
Kulluk.

' b_ The final operation of the Kulluk ar each Drill Sire
is defned as when the Kullukfu diseonneQ$ from
the Jast o.f its anchors or re@eypl_lhelast of ils_ hsr.

horg ie.renered from the seabe!fl€€r.

Condition 2.6 is amended as follows (added text underlined):

The permittee shall report to EpA via facsimile or e-mail
within 3 days of final op€ration at a Drill Site the
information required by Condition 2.4.b and identify the
da],s. if aFI'. between initial operation and fin.al ooeiltion

condition 9.2.a is amended as follows (added text underlined; deleted text in
strikettuough):

g.2 Development and Approval of New Emission Factors for

that the Kulluk was not occuovine the Drill Site.

Source Groups A l, B l, 82, and C I .

a. Within 24 days of eemmenei*g initial operation at
the first Drill Site, the permittee shall conduct stack
testing as follows:

COMMENT

Permit Term: Condition I

shell commented that the heading- preceding condition g shourd be revised to clarify that
lF 

g:".ThF regulations expressly permit Shell to adopt Owner Requesred Limirs and
tnereby obtarn a minor source p€rmit. It is well established that a source that would
otberwise exceed the 250 tpy tfueshord and be subject to psD requirernents may exe:nptitself from a regulation as a major source by "requesting the permitting authority to
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impose a permit restriction on the source's capacity to emit ." In re sheT offshare Inc.,
13 E.A.B. at69slip op. at 13 (Sept. 14,2007). Indeed, a numberof North-Slope air
permit holders, including the North slope Borough for its Barrow Thermal oxidation
_Systfm (Permit No. AQ0B31MSS0I), h-ave air permits that include Owner Requested
umits in order to avoid classification either as i major source or a minor sourcL. Thus,
the heading preceding condition 8 should be modifiLd to read as follows (added text
underlined):

EPA RESPONSE

The heading preceding condition 8 is amended as follows (added text underlined):

*Owner Requested Limits Rendering prevention of Significant
D-etcrioration (PSD) Review Unnecessary pursuant to 40 C.F.R. S
52.2! and 18 Alaska Admin. Code 50.508(5)..

Owner Requested I imits Rendering prevention of Significant
Deterioration (PSD) Review Unnecessary hrrsuant to lg AAC
50.508($ as Incci"poraied bv Reference into 40 C-F.R. Filjs

COMMENT

Permit Term: Condition 8.2

shell commented that EPA shourd specify that the carculations and record-keeping
requir€ments of this condition must be completed within three business aays arteine
end o,f the w^eek. Providing for notice within three business days provides ample
expedience for purposes of any EpA response rerating to these aspects of the p€rmit and
addresses the practical and feasibility concerns arisin! out ofan obligation to prepare *a
submit repons to EPA during shift cianges, holidays 

-or 
weekend periods. condition g.2

should ther€fore be modified to read as follows (added text underlined):.

"No later than 3 business days after the end of the week. the
permittee shall calculare and record the Rol.ling 52_week NOx
Emissions for an Exploratory Operation by adding the most recent
Weekly NOx Emissions to the preceding 5l Weekly NOx
Emissions."

EPA RESPONSE
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EPA agrees with the comrnent and is amending Condition 8.2 as follows (added text
underlined):

No later than 3 business days after the end of the week, the
pennittee shall calculate and record the Rolling 52-week
NO; Emissions for an Exploratory Operation by adding the
most recent Weekly NOx Emissions to the preceding 5l
Weekly NO1Emissions."

COMMENT

Permit Term: Condition 8.3.a

Shell commented that as drafted, Condition 8.3.a provides for a reporting year from
December l" of one year through November 30o of the following year. In order to
provide consistency with other repo.rting requirements and maintain a more praCictable
and manageable reporting regime, Shell requests that EPA provide for reporting based on

. rhe calendar year. Thus, the s€cond sentence of Condition 8.3.a should be revised to read
as follows (added text underlined; deleted text in strikethrough):

"The perririttee shall report to EPA a summary of Rolling 52-week
NOy Emissions annually to EPA. The report shall be submitted no
later than February 1"'Deeember*L for the time period beginning
Januarvl't@andending
Nevember30 December 3lsr of the preceding vear."

EPA RESPONSE

EPA agrees witb the comment and amends.Condition 8.3.a as follows (added text
underlined; deleted text in strikethrough):

8.3.4 The permittee shall report to EPA a summary of Rolling
52-week NO1 Emissions annually to EPA. The report shall
be submitted no later than February l'r Deeembergt for the
time period beginning January l$ See€fib€rq€f+he
pre+ieus.eolenda+aear}andendingNevember30
December 31'r of the orecedine year. "

COMMENT

Permit Term: Condition 8.3.b.

EPA should specify that the reporting requirement of this Condition must be completed
within three business days after the end of the week. Providing for notice within three
business days pmvides ample expedience for purposes of any EPA response relating to
th€se asp€cts of the permit and addresses the practical and feasibility concems arising out
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cf an obligation to prepare and submit reports to EpA during shift changes, holidays or
weekend periods. Thus, condition 8.3.b should be revised to read as follows (added text
underlined):

"The permittee shall report to EpA any exceedance of
Condition 8 within 3 business days of identification."

EPA RESPIONSE

EPA agrees with the comment and amcnds Condition 8.3.b as follows (added text
underlined):

8.3.b The permittee shall report to EPA any exceedance of , .
Condition 8 within 3 busincss days of identification."

and 9.2,d (new)

2 Stack testing satisfying Condition 9.2.a. was obviously not conducted in 2007 given that initial operation
was not achieved al any Drill Site.

shell cornmented that this pcrmit condition refers only to 200J emissions and should
therylgl€ be updated because'the permit no longer is addressing 20O7 emissions. This
condition should be fi.irther revised to irccount for the possibility that shell may obtain
new stabk test results in the, future. 

'Thir's, 
this condition should be revised to read as

follows (deleted text in strikethrough):

"New emissions factors based upon stack testing conducted in
200?, or based on more recent tisting conductei subsequent to the
nermit issue date, shall be utilized to calculate all emissions
C""e*dd."ng+ry

EPA RESPONSE

EPA intended for condirion 9. l.b (iD of the 2007 permit ro require shell ro calculate
2007 emissions utilizing emission factors derived irom 2007 siack testing conducting
w_ithin 24 days of initial op€ration at the first Drill site.2 EpA incorrectly assumed tfrat
2007 would be each vessel's first year of operatlon, and EpA is not certain when each
vessel will begin exploratory operations. To avoid having to amend the permit again
should a vessel not be deployed in 2008, condition g, l.b.(it has been amended to require
shell to calculate a vessel's entire first-year emissions utilizing emission factors derivid
from stack testing conducted during that same first year.
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EPA also intended for Condition 9.2 of the 2007 p€mit to altow Shell the oppoftunity to
conduct stack testing in future years for the purpose of updating the emission factors.
Condition 9.2.d has been created to allow just that.

Condition 9. l.b (ii) is amended as follows (added text underlined; deleted text in
strikethrough):

9.1.b (ii) Upon EPA approval ofa new emission factor, the new
emission factor shall be utilized to calculate emissions
beginning with the day upon which stack testing was
performed to develop the new emission factor, except thaF
for the first year a vessel is deolo]'ed. the new emissiqq
factor shall also be utilized to calculate emissions
beeinnine with the day uponytich-lhe-ysEEellllg!
naviqated within 25 miles of a Drill SitE.

ine
eendtretedfu a€€++hafLbeuti$zed+e+deulatedl
emissl.ettsgeaetuleddtld*g400*

Condition 9.I.b(iixA) has been remcved from the final pemrit hecause it is no longer
necessary given the revision to 9.1.b(ii).

Condition 9.2.d has been created as follows (added text underlined):

.9.2.d The perriltte€ may conduct further s ck testing and submit
new emission factors for aplroval in accordance with
Conditions.9.2.a. 9.2.b. and 9.2.c.

Conditions 2. I through 2.5 of the proposed perrnit have been renumbered 2.2 through 2.6-

Condition 2.1 has been created as follows (added text underlined):

2.1 The oermittee shall record those time periods durins whieI
the Kulluk is within 25 milis of a Drill Site.

Condition 2,6 (formerly 2.5) has been amended (added text in underlined):

2.6 The permittee shall report to EPA via facsimile or e-mail
within 3 days of final operation at a Drill Site the
information required by Condition 2. l, 2.4.b and identify
days, if any, between initial operation and final operation
that the Kulluk was not occupying a Drill Site.

Conditions 3.1 through 3.4 of the proposed permit have been renumbered 3.3 tfuough 3.6.
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Condition 3.1 has been cre4ted as follows (added text underlined):

3.1 The oermittee shall record rhose tjme periods during
which a suooort vessel is within 25 miles of a Drill Site.

Condition 3.2 has been created as follows (added text underlined):

3.2 - The permittee shall reoon to EpA via facsimile or e-mail
.lvithin 3 days of final operation at a Drill Site the

. . irtformation rqsuired by Condition 3.1.

coMMENT. , . . . ' . : . . . . . i ] j . . . .

Perrdt Terms: Conditioh 9.2.b and 9.2.c
. , ' '

shell requests that its submission of the emission test r€port and the new proposed
emission factor pmvided.for in thia condition be due wi-thin 30 days of comiletion of
testing, rather than withih 15 days of completion of the testing. Fiileen days is an
extremely short time p6rtod for shell's enrission testing. firm to move fromcomplction of
th9 testing tlrough the entire QA./eC process, and then to prcpare a draft test report,' which'Shell inust.the revlew and submit tb EpA. Because once lhe new emission facror
is approved, condition 9.1.b (ii) applies that new emission factor retroacdvely, beginning
with the day that the stack testing used to develop the emission factor was perfonied, the
rcsults of the process will not tie affected by allowing shell a more adequaie time period
during which to complete these items. Thus, shell requests that EpA modify the f'st

. sentelce of'condition gJ.b to pfo*ide (added text underlined; deleted text in
strikethrough):

'Within t5 30 days of completing the testing, the pernittee
shall submit td. EpA a new emission factor for approval."

EPA RESPIONSE

EPA agrees wilh the comment and amends condition 9.2.b as follows (added text
underlined; deleted text in strikethough):

9.2.b Within *5 30 dap of comptering the lesting, rhe permittee' 
shall submit to EpA a new emission factor for approval. A
stack test r€port is to be submitted along with the
perminee's request for a new emission factor.

Il is also appropriate to extend to EpA additional time to review the stack
test report along with the permittee's request for a new emission factor.

condition 9.2'c is amended as forows (added text underrined: dereted text
in strikethrough):
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' 
9.2.c The new emission factor shall be considered approved

within *5 30 days of its receipt at EPA unless:

COMMENT

Permit Term: Condition l0.b

Shell commented that EP-.q, should specify that the reporting requirement of this
Condition must be completed within three business days after the end of the week.
Providing for notice within three busincss days provides ample expedience for purposes
of any EPA response relating to these aspects of the permit and addresses the practical
and feasibility concems arising out of an obligation to prepare and subrait reports to EPA
during shift changes, holidays or weekend periods. Thus, Shell requests that Condition
lO.b be modified to read as follows (aldded text underiined):

"Within 3 business days of identification, report ro EPA any
.instance of a liquid fuel with sulfur content greater than 0. 19

- percent by weight being combusted in any emission unit on the
Kul.luk or d support vessel."

EPA RESFON,SE

EPA agrees with the comment and amends Condition l0.b as follows (added text
underlined) :

10.b Within 3 business days of identification, repon to EPA any
. instance of a liquid fuel with sulfur content greater than 0. 19

. percent by weight being combusted in any emission unit on the
Kulluk or a support vessel."

COMMENT

Permit Term: Condition 13.3.b

Shell commented that EPA should specify that the rcporting requirement of this
Condition must be completed within three business days after the end ofthe week.
Providing for notice within three business days provides ample expedicnce for purposes
of any EPA response relating to these aspects of the permit and addresses the practical
and feasibility concems arising out of an obligation to prcpare and submit repons to EPA
during shift changes, holidays or weekend periods. Thus, Shell requests that Condirion
13.3.b b€ modified to read (added texr underlined):

"Within 3 business days of identification, report to EPA any
instance of a liquid fuel with sulfur content greater than 0.05
percent by weight being combusted in Unit K-8, K-9, K-10,
K-13,  K- t4 . "
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13.3.b Within 3 business days of identification, report to EpA
any instance of a liquid fircl with sulfur contcnt greater
than O.05 percent by weight being combusted in-Unit K_'  8 ,K-9 ,K_10,K_13,K-14.

These provisions could creatc a situation in which a single erevated ls-minute reading
l:jl1!e.g:r -ltfpt: fl many as rwetve) overlapping itevated three_hour readings,
wnlcn rn tum courd lead to a single elevatcd reading being multiple-counted as a siries ofas many as twerve separate violations of the restrictions s"t rorttr itt this condition.

EPA should therefore clarify that reporting pursuant to 13.4.d (i) and derermining
compliance with the thrce hour average rimiiation of condition 13 are based on Jight
:ry:ifi" 

,ho"jlo^or periods pe.r day, e.g., l2:01a.m. ro 3:00 a.rn.; 3:01 a.m. to 6:00-a.m.;
o:ul a.m. to 9:00 a.m.; etc., similar to the EpA ambient monitoring reporting
requirements. condition 13 should be revised to read as forows: iaodea texi underrined;
deleted text in strikethrough):

"Particulate Matter. The permittee shall not cause or allow
paniculate matter emitted from fuel-burning equipment to exceed,
0.05, er+inq pcr cubic foot of exhau*t gu., 

"i*tt"a 
to standard

conditions and averagcd over Ty of the iollowing three hour
oeriqdsnour heursreoiaeia*:- tzoii.rrrl6-ll60 

".rn.lJ,0t

EPA RESPONSE

EPA agrees with the comment and amends condition 13.3.b as folows (added text
underlined):

To conform to the new condition 13 requirement, condition r3.4.d (i) shourd be revisedto read as follows: (added text underlined; deleted text in strikethrough):
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an engine emitted, on average, particulate matter in concentralions
in excess of the 0.05 grldscf as determined using the EPA-
approved correlation. "

Finally, Condition t 3.4.d 1ii; shouid be revised to cover the calendar year. This condition
provides for annual reporting, but again provides for that annual reporting to cover a 12
month period running from December I through November 30, ratler than covering the
calendar year. In order to provide consistency with other reporting requirements and
maintain a more predictable and manageable reporting regime, Shell requests that EPA
provide for reporting based on the calendar year. This provision should be revised to
read as follows: (added text underlined; deleted text in strikethough):

"The report shall be submitted no later thqn Fpbrgary,l.'l,D9e9sber
3t for the time period

EPA RESPONSE 
...

Pennit Condition 13 is intended to monitor compliance on a rolling 3-hour standard as is
normal practice by permining agencies, mther than a 3-hour block as suggested by Shell.
Permit Conditions 13 is unchanged from the 2007 permit. Accordingly, comments
regarding the compliance period in this permit condition are beyond the scope of the
remand and a response is not necessary.

However, to provide consistency with other rcporting requirements, EPA acknowledges
the comment related to Condition 13.4.d (ii) and. amends this condition as follows (added
text underlined; deleted text in strikethrough):

13.4.d.(ii) The rcport shall be submitted no later than February 1"
. Deeember-}t for the time period Janua{v l't through

December 3l* of the preceding vear beginftif,t
l-eeember ,t (€f tl€ p iflt
I'Ie+embe€O."

COMMENT

Permit Terms: Conditions 17.3. 18.3. 19.3 and 20.3

With resp€ct to each of these four Conditions, Shell commented that EPA should specify
that the permittee must provide notice within three business days of identifying any
specifred exceedance. Providing for notice within three business days provides ample
expedience for purposes of any EPA response relating to these aspects of the permit and
addresses the practical and feasibility concems arising out of an obligation to prepare and
submit reports to EPA during shift changes, holidays or weekend periods.
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EPA RESFONSE

EPA agrees with the comment and amends conditions 17.3, rE.3,19.3 and 20.3 as
follows (added text underlined):

l7 .3 The permittee shall report to EpA via facsimile or e_mail
any exceedance of Condition 17.l within 3 business days of
identification.

18.3 The permitte€ shall report to EpA via facsimile or e-mail
any {eviation from Condition lg.1 within 3 businesS days
of identification.

The permittee shall report to EpA via facsimile or e-mail
any exceedance of Condition 20.1 within 3 business days of
identification.

COMMENT

Permit Terms: Conditions l8.l and lg.2

shell commented that these conditions reference a misidentified emissions unit. The
Kulluk Emergency Electrical Generator Engine is misidentified in the permit as unit KJ.
It should be identified as Udr K-7. Thus, in Conditions l g. I and 1g.2, EpA should
delete references to unit K-7. These conditions should be revised to rdference unit K-4.

EPA RESPONSE

EPA acknowledges this comment and amends condirions lg.l and lg.2 as follows 3(added text underlined; deleted text in strikethrough):

19.3' l

20.3

18.l The permittee shall operate Unit K-7 K-zlonly in an
emergency or as n€eded to maintain readiness while the
Kulluk is occupying a Drill Site.

18.2 For each insrance in which Unit trt-7 K-4 is operated while
the Kulluk is occupying a Drill Site, the p€mittee shall
record the duration of the episode and thi reason for
operating.

3 see page 2l of the statemenl.ofBasis for an explanation of why emission unit K-7 is no ronger part of theemission inventory.
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COMMENT

Permit Term: Condition 2l

shell commented that this condition incorrectlv rcferences 18 AAC 50.1 l0 as the source
of the.Alaska ambient air guality standards. This should be revised to reference l8 AAC
50.010, which contains those standards.

EPA RESPONSE

EPA acknowledges this comment and amends Condition 21 as follows (added text
underlined; deleted text in strikethrough): ,..: . .

21. Ambient Impacts. The permittee shall not cause or
contribute to a violation of a national ambient air quality
standard or the standards of Alaska ( I I AAC SeJle
50.010). ,,

26, Permit Revision, Terminalion and Reissuance. This permit
may be terminated, revised, or revoked and reissued by EFA
for cause. Proceedinss ro reopen this permit for causJshall
follow the same procedures as aoolied to the issuance of this
initial oermit and shall affect only those parts ofthe permit for
which cause to rcopen exists. EPA may reopen this permit for
cause uoon providing a notice of EPA's intent and a statement
of rcasons l!,o Shell at least 30 days in advance of thc date that
the perrnit is to be reooened. and EPA shail orovide Shell an
oooornrnitv for comment on EPA's oroposed action and an
oplortunitv for a hearing, except that EpA malprovide a

COMMENT

Permit Term: Condition 26

Shell comniented that Condition 26 should be revised to include.an introductorv
paragraph that clarifies the procedures that would apply to EpA:s reopening of ihe permit
to terminate, revise, or revoke and reissue it. The recommended language affords to
shell a process for reopening this permit equivalent to the process that applies to a federal
operating permit under EPA's regulations. See u10 C.F.R g 71.7(0, (g). Shell srates rhar
the Kulluk Minor Permit is the first ocs permit of its kind and it is important for EpA to
make clear that, in the event the Agency believes cause exists to terminate, rcvise, or
revoke and reissue this permit, EPA do€s not intend to afford shell lesser procedural
protections during operations under this permit than would be afforded the holder ofan
on-shore Part 7l operating permit. Thus, shell recommends that condition 26 be,revised
as follows (added text underlined):
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sherterJime oeriod in the case of an emerFencv. Cause exists
to terminate, revise, or revoke and reissue this permit under the
following circumstances:

Further, Shell states that although condition 26.1 needs no revision, condition 26.2 and
fn*"u::lf:: rl'fo u.e.reyisea to conform ; ;;Arr.i;; p"rmit resutations. rhe
:j3:,T.11!T lTljd" H, f vision,.rerminati o", 

"rl"rlrr*." "?l 
p"J, 

"'ilry::::p.$::j:re 
isa violarion of a_,,marerial' p"*ir rcr* ;Lr"r 16-or" ;;;;notice to the perminee, the depanment (l) may modlfy, ;.;;;i.";;;";r#;

;::::T,.^l-.1, 
ollll!::.tdnor permtt iithe aepartmentfinos that .,. (ts) the pennitreer's vrorareo ... a materiar term or condition of a permit, approval, or acceptanie issued

26.2 Materially ilnaccuate statements were made in
establishing the terms or conditions of this permit;

26.3 The permittee fails to comply with any material
condition of this permir; or

Finally, Condition 26,4 should be relselas indicated to make it parillpl with theintlodytory-language of cbndition 26. Thus, srr"I-t""o--"ods that condition 26.4 bercvised as follows (added rexr und€rlined; A;f""Jr"*il" .rrtt ,h-"gh)"**

26.4 This permit_must be terrrinated, revised, or revoked
445!-ieissued to assure compliance with Clean Air
Act Requirements.

EPA,RESPONSE

Pursuart.to 40 C.F.R. g 55.6(a)(3), EpA followed the applicable procedures in 40 C.F.R.Part 124 in issuing the Shell OCSpermit. Although;;i6;r 40 C.F.R. part 55 nor part
124 contain explicir provisions foiterminating, r.ai;;, ; r"voking and reissuing apermit for cause, EPA berieves it has inhereniautrroritf io tarce sucriaction as tr," "per-it-
issuing authority. condition 26 implements una cr*id"rirr* aurhority. should EpAdecidc cause exists to terrninare,,rgvise, .reyoke ana reissue trre Shelr ocs permit, EpAwill follow uto c.F.R. part tzi, trr" t"*r p.ora"*r ,rt"i 

"ppri"o 
to iriitial issuance of rheshell ocs permit, which incrude*s provffi i.. p"uii" 

""1r.. 
and co'menr and appealto the FAR. Bebause 4{} e.F.R. part 7l doe.s not ipiiy roirru_"e of OCS permits, EpAdeclines to follow shet's suggesrion thar Ept folt;;ii" pro"raur", of part 7l in rhe

;::,{ul:,:_*j]jTillC..r "uyT 
rr any evenr, the tanguage that Sheil proposes be added to

:',1*"::, ro goes Deyond the tanguage in 40 C.F.R. $ 71.?(f) and (il. 
-fpn 

does intendto give Shell reasonable notice prior to initiating a reopening of the permit.
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With respect to Conditions 26.2,26.3, aditd 26.4, EPA accepts Shell's rcquest to amend
the conditions. The suggested amendments reflect EPA's original intent. Conditions
26.2,26.3, all,d26.4 are amended as follows (added text underlined; deleted text in
strikethrough):

26.2 Materiallv ilnaccurate statements were made in
establishing the terms or conditions ofthis permif

26.3 Thc permittee fails to comply with any m@rial
condition of this permit; or

26.4 This permit must be terminated, revised, or revoked
and reissued to assure complia.lce with Clean Air. - ,
Act lequirements.

. :
Permit Terms: Condi$oos2.3 (fonnerlv 2.2L, 151. I

There are some slight inconsistencies with regard to the one-year period over which
certain compliance conditions are determined in the current Kulluk permit. Shell
requests that EPA make these consistent in the direction of strengthening the protection
of the NAAQS. In those compliance conditions referring to 'talendar yea/', Shells asks
that EPA modify them to refer to "rolling S2-week period" (which contains the calendar
year as a subset) except for report submissions (Conditions 8 and 13) and the calculation
of fees (Condition 6). The requested modifications should take place in Conditions 2.2,
15 .1 ,  15 .2 ,  and 16 .1 .

EPA RFSPONSE

EPA agrees with the comment and is amending Conditions 2.3 (formerly 2.2), 15.1, 15.2,
and 16.l as follows (added text underlined; deleted text in strikethrough):

2.3 The permittee shall identify other Drill Sites formerly occupied by
the Kulluk in the same eolendar)ear rolling 52-week oeriod and
record the distance between each of these Drill Sites.

15.1 The permittee shall not have the Kulluk occupy Drill Sites
associated with the same Exploratory Operation for more than 80
calendar days, in aggegate, during a edeadaqrcar rolling 52-week
Pedad.

15.2 The pgrmittee shall not have the Kulluk occupy Drill Sites,'rn
aggregate, for more than 160 calendar days during a eeJenda*1,eer
rolling 52-week oeriod.
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16.1 The permittee. shall not have the Kulluk occupy a Drill Site within
1,000 meters of another Drill Site occupied less than 52 weeks
pgAt, unless the Drill Sites are associated with the sarne
Exploratory Operation.+

The Drill Sies are assee:ated witir the sasne E*Fleretefrl
egeratiea;cr

16,l Ttre -revie'slt eeeup:ed Drill Sie was last eeeepied in - dfferent
edends*vesr

subcategory t-2: other,Peimit ohanges
Permit Term: Condition 2

An editorial change is made to Condition 2 to clarify the permitted
location as specified on the perrnit's cover page. As explained on the
cover page, this perrnit applies.to any Drill Site wiithin a Beaufoit Sea
O€S lease block allrhorizqd byirhe U-S .MMS within 25 miles of the State
of Alaska's Seaward Boundary. The clause iiwithin 25 milep of the State
of Alaska's Seaward Boundaryl' sr6s inadvertently omitted from Condition
2 in the proposed permit. Thus, Copdition 2 is revised as follows (added
text underlined; deleted text in,strikethrough):

2. Minor Permit No. RI0OCS-AK-07-01 (Revised) authorizes rhe
permittee to mobilize, operate, and demobilize the Kulluk at a hll
Site authorized by MMS in the Beaufort Sea OCS within 25 miles
of the State of Alaska's seaward boundarv, in accordance with the
terms and conditions of this permit. 

,

Permit Term: Condition 25

The proposed Permit Condition 25 is changed for internal consistency
purpos€s and is revised as follows (added text underlined: deleted text in
strikethrough):

25. Termination. This approval shall become invalid if construction of t&e{full+k
ex@i*,ity an Exoloratorv Ooeration is not commenced within 18
months after the effeitive date of this permit, or if construction ef+he*etivirt is
discontinued for a period of 18 months, unless EpA extends the l8-month period
upon a satisfactory showing that an extension is justified, pursuant to 40 CFR
5s.6(bx4).
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Permit Term: Condition 28

Endangered Species Act

On May 15, 2008, the U.S. Department of the Interior listed the polar bear (Ursus .
maritimus) as a threatened species under the Endangered Species Act (ESA), l6 U.S.C.
$1531 etseq. See73Fed.Reg.28212(May15,2008). Duringtheoriginalpermitt ingof
this action, EPA relied on the ESA consultation that was corrpleted between the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) and the U.S. Minerals Management Service (MMS),
which was designated as lead agency for ESA obligations relating to this project, to fulfill
its ESA obligations, 50 C.F.R. $ ,S02.07. As part of its role as lead agengy, MMS
considered the proposed project's impdcts, including potential impacts associated with
EFA's permitting action, on polar bears (which at the time were proposed for listing
under the ESA) in its consulthtion with FWS. See May 30, 2007 EPA memorandum
entitled, "ESA and EFH Obligations - Shell Offshore, Inc. OCS Permits Permit Nos.
RI0OCS-AK-07-01 and R10OCS-AK-07-02 Shell Kullqk. and Shell Discovercr."
However, as a result of the rccent final listing, we understand that MMS has re-initiated
consultation with FWS.

While EPA generally believes the most efficient way to snsure compliance wirh the ESA
for this permlt is to wait until ESA compliance is complete before issuing the final
permit, that approach is not required by law in this case. Section 7(aX2) ofrhe ESA and
the ESA implementing regulations do not specify the precise time when an ESA
consultation must conclude relative to an agency action. 16 U.S.C. g 1536(aX2);
50 C.F.R. $$ 402.13, 402.14. See also Indeck-Elwood., LLC, Li E.A.D. _, slip op. at
109-ll0 (EAB; Sept.27, 2006) (finding that completion ofthe ESA consultation process
during appeal of a PSD permit met the minimum legal requirements of the ESA).. Section
7(d) of the ESA specifies that once the consultation process is initiated, as it has been in
this case, agencies (and permit applicants) are prohibited from making any irreversible or
inetrievable commitments of resources that would have the effect of foreclosing the
formulation or implementation of any reasonable and prudent ziltematives that may bc
needed to avoid violating section 7(aX2). 16 U.S.C. g 1536(d); 50 C.F.R. $ 402.09.

For several reasons - including the recent nature of the polar bear listing and
coordination with MMS as the lead agency - EPA believes that issuance of the final
permit prior to conclusion of the re-initiatetl ESA consultation is consistent with ESA
requirements. See Indeck-Elwood slip op. at ll2; see also 40 C.F.R. $ 124.19(0(1)
(explaining when a federal PSD p€rmit is final agency action)."

'EPA notes that given the substantial public interest surounding this permit, it is highly likely that the
Shcll permit will b€ appealed &o ahe EAB. Asintbe Indeck-Elwood rrtatts;r, the Wrmit would noa be
elfective until the conclusion of the appeal process and implementation ofany actions needed to address
the outcom€ of th€ appal. Indetk-Elwood slip op. at I l.!, n. | 50. Thus, there will likely be an opporrunity
for the ESA consultation to reach resolution while the appeal is pending and before the "final" permit is
issued.
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Most signilicantly, as an additional protection to ensure that no ..irreversible or
irrefievable commitments of resourccs" for the shell ocs exploratofy project occurprior to completion of the ESA process and to a ow for conside r.ation-oi the
consultation's outcome on the final p€rmit, EpA has incruded in the minor source permit
a condition delaying the effectiveness of the permit, and thus prohibiting any exptoratory
activity, 

-until the ESA process concrudes and- providing for iniorporario-n inio me Rnat "permit of provisions reflecting rhe outcome of-the .on.lultution r#r;itd"i";;;;
approlriate' specifically, permit co'ndition 2g has bee! added (text underlined) to thepermit and it states:

In light of this condition, EpA has ensured that no irreversible or irretrievable
commitments of resourc€s can occur prior to conclusion of the ESA proc"ar. EpA hu,
also specifically retained authority toinsure inclusion in the permit of appropriatc
additional provisions addressing any issues regarding protection of the tirreatined polar
bear specie's that may be idendfied during the EsA pilorr. see Indeck-Erwood sio oo.
at-l I I (upholding a process in which changes to finar permit may be imprement"a;li'
YS ry"T-..:j: TI "fTgo 

to the permit during the consultatioo pr&"r, or,
altematively' if EPA decides to add or amend permit conditions based on any informationor fi1lings- r{ur arise during the ESA consultation process'), rn lgrrt oiius hna p"*rt'
condition delaying permit effectiveness (and thus irohibitine anv Droiect activitv) until
completion of the ESA process and arso alrowing io. u'n"nd,,,"ni ir ri," p"r"ri,1,Jr,n, *appropriate to address the findings of that proceJs, EpA believes that issuance of the finalpermit is consist€nt with ESA requirementi, including the provisions of section 7(d) ofthe ESA. 16 U.S.C. g 1536(d); S0 C.F.R. S 402.09. 

-

Category2: Comments in Support
COMMENT

Tl9 S Mineral Managemenr Service (MMS), rhe Alaska Oil and Gas Association(AOGA) and ASRC Energy services (AES) all suppon EpA's issuance of a minor airquality permit for shelrrs proposed exproratory oriifing activities in the Beaufon sea.More spcclncaly' the AoGA. and AES supports EpA's concrusion rhat the stationary
souc€.subj€€t to p€rmitting should be defrned as those activities associated with eacLindividual.planned well. They.further state ttrat ttte air potiution impacts from permitting
under a minor air quality permit are likery to be ress than those permitted undei a major "
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permit. In addition, AOGA suggests that minor source permitting can reduce the
administrative and regulatory burdens on EPA and the regulated industry and will
facilitate efficient and effective permitting of future OCS sources.

EPA RESPONSE

EPA agrees with the comments supporting its determination to issue a minor air quality
permit for Shell's exploratory drilling activities through its determination that the
stationary source is defined as each planned well and any associated replacement or relief
well. However, EPA has not determined whether or not a minor permit strategy will
result in less overall air pollution impacts or will rbsult in more efficient and effective
permitting fol future OSC activities than if the activity was permitted under a major
permit, As explained in Category 5 and 6 below, a BACT analysis has not been
conducted and therefore it is not possible to know wlat controls or emissions limits
would be required under a major. permit : . : . t. )

Category 3: Comments Requesting Permit Denial

COMMENT

The Inupiat Community of the Arctic Slope (ISAC), the North Slope Borough (NSB), the
Northem Alaska Environmental Council (NAEC) and-a nlrmber of individuals oppose
EPA's intent to issue Shell a minor air quality permit for exploratory drilling activities in
the Beaufort Sea. The NSB further states that EPA should inslead issue a major air
quality permit for this activity because EPA has not provided an adequate explanation of
its rational for its determination of a stationary qource. They also state that the 2008
permit revision does not represent a significant reduction in emissions from the 2007
permit, nor does it adequately address concems raised in 2007.

EPA RESPONSE

We believe that our existing record fully supports our decision to issue Shell a minor air
quality permit for exploratory drilling activities in the Beauf'ort Sea, as well as our
determination that each planned well site constitutes a separate stationary source for
purposes of determining New Source Review applicability. See Category 13 below for
EPA's response to the cornments regarding the Stationary Source Determination.

With regard to emissions reduction comment, such reductions are not required between
the original permit action in 20O7 and this 2008 revised permit action.

COMMENT

The NSB comments that they were concerned that Shell was proposing to use outdat€d
and inadequate control technology to perform its drilling and related support activities
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and that this will unlawfully degrade air quality and threaten the health of communities
and fish and wildlife habitats on rhe North Slope.

EPA RESPONSE

h-ry.:l-t",t"r"o to alleged degradation of air quality, health of North slope communities,
wildlife habitat and age or level of contml technology are beyond the scope of the EAB
remand and therefore. no response is necessary. Nevertheless, concerns r"lated to the
{atio4al Arnbient Air Quality standards (NAAe$) and public health are discussed in
Categories 12 and 15 below. .

COMMENT

NAEC:commented that if EPA permits the Kulluk as a minor source.at.each planned
well, EPA must evaluate each planned well under separate minor source perrnits and
issue a separate minor air quality permit for each. EpA may not issue anlndividual
minor permit until each well location has been identified and thetr evaluate on a case-bv-
case basis whether properties iq.and around $a1 location cgnstitutes contjguous or
adjacent properties.

EPA RF^SPONSE

A single minor permit may authorize pollutant-emitting activities be undertak€n across
multiple locations pursuant to the stat€ of Alaska Requirements Applicable to ocs
sources' Specifically, l8 AAc 50.502 states that a separate minoipermit is not required
before relocation if the portable souce is already allowed by permii to operate at thi new
lryatign. h this case, the permit authorizes oil and gas exploration activities at any Drill
Site within a Beaufon Sea OCS lease block authorized by the MMS within 25 milis of
the State ofAlaska's seaward boundary

Applying the relevant regulations and guidance to a common set of facts, EpA is
determining which groupings of activities would collectively be considered a s€parate
stationary source. The stationary source is the Exploratory operation that occu* for each
individual Planned well and any associated Replacement or Relief well. Therefore, EpR
is not accepting this comment. see discussion within category 13 of this document for a
complete explanation of EPA's s€parate stationary source determination and
consideration of adjacency in formulating its decision.

COMMENT

The NSB commented that issuance of a ninor permit ignores cumulative impacts caused
by early shutdown of operations to stay within the NOx cap. NSB disagrees with
statements made at the March 25-27,2008 public meetings that less pollution would Lre
emitted under a minor permit and comments that best achievable con-trol technology
would reduce Nox pollution by at least 30vo ftom the Kulluk engines. NSB explains that
under a minor.pennit if during a given year shell approaches ttrel+s rpy Nof cap, it
may have to plug the well and retum the next season resulting in inefficient operatiron and
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causing more pollution as they access the same site twice. re-open the well and causes
additional disturbance to marine mammals and subsistence hunters. NSB disaerees with
statements shell made at the public meetings that under a major permit it wouid not use
low sulfur fuel or particulate traps because there is nothing in the record to show that
these pollution reduction techniques would not be Best Available cgntrol rechnology
(BACT).

EPA RESPONSE

EPA has no evidence to support, or deny, the commenters' clairn that there could be a net
increase in emissions caused by thc intem.rption of shell's driiling activities to avoid
exceeding a minor air permit limit of 245 Tpy of Nox. In addition, EpA has not
conducted a-BACT analysis for this project with which ro determine what, if any,
emission reductions would result from a BACT deterrriiation. This includes, but is not
limited to any BACT d6termination that would require particulate traps or the use of low
sulfur fuels.

whether or not the issuance of a psD permit (as opposed to a minor pernit) would result
in emissions incrcases or decreases is irrelevant to EpA decisionmakins. sieu has
satisfied the regulatory requirernents necessary for issuance of an oRlithus tttaking a
PSD permit unnecessary. A BACT analysis ii not required under a minor permit
application and therefore wac not requir€d to be submitted by shell in theii application.

It should also be noted that statements made by shell at public hearings regarding
possible differences. in pollution emitted by the Kulluk under rninor sJurce*and piD

ry*tig^g: not necessarily those of EpA. EpA does address Shell's oral t€stimony
about BACT in category 5 of this document. Arso see category 6 for other response"s to
conlrlents regarding BACT.

Category 4: EPA Application process

COMMENT

The IC.AS commented rhat shell's minor ai r permit app)ication is legally an d technically
flawed and recommends that Shell be required to subrnit a malor sotie air permit ior ttre
Kulluk exploratory drilling operations.

EPA RESPONSE

The EPA has determined that shell's application for a minor air quality permit to conduct
exploratory drilling in the Beaufort sea is complete. Following review,'EpA determineo
that the information submitted by Shell is sufficient to issui this minor permit. shell's
application materials are available to the public at EpA's website, and a'uring the public
cornment period, were available at the repositories listed in the public noticei
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Category b: Maior Source GeneratComments
COMMENT

A common theme among commenters, both in oral testimony and through writtencommenr' was a request that shelt to be. required to permit tlieir exploraiory dr ringo!€rations under a major' not a minor air quutiry p.n*t. one commenter Jtateo n,ftn",that under a major air quality permit shell wouli'be requirea to install additional airpollution controls under BACT, especially in tr," ,,,uin'xu * ensrnes. Dividine theproject inro s€parate minor pennits is badpubric p"ri.v -J .",r-"-C"J;rt*Il ;il;*,for avoiding new soure review and nnci. ouri'r! oia bsdmony, sr,"ii 
""*[,J-sayrlg that-a minor permit;hasremission and operatibnJ 

"onrt "ini 
nu;; ;il;;;rwould not hav-e including a rcquirement to bum rov surrur oieJ -a-l istilii i", o"rrsite oap. 'Shell also claimea that oe"ciuse or spdce' liinitatro.r 

"" 
ir," t"u*, .il !;areview rFay not €.ven. tequire additional controls,,i .,

EPA RESFONSE

As stated above, EPA has no enidenc" to support, or. deny, any commenter,s claim that
$9re could be a net incrbase, 9r g"*.*, ir'.iJr*ionlii 

" 
o,u:o. perrnit was .issued toShell instead of a minor r€rmit- Because a BACT -ai.r. iq not required r*ir,"ri toobtairr an ORL under a minor aif quatity permit, a nai'i anatysis is not included in' she{'s application or ttre:pi_niri_.."*ro. ilrv r,t".. iecr anatysis is submitted andreviewed can EPA make a BACT determination as to what csnstitutes thc appropriatelevel of erirission'controls. Becaur" ilrir rr i"ip"ii oi,r,.'p"r-rt ,..ord, it is impossible

l.'.!1:*.yh:$"r or dotany adaitiona controls would be required under the BACT..ence' alr crarms regarding and/or comparing emissions generated under minor or majorpermitting scenarios are irrerevant, Thii inciudes, uut is iot limited to, 
"ruims:r"gurdiirgspace constraints aboard vessers, particurate traps, or the use of low sulfur diesel iuerr. 

'

Also see Category 6 of this document regarding BACT.

COMMENT

one commenter staied that using a_ minor permit approach ignores the fact that the Kuluk
i.s a larse drillqhip that wilr be uied.to driri -urtrpr!'*.ir, under the same sIC code,.singthe same equipment and crew for the same comp'any in the same or'ling season. Theyftrther stare that the Kulluk slo3rd be tt"ut a 

" 
u r'ingi" ,iutionury ,our.e at all times it isattach€d ;o the seabed within 25 m es of the coast. ele rr ,"gm"nting its p€rmittingprocess allowing shelr to avoid major new source review by susp€nding its efforts toissuc a permit to the Frontier Dscoverer and by seg*""urrg ,h" Kulluk operati,onstreating the vesser as a distinct source.at each dirr"i.nt frri*d well site irrespective ofthe intenelation between such we s. rmr uioruter trt" l-ils and contravenes the basicpurpose of the Clcan Air Act.

EPA RESPONSE
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An owner may request limits on its air pollution emissions to avoid applicability of many
federal program requirements, including major new source review. This i'synthetic

minor" perrnitting practice is well established and is allowed under the provisions of the
CAA and the applicable Alaska regulations at 18 AAC 50.508(5). In this case, Shell has
requested a synthetic minor permit to avoid requirements of major new source review
permitting. EPA finds that issuance of an ORL in a minor permit neither violates nor
contravenes the basic purpose of the Clean Air Act, the OCS Air Regulations at 40
C.F.R. Paft 55, or the applicable Alaska regulations. Given our determination that each
Exploiatory Operation is a separate stationary source, EPA's determination to recognize
Shell's Beaufort Sea exploration activity as a series of minor sources is largely based on
the minor permit containing adequate emissions monitoring and Shell's capabillty to
comply with the synthetic minor emissions cap.

In Category 13 of this document EPA provides detailed response to comments regarding
how EPA has determined that each planned well.site is considered an independent source
for the purpose of issuing a minor air pemrit.

COMMENT

The NSB commented that the proposed pennit is intemally inconsistent on the timeframe
for computing errissions (calendar vs. 52 week rolling), The permit requires a rolling 52-
week rolling period rather than a calendar year to be used to deter.rnine the application of
PSD to operations at a pafticular well. But, for the purposes of determining whether the
wells are adjacent, EPA focuses on the emissions that occur during a given calendar year-
So commenter asserts if EPA is to use a rolling 52-week period for applying PSD, it
should do the same for determining whether the wells are adjacent.

EPA RESPONSE

Contrary to the conment, the EPA did not focus on emissions to determine whether wells
are adjacent. Rather as further explained in Category 13 below, to determine adjacency,
EPA considered a number of facts including interdependdnie and proximity.
However, for intemal consistency, EPA has revised Pennit Condition 16 from a calendar
year to a rolling S2-week period. See subcategory 134.

COMMENT

EPA combines all the air pollution impact for all the wells for the purpose of meeting the
NAAQS and sets a 160-day combined operating limit on all of the wells drilled by the
Kulluk in each year. Thus, EPA recognizes the emissions are interdependent and
cumulative fbr purposes of NAAQS but refuses to view Shell's operations as
interdep€ndent and cumuldtive for purposes of determining whether best available control
technology is needed under PSD.

EPA RESPONSE
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shell modeled and considered the cumulative impacts resulting from nvo drill sites in the
same season in order to frilfill its obligations ourlined in EpA'i Guideline on Air QualityModels. Modeling is based on an annual average as further explained in category 9. Tire
manner in which shell conducted its ambient impact analysis ii separate rromipi's
sepiuate.stationary source determination.

Prease see category 13 0f this document for an explanation for our separate stationary
source detqnnination.

Category 6: BACT
CO}II/IENT

NSB requqsts EP,. A to.work withshel'l to completc,a best available control rechnorogy
(BACT)rev iew.  , ,  :  ,  ,  . :  , , r r  : ,  :

EPA RESPONSE

The comrnenter's request for shell to comprete a BACT review is unrelated to the
stationatr)' source det€rmination, r€vibeal modeling analysis or modified pbrtions ofthe
perrnit' and as such is be5ond the scope of the.remand and need not be addressed.
Nevertheless; EPA offers the following response.

As EPA stated in its February 2008 Fact sheet that accompanied the proposed permit and
Supplementdl. Statement of Basis,

. Shell applied for 
.minor" permits and requested that NOla

emissions be limited to less than 245 tons per year at each
drill site. With these limits, Shell was not required to go
through thc more rigorous .,,major" pSD permitting
process. The PSD process includes a review of best
avai lable cont rol techrnlo gy,

As detailed in category 13, EpA has determined that each Exploratory operation is a
:epante stationary source, and EpA is limiting emissions from each siationary source to
less.than the 'tnajot'' source threshold level. fherefore, psD review is unnecessary and
Shell is not required to submit a BACT analysis. .

Category 7: Eighty Day Operating Limit Not Supported
COMMENT

The NSB states that neither EpA nor shell compured rh€ air poltution associated with
drillinga relief well and replacement well when computing tire total air pollution fmm
this project. Neither EPA nor Shell provided any informaion to show how an
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e_xllgralion well, replacement well, and relief well could all be drilled, one after another,
within 80 days. Adequate time must be atlocated for air pollution associated with a relief
well, since this is a necessity in the event of a blowout. Given that it takes approximately
47 days to drill a Relief well in the Beaufort Sea, EpA must amend the permii to limit ro
33 days (80 - 47) the collective rime thar shell is allowed to drill a planned well and
Replacement Well for any given Exploratory Operation.

EPA RESPONSE

Pursuant to l8 AAc 50.542(0( lxB), EpA will deny a minor permit application if it
shows that the source will cause or contribute to a Neeqs violation. 

-Sheil 
submitted a

modeling.analysis-to demonstrate that a NAAes violation would not occur. As part of
its analysis, shell found it nrecessary to restrict its operations so as to de-onrtrati
compliance wirh the NAAQS. pursuatrt ro lg AAc 50.5.t4(cx l), EpA included these
o.perating limirs in the peilnit. see conditions 15 through zootttrg final permit. one of
the operating limits requested by shell to ensure prctecrion of the Noz and so2 annual
NAaIS wa1 an B0day linrit associated with a single Expioratory Operation. Thur, *
provided in Perrnit condition 15, the Kulluk may not occupy drill sites associated with
the same operation more than 80 calendar days in aggregate'during a roling 52-week
period.

Il was not-necessary for Shell to demonstrat€ its ability to collectively drill within the 80-
day period a Planned well, Replacement well, and Relief wett. snell simply needed to
demonstrate its ability to compiy with NAAeS assuming complirince withihe
operational restrictions. It did that. The resultanl permit contains adequate monitoring,
recordkeeping and reporting to document compliance with the gO_day iimit and
applicable emission limits. See conditions 15.1 and 15.3 of the permit. No permit
amendments, including those recommended by NSB, are necessary to assure compliance
with the NAAQS or the 245 tpy NOx limit.

Category 8: Kulluk Retief Weil Capabltity
COMMEIIIT

NSB indicates that the permil application did not provide technical information
illustrating the Kultuk's ability to drill its own relief well. If the Kulluk is damaeed
during a blowout, a second rig would be needed to drill the relief well, The profrsed
permit does not authorize a second rig to drill the relief well. r rhe permit ij toiemain a
minor source permit, the Kulluk's ability to drill its own relief well ihould be examined.

EPA RESPONSE

The ability to drill a relief well, with either two ships or one, is a technical issue unrelated
to the stationary source dctermination, revised modeling analysis or modified portions of
the permit, and $ such is beyond the scop€ of the remand and need not be addiessed.
Nevertheless, EPA offers the following response.
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In June 2007, EPA issued two permits to shell to conducr exploratory drilling activity in
the Beaufort Sea. one authorized the use of the Kulluk and the other the use of the
Frontier Discoverer. Although the permits enabled shell to utilize both drill rigs in the
same season, shell was not required to have both drill rigs in the area as a precondition
for drilling.

There exists a need for contingency planning given that between 1992 and 2(x}.,
approximately one in every_298 exploratory we[s drilled on the United States OCS
experienced a blowout.' $hell's asset manager for Alaska, Rick Fox, explained,

In its Blowout coritil i Reiief weil plan presentid to ,t r mas , sn"r discusses under
whai circumstances it rnay becom€ necessary to have a second rig drill the relief well.
Shell states,

' In the scerwio developedfor this contingency plaq the drilling
vessel ortgiially on site auerrypts. to stop (or sliw) th+ blawout by
pumping mud a4dloq cincrete downhole. Should these efforts
fail, the drilling vessel pulls away lrom the blowout location in
order to support safe recovery operations from a reW well site,
As a precautionary measure, relief well preparation operations
are initiated in parallel with the implementation oJ surface
control methods. Unless it is damaged, this samc drilling vessel
will then commence relief we dritting. Where the original on
site rig is dannged Shbll's second rig will be used to drill the
relief well. lalliuary 2007 Beaufort Sea Regional Exploration Oil
Discharge Prevenrion and Contingency plan (ODpCp), p. l-22.6

shell, determined that it can conduct safe exploratory drilling operations in the Beaufort
Sea utilizing a single drill rig. Shell states,

Given the relatively benign anticipated well conditions and
subsurface well control at the Beaufort Sea locations covered by
this plan, and gi.ven the risk reduction actions in place (See

:Da:,id jlol!.P.. Panenbe-rger,-Melinda Mayes. Absence of Fatalities in Blowouts Encouragirg in MMS
study ofOCS Incid€ats 1992 - 20116. Drilling ConFaclor. July/August 2007.
" see additional sratemenb from she[ in octob€r l, 200T weekly edition of oil and cas Journar.
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Section 2.1.8), Shell believes that a prudent operator could
conduct a Beaufort drilling campaign using a single drilling rig.
Iamary 2ffi7 Beaufort Sea Regional Exploration ODPCP, p. l-
) ?

The federal agency rcsponsible for determining whether Shell is capable of conducting
safe exploratory operations in the Beaufort Sea utilizing a single drill rig is the MMS.
The MMS appeaf,s to agree with Shell on this count as evidenced by MMS's February 15,
2007 approval of Shell's contingency plan, In its four-page approval letter to Shell,
MMS stipulates that its approval is contingent upon Sheil satisfying a number of
conditions. Not one condition requires Shell to maintain two drill rigs in the area at the
same time.

EPA is rclying upon MMS is determination in this regarct. 
,

Subcategory 9-1: Meteorological Data used in Modeling

COMMENT

The NSB asserts that EPA regulations require Shell to collect one year of meteorological
variable data in the Beaufort Sea to support the ambient air quality impact analysis and
cites a subsection of 40 C.F.R. g 52.21 as the basis for this requirement.

EPA RESPONSE

40 C.F.R. $ 52.21 contains the federal Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD)
regulations that apply to a new major stationary source or a major modification at a
stationary source. The Ianguage cited by the commenter is found in 40 C.F.R. g
5?.21(m)(lxbxiv) and applies to air quality monitoring data and not to meteorological
variable data Furthermore, the proposed Shell drilling project is not subject to the PSD
regulations because it is being permitted as individual minor sources.

The requirements and guidance for collecting meteorological variable data and using
such data in regulatory applications can be fOund in Appendix W of .() C.F.R. Part 51,
otherwise known as the Guideline on Air Quality Models (CAQM). Paragraph 8.3.1.2(b)
of the GAQM state that five years of representative data or at least one year of site
specific data is requircd for use in EPA refined or preferred air quality models. The air
quality models include the AMS/EPA Regulatory Model (AERMOD) and the Offshore
and Coastal Eispersion (OCD) Modet. In general, the models, techniques and procedures
detailed in the CAQM should be utilized in an ambienr air quality analysis ro support
State Implementation Plan (SIP) revisions, major new source review (NSR), and minor
air permit applications. For refined models, one year of site-specific data, or five years of
representative data is used.
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In this instance, Shell used ISC-prime with screening meteorology, which showed no
NAAQS violations. Therefore, site-specific data was not required. (see responses in
Subcategory 9-3 below.)

COMMENT

Th1 NSB.com+ents thal there are no siG specific data to compare with the screening data
to determinc if the ambient air pollutants conc€ntrations predicted by modeling are
conservative.

EPA RS,SPONSE

o Wind speeds thatranle irdriif .O mtterper iecond (mAec) to 20 h./sec.

o Wind direction that can be a single direction, or a range of directions.

o six stability classes that are used in the screening modering to simulate how much
dispersion or mixirlg is occurring in the atmosph;re., Atmospheric stAbili.ty is
dependent upon.the heating of the ground (which produces tirermally induced
turbulonce), wind sp€ed and surface characteristici lwhich produce mechanically
induced tirrbulence), and the change in temperature with height. During the dayiime,
{y atrn.3sRherg is generalty either unstable (stabiliry class l-3) or neutiat (stability
Class 4)._ At night, rhe atmosphere is generally stabie (Stability Class 5 or 6; or
neutral (Stability Class 4).

o Mixing heights during the unstable and neutral conditions that are calculated for each
hour while the mixing height during stable conditions is not defined and is therefore
set to a large value in the mo<iel. '

o A default average ambient temperature that is 293o Kelvin (K) (or approximately 20
degrees Celsius or 68 degreds Fahrenheit),. or it can be specified.

Using rhese six meteorological variables, a data set consisting of fifty-four (54)
combihations or hours was generated by shell consistent with EpA requirements to
calculate the highest ground level concentration impact in a screening model.T These
combinations appear in the scr€ening meteoro.rogicar variable data sei because they are
believed to encomp:rss the entirc range of meteoiological conditions that wou.rd acLaty

t see ASC O-Screen and Screen 3 users guide, 1995, page 45
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occur. These are valid combinations which could appear in a site specific or
representative meteorological data s€t. When these combinations are used in a screening
model, EPA expects the resulting maximum concentrations to b€ equal to or greater than
what would be predicted if site specific or rcpresentative meteorology were used in a
refined air quality model. Therefore, EPA determined that the screening meteorology
data was sufficient and produced conservative rcsults.

For the proposed Shell drilling project, wind directions range from five degrees to 360
degrees at five degree increments, The default ambient temperature (68o F) was used
rather than a representative ambient temperature. Sections 1.0 and 1.4 in the Staff Air
Ambient Quality Impact Analysis Report (AQIA) dated February 13, 2008, provide a
discussion of the meteorological variable data set.

COMMENT

A comment is made that although there is a perrrit condition that requires drill sites (i.e.,
emissions from the Kulluk during drilling) to be separated by 1000 meters to ensure
compliance with the NAAQS, suppod vessels are much larger €mitters that could remain
at the one location, and in doing so cause the NAAQS to be exceeded.

EPA RESFONSE

With respect to support vessels, the oil spill response (OSR) vessels and ice brcakers
were treated as area sources for the purposes of modeling, with the OSR fleet operating in
a l-km by l-km square area and the ice breakers operating in a 3-kn by 3-km sqtare
area. All the support vessels were assumed to be emitting at their maximum potential to
emit for 80 days even though that emission rate woirld have far surpassed the 245 ton per
year limit of the minor permit. For the purposes of modeling worse-case operation
emissions that result in maximrim predicted concentration, both of these area'source grids
were placed upwind of the Kulluk. The modeling shows that even although the supPort
vessels are large emitters, when compared to the Kulluk, they actually contribute very
little to the maximum downwind ambient concentration from the project. Instead, the
majority of emissions causing the maximum ambient.concentration arc from the smaller
emissions sources located on the Kulluk drilling rig and from the downwash effects of its
hull. Modeling data indicates that the ice breakers and oil iesponse vessels contribute
less than ten percent ( l0%) of the maximum NOx concentration.
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Subcategory 9-3: Model Selection

COMMENT

A comment is made that EPA's preferred OCD Model with site specific meteorology
should have been employed to obtain "more accurate" concentration impact predictions
in the area. Furthermore, the record does not provide support for the exclusion of the
OCD Model.

EPA RF,SFONSE

Paragraphs 2.2 and 2.3 in the GAQM identify and discuss two levels of models that can
be used in an ambient air quality impact analysis. The two levels are screening models
and refined models,

Screening models use sirnplified calculation
hourly meteorologicdi'variable daia t6 ;Sdm

gies and a complele pagq of
caie cbncentration'impact from a

stationary source (see explanation in Subcategory 9- I above). If the screening.model
do€s not pledict a violation of the NAAQS, further analysis is not required. Hbwever, if
a violation iS predicted'using a screening model; a more ref,rned model that uses
rgpresentative or sife specifib meteorological variable data may b'e employed to obtain a
less conbervative (i.e., more accurate) predicted concentration impact ' .

Shell used the ISC-PRME model with screening meteomlogy from the Screen 3 model
(worst-case hourly meteorological variable data se$ to determine the project's
compliance with the NAA,QS, The results of applying the screening model are provided
in Table 5 of the AQIA. and show that the worst-case drilling scenario, as deterrrined by .
Shell, does not violate the NAAQS. Since the total air quality concentraiion impacts for
sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide and particular matter equal or less than l0 microns
(PM1s) did not result in an exceedance of the NAAQS, EPA determined that a refined
analysis using OCD or other equivalent refined model was not required, EPA
acknowledges that ISC-Prime is not a prefened guideline model. However, EPA
approved its use in this case to account for downwash, wake cavity and arctic conditions.
(See AQIA page 2.) [n this case, the use of site-specific meteorology would not be
expected to result in higher concentration impact predictions.

It should be noted that Shell used the default temperatu re of 293" K which added
conservatism to its model predictions, rather than a representative temperature of 262" K.
The effects of using the 262' K with the stack parameters shown in Table 2 of the AQIA
would be:

A greater difference between the ambient and stack gas exit temperatures.

A higher calculated exhaust gas plume rise before rcaching equilibrium with ambient
conditions.

o More transport and dispenion of the gaseous and particulate air pollutants because of
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Scaling Factors
Averaging Time Average Sheli

3-Hour 0.90 r.00
24-Hour 0.40 0.60
AnnuaI 0.08 0.10

June 18.2008

the greater plume height.

o Lower (less conservative) predicled concentration impacts.

In addition, EPA required shell to use the upper range of the scaling factors to obtain 3-
hour, 24-hour and annual average concentration impacts from a l-hour screening model-
prediction. The table below shows the generally used average scaling factors and the
scaling factors used by Shell.

The ambient ternp€rature and scaling factors iire discussed in section 1.4 and section
1.10 of the AQIA.

COMMETTTT '

Reference is made to a state of Alaska letter stating that air quality model improvements
are needed to adequately address Arctic issues including boundary layer conditions,
location, health impacts, chemical transformation, and Jeposition.

EPA RESPONSE

Appendix A to the GAQM contains a list of six. (6) EpA preferred or refined.air quality
models that are available to address a wide varibty of sources types and rnodeli'g
situations. Two of the most commonly used rnodels are atnrrlbo and cALpuFF. on a
case-by-case basis, Alternative Models are also available for use in regulatory
applications. There are seventeen ( l7) listed Altemative Models. Appendix A Models
and Altemative Models can be found on EpA's web site.

AERMoD replaced the Industrial source complex 3 (lsc3) Model in December 2006 as
!!! nrgfgned air quality model to predict concentration impacrs and compliance with
ry$as. It is primarily used to determine nonreactive and toxic conceniration impacts
(a) from point, area and volume sources, (b) in rural and urban dispersion situations, (c)
in simple and complex terrain, (d) under a building wake effect case, (e) at distances less
than S0-kilometers (km), and (fl for the l-hour, 3-hour, g-hour,24-hour and annual
average periods. The model also contains algorithms ro evaluate dry and wet de6rosition
for gases and particles. However, it does noicontain any chemical mechanisms to
specifically address pollutant transformation. eERrvloD tras been tested in the Arctic
region using data from a tracer gas study. D€tails of the test can be found in the
documented entirled "AERMOD: Latest Features and Evaluarion Results", EpA-4s4/R-
03-003 dated June 2003.
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CALPUFF Version 5.8 is the preferred model to predict concentration impacts at
downwind distances greater the 50-km. Version 5.8 has been designed to predict
concentration impacts from point, volume, area and line sources. It is commonly used to
determine visibility impacts and deposition at mandatory federal Class I areab.
CALPUFF contains a very simple chemistry mechanism that can be used to address
secondary formation of air pollutants. EPA is not awarc of Version 5.8 ever being tested
in the Arctic region.

Sensitivity analyseq and, perfomqlrce evaluations. lravebepn,perfonn. ed on Version 6
using data sets offthe coast of California, Gulf of Mexico and Denq.nrldsweden by the
MMS. EPA is in the process of conducting its own independent perforrrance evaluations
and s€nsitivity analyses to determine if Version 6 can be designated a prcferred model for
use in over water air quality modeling analysis such as in the Beaufort Sear' fiiese EPA
evaluations and tests cotrld take at least a year to complete, and until then Version 6 is not
a preferred model. , I '

Category 10: Owner Requested Limit (ORL)

Subcategory 10-1: ORL General

COMMENT

The way the emissions are inventoried at this time there l€aves little room for error if the
wells take longer to drill due to unpredicted ciicumstances."

EPA RESFONSE

The.Kulluk pemrit limits NOx emissions from each Exploratow Operation to less than
245.tirns bver each rolling 52-week period so as to make PSD review unn'ecessary. See
Permit Condition 8. To remain in cornpliance with this limit, we recognize that it may
become necessary for Shell to vacate a well prior to achieving all ofits information
gathering objectives. Shell may chose to revisit the well at a later date, however, given
the natur€ of the rolling 52-week NOx emissions limit. Permit Condition 8 requires Shell
to monitor and record these NOy emissions on a regular and frequent basis. Thus, Shell
will possess the knowledge to adjusi its activities to remain in compliance with the
emissions limit.
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Subcategory 1S2: Completeness of Emissions lnventory

COMMENT

If the permit is to remain a minor source permit, the emissions associated with a relief
well should be considered.

EPA RESPONSE

Pursuant to the OCS delinition, source activities include, but are not limited to, drilling
an exploration well and its associated rclief well. Pursuant to l8 AAC 50.542(fXBXA),
EPA will approve an ORL if the stationary source is capable of complying with the limit.
As EPA stated in its June 12, 2007 Response to Commenrs, "'Under the operating
circumstancbs and ice conditions anticipat€d by Shell and presented in the application,
Shell is capable of complying with the 245 tpy emissions cap. EPA has no informatiori
suggesting that Shell's predictions are unreasonable."

The issue that the NSB now raises for the first time was readily ascbrtainable rat the time
of the original permit issuance. Although changes to the p€nnit now clarify that an
exploration well and its assaciated relief well are.one source, the possibility of needing a
rclicf well existed in the original permit, The requirement that Shell demonstrate its
ability to comply with 245 ton-per-year NOx emissions limit at each planned well site has
not changed. As the issue is unrelated to th€ stationary source determination, revised
modeling analysis or modified portions of lhe permit, it is beyond the scope of the
remand and need not be addressed. Nevertheless, EPA offen the following response.

Shell has submitted to EPA information to support its ORL request pursuant to l8 AAC
5O.225b)Q) - (7). Among thp information submiued ro EPA, Shell provided (a) a
reasonable projection of actual emissions, and (b) a statemenl that the owner or operator
of the stationary source will be able to comply with the litnitE. To track compliance with
the limit, the permit contains numerous emissions monitoring requirements. Given this
set of facts, EPA has determined that it is appropriate to issue a minor permit establishing
the ORL pursuant to 18 AAC 18.50.542(0(8).

EPA may approve an ORL if it finds that'the stationary source is capable of complying
with the limit" pursuant to l8 AAC 50.542(fX8XA). Drilling a Relief Well is only
necessary under infrequent and unusual conditions.e Shell indicates, .'[T]he probabitity
that thc Kulluk might need to drili a relief well for any given planned Well is

E June 5, 2(X)7 email from Susan Childs (Shetl) ro Dan Meyer (EpA)
e According to a Novembir 6, 1998 repon for BP entirled, "Blowout and spill probability Assessmenr for
the Northstar and Liberty oil Development Projecrs in rhe Alaskan Nonh slope)," uirited states ocs
cxploratory wells drilled between l97l and 1990 experienced blowouts at a rate of 6 forevery t,00O wells
drilled. See Table B.l of the reporr.
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approximately I in 5,960."10 Indeed, Shell may never drill a Relief Well during
exploratory dfilling in the Beaufort Sea. Although emissions resulting from drilling a
Relief Well shall still be considered a part of the stationary source, given the infrequent
need for relief wells, EPA has determined that Shell is not required to submit further
information ralated to relief well emissions prior to issuance of the minor source permit.
The ORL request submission requirements of l8 AAC 50.225(b)(2) through (7) have
already been satisfied.

COMMENT

The NSB commcnts that air pollution associated with drilling a relief well and
replacement well have not been computed.

Shell specifically requested that the.permit limit its,Noir emissions to less than 245 tons
per year making PSD rcview unnecessary. ln particular, Shell has provided a list of all
emission irnits at' the stationuy s6urc6;purfilant to 18 AidC 50.245GX2). Given that the
samc drillingrig, the Kulluh would be responsible for drilling.th€ planned.wells, the

-relief wells; and the replacement wells, ,thele is no need to requiro a more expansive list.
The list of emission,units and the emission inventory is complete.

With re6pect to Shell'S calculation of each Exploratoty Operationls'potential to emit,
Shell has equested that EPA limit its emissions to less tlian the PSD rnajor source
threshold level. The permit,requires Shell to limit emissions from each Exploratory
Operation to less 245 tons p€r year, including emissions from relief wells and
replacement wells. EPA has determined that Shell's calculation of its potential to emit is
satisfactory. As the Ei{B stated in its September 14, 2008 order,

In this case, the Perhits [Kulluk and Frontier Discoverer
permitsl include an ORL lhniting the sources' NOx
emissions to 245 tpy, below the'major source threshold of
250 tpy. Shell's PTE calculation properly took this
limitation into considcration. While NSB may haie
preferred that the Region require a calculation of Shell's
maximum capacity to emit NOy absent federally
enforceable limitations, neither the Act nor the applicable
regulatory provisions require sucha calculation, Rather,
Shell was required to calculate the sources' maximum
capacity to ernit a pollutant taking into consideration
" [a]ny lfederally enforceable] physical or operational
limitation on the capacity of the source to emit a

rh[ay 6, 2008 Memorandum from Paul Smith (Shell) ro Susan Chitds (Shell) entitled, "Kulluk OCS Air
Permits Quesdons."
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pollutant." 40 C.F.R. 552.21(4). This is precisely what
occurred in this case.

EPA has determined that because relief well emissions would be generated by the same
equipment already included in the inventory and is subject to the monitoring,
recordkeeping and reporting requirements, as well as the 245 ton per year NOX emission
limit, the application is complete, and no further emissions calculations are required.
Emissions generated during relief well drilling will be evaluated in accordance with
EPA's excess emissions policy".

COMMENT

NAEC comments that EPA should evaluate emissions that may be produced during
critical curtailment when the Kulluk may need to suspend drilling and/or move off the
site due to ice, wind, or other conditions which exceed operating limitations of the
drilling technology.

EPA RESFONSE

Given the equipqent and general location (Beaufon Sea) Shell has chosen, EpA is aware
that drilling may be,suspended due to weather or ice conditions.l2 During such periods of
time, the Kulluk may spend a number of days away from the Drill Site, These time
periods are referred to as "critical cirrtailment periods.,' Emissions generated by the
Kulluk and its support vessels occurring within 25 miles ofa Drill site are counted as
Exploratory Operation emissions. See 42 U.S.C. fi7627 (i@)G) (stating that the direct
emissions of an ocs source shall include those fiom support vessels within 25 miles of
the source). This includes emissions generated during a critical curtailment so long as the
particular vessel remains within 25 miles of the Drill site. The permit requires shell to
monitor and count these emissions in assessing compliance with the 245 ton-per-year
NOx emission limit.

with respect to shell's calculation of each Exploratory operation's potenrial to emit,
Shell has rcquested EPA to limit its emissions to less than the pSD major source
threshold level. The permit requires Shell to limit emissions from each Exploratory
operation to less 245 tons per year, including emissions during critical curtailment.
Shell's calculation of its potential to emit is satisfhctory.

Il 
see e'g.' september 28, 1982 Policy on Excess Emissions During startup, shutdown, Maintenance, and

Malfunctionsi, January 2E, | 993 Automatic or Blanket Exernptions Durirg starrup and Shutdown under
PSD; september 20, 1999 State Implementation plans: policy Regarding Excess Emissions During
Malfunctions, stanup, and shutdown, and November 17, 1998 Guidance on the Appropriate lnjunctive
Relieffor Violations of Major New Source Review Requirements.

DJarnes B. Regg, R. Yilmaz Kuranel, Jolin Breitmeier, Rodney smith, and Jeff walker (MMs). operating
Requirements for and Historical Op€rations of Arctic Offshore Drilling Systems in the United Statis. 

-

Hydrotechnical Construction. Vol. 28. No:3. 1994.
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The application is complete, and no further emissions calculations are required.

COMMENT

NSB submitted a comment stating that Condition 8. I of the proposed permit should be
amended. EPA did not include 100% of the air pollution emitted dudng transit to and
from a drill site in the emission calculation for PSD applicability purposes in violation of
,f0 CFR $.55.2. More specifically, NSB contends that proposed Condition 8.1 includes
only halfofthe transit emissions and that each stationary source should be burdened with
the full impact of the transit emissions generated within a 25-mile radius.

EPA RESPONSE

Condition 8.1-states, , -, ,. :i
. . ,  r i  l r  , .  i  ;  '  , _ : :  , ,

', lVhzn. the Kulluk and,ite support vcssels are in transitto or , ,.,
from'a Dill Site associated with awther [xploratory , : .' 
Operation less than 25 miles away, attribute the emissions
as  fo l lows :  r . , . , . . , : '

. .. e... ,HaU of',the trawit ernissiow ihall be httributed,.to .
. ane olthe two Exploratory Operations, and

b. .The othel lntf of thc transit miissions shall be
afirtbutud to the other Explatatory Operation . ,

Condition 8. I of the permit assures that there will be'no double-counting of Vessel
emissions geqerated while in transit from one Drill Site to another. In assessing
compliance with the 245 ton per year NOi emissions limit, half of a vessel's transit
emissions are attributgd to the Exploratory Operation just having been completed while
the other half is attributed to the Exploratory Operation just beginning. This is consistent
with 40 C.F.R. Part 55 as evidenced by EPA statements within the prcamble to the final
OCS Air Regulations rulemnking. 57 Fed. Reg. 40791 (September 4, 1992)

All vessel emissions related to OCS activity will be accounted for
by including vessel emissions in the " potential to emit" of an
OCS source, Etnissions.from vessels that service more than one
ACS facility will be allocated among all OCS facilities that the
vessel services, to ensure that therc is no double-counting of
emissions.
57 Fed. Reg. ̂ t&794

Thus, Condition 8.1 of the permit is consistenr with the underlying OCS regulations.
EPA is not amending the permit condition as rcquested.
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COMMENT

Two commenters contend that emissions from flaring or venting formadon gas were notincluded in the application. Shell's application .tut"i it does not intend to flare but this isinconsistent with other apprications where use of a flare is incruded to combust gas
f:-q:::l-1y"iC 

drilling and tesring operations. Sheil needs ro explain how it pians tosarely nandr€ gas produced during drilring and testing if it does noi intend to fl'are it.

EPA should request information from shel about the presence ofa flare on the Ku ukand how fglnation gas would be handred. If formation gas is to be handred io *ome ottr".way, then EPA should add a permit condirion preventing flar urr.

comments by stating,

As stated in thz application, Shett does niot plan tgiflare any
gas. Gaseous hydrocarbons under pressure may ie
dissolrcd in the drilling mud that is piped to thi suface
during the drilling process. These gaieous hydrocirbons
may be rekased when the drilling mud is vented to
atmospheric pressure. The majority of any potential
gaseous hydrocarlwns are methane and ethane, both of
which are excluded from regulation as volatile organii
compounds and are otherwiie not suibject to emisiions
Iimitations. See Ig MC 50.990(l2t ) and 40 CFR

. 51.M0(s)(l). Any potential release ofthese gaseous
hydrocarbons would be very small, intermitint, fugigive,
and unquantifiable and, as such, would not ,eed ti be
permitted under 18 AAC 50.502 (minor permits for air
quality protection).

EPA RESPONSE

with regard to emissions from venting and flaring, neither shel's apprication, thepotential to€mit carculation, the modering ana.ryJis nor the proposed. permif s approachhas 
$ange$ si1glly _ZOOZ permir._ A co;cem Lgarding ve.nring ana,flaring *ur'ruir"Apreviously by. ADEC during the public commenr leriod'r* n iool rurruriper-lc, rrrresponse, EPA staled,

A May 24,2Q07 e-mail from Shell srates, ',There will be no
oil or gas flares or crude oil vents, and none are listed in
the drafi permits.,, Thus there are no emissions sources
that vent directly to the atmosphere that need to be in rhe
emission inventory.
(2007 Response to Comments p. 4l)

In response to the comments however EpA re-evaluated shelt's application and theinformation in the record reg4rding venting and flaring.
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Flaring Formation Gas

!!eit las not requested authorization from either EpA or MMS to flare any gas, and
EPA's permit does not authorize shell to employ a flare. Note the absence of a flare in
Table I of the permit, and shell's potential to emit calculation assumes no emissions
from gas flaring. shell intends to fulfill its information gathering objectives by carrying
out wireline logging and core sampling, and not well testing.rs During drillstem resring
for instance, formation fluids flow into and up the drillstem. If gas is present, it will flow
up the drillstem and onto the surface where it is measured and flared (bumed).ra By
lqfrainine from suih testing, shell avoids generating g4s rhat may be required to be
flared.

Although lhese events may be rare, such activity would tre a part of the stationary source.
The constituents and quantity of the shillow gai stream is unknown, however, the record
:uggjsts that the voc pmisslons would not likely approach the major source threshold
level. .See June P; 200p Fp$ Memorandum entjtbd, ..Volatile Organic Compound
Emissions Associated *ith Shallow Gas Diversions ana nriling N4ird Returns - Kuuuk
Drilling Rig."

Drilling Mud Svstem
AlthoughEFA;annot predict with cenainty the extent of voc emissions that would be
associated with a Beaufort Sea drilling mud system, the record suggests that the
emissions would not approach the major source threshold level. The record suggests that
voc emissions would likely be on the order of a few pounds a day. see lune ii, zoog
EPA Memorandum entitled, "volitile organic compound Emissions Associated with
Shallow Gas Diveriions arid Drilling Mud Returns -Kulluk Drilling Rig."

'' see "Drilling Process" in shetl's July 20, 2002 Application for permil to Drill submitted to MMS.ra Nontechnical Guide to Petroleum Geology, Exploration, Drilling, ard production, 2d Edition, Norman J.
Hyne, Ph.D. Pennwell Corporation. 2001. p. 330.
tr MMs requires the following of oCS drilling operariom, "You must instiall a diverter system before you
drill a conductor or surtace hole... you must design, install, use, maintain, and test the divener svstem to
ensure properdiversion ofgases, water, drilling fluid, and other materials away from facilities ani
personnel." 30 CFR 250.430.
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Changes to Permit
The permit authorizes shell to mobilize, operate, and demobilize the Kulluk at certainDrill sites. consistent wirh condition 4 oitbe permit, ."The emissions units listed inTaPle l.Te coilectively referred to as the KuIuL." Ta'bre t or the proposed permit iuileoto identify either the Kulluk's Drilling Mud sysrem or its shailow Gai Diveier system-To rectify this omission, Tabre 1 of th1 permii is amended as fo ows (added textunderlined):

In order for EPA to better understand the potential for voc emissions resurtine fromsha.llow gas diversions, EpA is requiring sh"r ro record *" r*qi."rv 
""-Ji"ri*"'"rsuch events. condition 27 of the permfis created u* iotto*. 1uoo.a text underrined):

27. Sha.llow Cas Diversions

subcategory 1G3: stack resting and Llse of Ap-42 Emission Factors

COMMENT

Thg NSB commenrs that in 2007, she conducted stack testing to determine Noxemission rates for thirteen engines on the Kulluk, vladid tgnatjut, and ror vifing II.The 2007-pe.rmit required thai thes" 
"ngin". 

u" t.r*Jio'irnp.ou" the NO; emissionfactors. while shell has obtained test iam a .or" u""u*dy estimate No1 emissions, itdid not use this data in its revised 2o0-g- apprication, .p".in"uuv in support of its No1oRL. NsB rcquesrs EpA obtain rhe 20otNox .tu"r. t"rir"ruit" from'shell, *o r"qiir.shell to revise the permit application as related'to ttr" hro* onl to reflect this source-specific test data. EPA and ADEC have always requireJ un op"ruro, to use the best
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emission datra available t9 en:yT permit accuracy. The revised permit, based on thismorE accufate test data, should be provided for public review ani comment.

EPA RESPONSE
As discussed in Category I l, and contrary to the comm€nt, Shell indicates that stack testdata is not available i-n ttreir May O, ZOOSi.tt"r't, gill

COMMENT

P-P11. y: df AP42 NO; emission estimares for these thirteen engines on the Kulluk,Vladimir lgn_atjuk, and Tor Viking tr when *oui.._rp""in" 
"" 

a"i" i, 
""rif"Uf;;;;i;contradict EPA poricy on Ap42 iactors. EpA's Ap:42 document states,

IJse of [Ap 42] fqetols * *ur"e.op""i1" perrnit limits and/or ds
emission regulati4n qqnplia7ce determinatiow is not
recommended by Ep!,..,tAl, fermit tbnit using an"Ap4|. emission factor wauld resuh in half of the sources being in
noncompliance . . . source-specific tests or continuous eiission
monitori can dztermine. tlw actual pollutant contribution lrom an
?t:ling source better than can emissionfactbrs,...when such
information is not available, use of emisiions factors nay be
necessary as a last resort.

Gfu:l*: availability of stack tqsting data, EpA should not a'ow the permir to be basedon AP42 factors. 
-. -- -

EPA RESPONSE

As discussed in Category I l, 14d contrary to the comment, Shell indicates that stack tesrdata is rot available in their May 6, ZOOS 1"n", to EiA. 
--

Although emission factorr pwar in Tabre 4 of the proposed permit for these thineenengines, only the vladimir Ignaduk emissibn r*tori *ir" a"rived from Ap_a2. 
- 
(-Theemission factors for the Kulruk ;d ror viking n 

"njnr. 
to be tested * u*"a ufondata provided by the vendor of the equipmentj

After consideration of the comment and other ava able infonnation, EpA decided to re-'evaluate rhe facrors for the vladimir lgnatiut emission uii* vr-r, vr-2, vi-1, vli, vr-5, an$ VI-6. Based upon ttrat p1v{uati-on, EpA;; ;;;;_g Tabte 4 of the permit so asto r€flect a more conservative emission ractor tirat irt;i;r. than two times greater than. those used in the 20O7 pemir for rhe ,i* Vf"oiJi igiffi engtnes.
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EPA arrived at the new emission factor after reviewing (a) the document upon which the
AP42 factor was basedr6, and (b) documents appearirig in Section I of the original
administrative record for the 2007 p€rmit. After comparing this new emission factor with
emissions from other vessels of varying ages and conditions, EPA is confident that use of
the revised emission factors @ased upon an emission rate of 18.8 grams NOx per hp-hr)
will provide an eTissions estimate that is greater than the Valdimir Ignatjuk engines'
actual emissions,lT

Table 4 of the permit is amended as follows (added text underlined; deleted text in
strikethrough)r

Sfi*Wi:*"ooq*:.
Kulluk electrical generator
engines

AI o.293 a.mlg

Vladimir Igaatjuk main
propulsion engines

BI +455
0.811

w
0.056

Vladinir Ignatjuk main
generator engines'

eJ55 ,'  
t i.dri

,.0s34e
0.056

Tor Viking II main propulsion
engines / generators

cl 0.111/0 .389r 0.00828 10.0290'

COMMENT

The 2008 permit is based on the assumption that Shell can operate below 250 tons per
year of NO1. Shell proposes to emit 245 tons of NOx at each drill site, based on Nbx
emissions calculated using inaccurate AP-42 emission factors. The NOx limit of 245
tons per year equates to only a2%o margin of error. AP-42 emission factors are not
accurate within 2Vo; therefore, EPA has not demonstrated that the proposed pertnit can
achieve compliance with a NO1 emission cap of 250 tons.

EPA's own literature warns air quality engineers about,the limitations of Ap42 data:

[S]ome emission factors are dertved.frqm,tests that ntay vary by
an order of magnitude or more. Even when thc major process
variables are accounted for, the emission factors developed may
be the result of averaging sourte tests th(tt dife r by factors of
five or more,

re Standards Support and Environmental Impact Statement volume I: Proposed Standards of Performance
for Stationary Intemsf Combustion Engines, EPA, July 1919. EpA450l?-1}-l?.5a.
r? June 12, 2008 R€gion l0 memorandum entitled, "NOx Emission Factor for Vladimir lgnatjuk hopulsion
Engines and Elcctric Generator Engines"
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. Before simply applying Ap-42 emission factors to predict
emissions from new or proposed ,ourr"i, or to maiike other
source'specific entission assessments, the use shourd review the
latest literature and technology to be aware of circumstances
that might cause such source-io exhibit emission characteristics
dffirent from those of other, typical eisting sources,

EPA RESPONSE

As noted above, the emission^factors for the engines on the Kulluk and ror viking II to
*.]::.f1.1 

'",, based upon Ap-42 estimates, il;;;r;;rions data provided by the'equrpment vendor.. pursuant to condition g.2.a of the. permit, stack tests wilr becondurcted 
-on these engineJ withi n 24 daysof initiJ o;r;ti"" ar rhe firsr Drilr site. The

3^r1-sligns 
factors in the pgposed permit:for rhe engilr!. on,fr" Vfaainrir Ie;tjuk-;;;-tested were based upon Ap-42.emission factors, an-<r as explained uuou", Epaia 

- --
decided to amend, and nearly double, trrese 

"rnission 
ractois in the ir€rmit. see Tabre 4discussed above

COMME}IT

Excluding one of the two Thr.usuna:ter g.arerpillar engines from the modeling anarysismay ignore emissions durine.important kinds of op"."tio"r, especially since the Kulrukhas not been operared for Uri'tting .in"" tf,"r" 
"ngiioivJre 

insratteC.

EPA RESPONSE

lrr:uanj !o condition l g'1 , sher "shalr nor operare unirs K- l l and K-]2[Thnrstmasterenginesl simultaneousrv whire the Kulruk ir o""upying ;-tti site.,, Because therequir€ment to demonsLate complianc€ with the NAAeS only appties for thoseoccasions whilc the Ku uk is an-ocs source, ano uecaise ttre permit prohibits shellfrom-operating the Thrustmaster concunenfly during such time periods, shell hassatisfied rhe requiremenr of rg AAC 50.5+orl,xzl.- Srr"rilr not required to demonstrare
::ipli""": with the NAAeS while rhe f"ftrtl, . *rCit"-rour"" and capable ofoperating both Thrustmaster engines concurrently.

As Shell's January 8, 200g subminal states:

One of the two Thrustn nsters (K_I ) ) will perform a dual
furction of propulsion while a mobi" ,ourrri *iiyiiuti"
p,ow.ertng 

.o!.the air c_ompressors while a stationaryior,rri,
d:!tn! dliUin9 fun ORL). Both Thrustmasters wiit be capabk of,!:*_!Pr:yn, but the hydrautics can be *ir"iii,[,"ry
off I 

Lrutt^ott"r at any orc time. So, the emissions of only oner tarustmaster are modeled. p. J
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Pursuant to l8 AAC 50.540(c)(2), Shell's application was required to have included a
"demonstration the proposed pot€ntial emissions from the stationary source will not
interfere with thb attainment or maintenance ofthe ambient air quality standards..." The
Kulluk is an OCS source only when it becomes "permanently or temporarily attached to
the seabed and erected thereon and used for the purpose ofexploring, developing or
producing resources therefrom." In this case, the Kulluk is 'lermanently or temporarily
attached to the seabed" while the Kulluk is attached to at least one anchor that is also
attached to the seabed. See Permit Condition 1.4

It is during this period of time when the_ Kulluk is an OCS source that it 'bill be subject
to regulation as a stationary source..."lt Thus, the requirement to demonstrate
compliance wittr the NAAQS applies while the Kulluk is occupying a Drill Site.

COMMENT

The NSB commen:s that most of the equipmenr covered by this permit is old. ege,
maintenance, repair and operating history influence engines actual emissions. Stack
testing is available for the older units, and the stack test data shorild be used in the
modeling analysis.

EPA RESPONSE

Contrary to the comment, Shell indicates that stack test data is not available. As Shell
stated in its May 6, 2008 letter to EpA,

Shell conducted preliminary stack testing of a number of sources
on the Kulluk and its support fleet in Sutnmer 2007, but did not
cornplete the testing or validate the results because the EAB
remanded the Kulluk (and Frontier Discoverer) permit to Region
10, the results of whi.ch could change the permit and stack testing
requirements. Shell May 6, 2008 lener to EpA, Air Sciences
Technical Memorandum, p. I

shell asserts that the 2007 stack rest information is preliminary and unvalidated and has
not been submitted to EPA. Further, the permit requires shell to monitor and record its
NOx emissions to track compliance with the NOx emission limit. Fermit Condition 9.2
requires shell to conduct stack testing within 24 days of initial operation at the Kulluk's
first Drill Sile, and the permit requires rhat this data be used to determine compliance
with the NO1 emissions limit. The stack test data then may be used to revise the
emission factors as appropriate. Table 4 of the permit lists the class of engines Shell is
requircd to stack test along with initial efrission factors.

Shell is required to conduct stack testing on:

'' EPA OCS Air Regulations, 44 Fed. Reg. 6377? (December 5, 199 l)
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' At least one of the three erectrical generalor engines on the Kulluk; K-r, K-2 or K-3,
r At least one of the four main propulsion engines on tl,e vradimir Ignatjuk; vl-r, vI-2,

VI-3 and VI4,
o At least one of two main generator engines on the Vladimir Ignatjuk; VI_5 and VI_6,

and
. At least. one of the four main propulsion/generator engines on the Tor Viking II; TV- I ,TV-2' TV-3, and rv-4. (Ifjust one unit ii tested, TV--i or TV-2 shail be selited.)

shell is required to submit the stack test data to EpA within 30 days of completing the
testing. see Permir conditio_n 9.2.b., upon receipt of rhe data, rpi stur.r can anat]"" tt 

"data and remodel emissions for the clasies of engines for which stack testing wai 
1

conducted il 9td:l 1o veriff th{ the perrrit restriins Stroll:s operations,so aito remain
l:$f]: ?f 

,h" NAAQS.*. If new results show otherwise, EilA mayreopen the permit
ror matenal cause and revise the perrnit eonditionstas appropriate. 

-

COMMENT

shcll's Noz.NAAQS anarysis,is invarid given the.use.of Nox Ap:42 emission factors to
estrmate emissions for certain engines on the Kulluk, vradimir.:Ignaduk, and ror Viking
Ir that the permit requires shelr to stack test. Historically EpA ;d ADEC have alwat'
f!"it:q S.lp.r"lor. to use. the best emission data availaile ro ensure permit accuracy.
use of AP-42 emission estimates when'source-specific data is available contradicts EpA
!:11"y 

* .AP-42 facrors saying among other things that emission factors may be
necessary as a last resort.

EPA RESPONSE

As explained in the response to the previous comment, shell has not submitted to EpA
stack test results for testing conducled in 2007.

EPA acknowledges that there is a ceitain l€ver of uncertainty associated with the use of
AP-42 emissions factors used at the time of permit issuanceio estimate emissions. This
iq often true ofany permit, however, becausi permits are typicaly issued before a source
begins operations. Until initial operation is achieved, the sou.c" ;*""t;;;id;;;;;:-
specific information. st l; EpA has erected to addrcss the commenter'r'"on".- uf 

--

reanalyzing the AP-42 emission factor eniproyed to estimate the vradimir lgnatjuk's Nox

'o EPA March 30, 2007 Statement ofBasis, page | 3.
r Assuming rhe-data supports EpA approval ofa new emission factor, the data will also b€ u ized todetermine compliance wirh the 245 ron-per-year Nox emission rimit. se€ permit condirion 9. l b (ii).
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emissions. I-n the interest of erring on the side of consen atism (overesrimating
emissions), EPA has decided to revise our estimate of the maximum Noy emiision rates
::T_ri!"* 

bl,h. Vladimir.Ignaduk main propulsion engines and main generaror
englnes.-' lhe new emission rates are based upon the results of a se*c-h for the .\vorst-

:3:-^:Tl.'j:if*toreverprrblishedinatechnicaldocumentfor|emotelysimilaren€rnes.-- .tsecause the original (unrevised) Ap-42 emission rates were emploved in theNU2 ambrent impact analysis, EpA has performed additionar 'rnodering anaiysis23

l:::11"j:l:lthe 
impacrs resutting from six large engines on rhe Vtadimir Ignatjukusrng me ftgnest obs€rved emission rates results in a conservative emission estlrnaie anda conservative_ impact analysis. The revised emission factor EpA utilized was not anaverage emission factor but rather a "worst-case" emission factor. utilizing ,lrt, 

_-

conserva'ive ernission factor for the six engines on the vladimir Ignatjuk tJbe t€sted, the
Bf1":l,rjyl-T:ar rhr: previousty identified point of maxisum imi*i:n"."ur"Ji-ni 

---

1i;! fYT^t9 87.9 +Cly', and the corresponding cumularive impait increased from 86.6pglm-.to 
19.9 t gi.- taking into corsidcration existing air quality. The result is that evenassuming higher emission factors_for these engines, tfr'e NCi2 Ne,+qS ,";;;;;ilJby a margin of 9 percent. Accordingly, the peirnit Lrms have not changed.

COMMENT

The modeling results indicate a 13% compliance margin. Given this margin forcompliance and the uncertainty associated with the ui of Ap-42 emissioi factors forcertain engines on the Kulluk, vladimir Ignatjuk, and ror viking rI that trr" p"r-ir
requires to be stack tested, shell has failed to-demonstrate that the Noz NAAes wiltremain protected. Shell shourd. be required to revise its modeling analysis to iicoroorate2007 source specific stack test results, andEpA.f,oufa prouiaeii+;;il;;;;;;;;y
to review the review modeling analysis before making a finat d""isionmukiog.

EPA RESPONSE

see response to comments above. The Noz NAAes st r remalns protected by a marginof 9 percent assuming ,,worst-case" emissions froni the Vladimir Ignatjuk.

"' EPA has iircreased the corresoonding inilial source group emission factors listed in Table 4 of the permit.See Permit Condition 9.1b.(i). i{owever, 
-each Exploritory Operationjs potential to emit NCx has not

ll_t**1 t']:n 'hat the 24s ron-p€r-year Nox emission rimir;;ains uncnanged. see permir condition 8.--June | 2' 2008 Region r0 memorandum endtred, 'No1 Emission Facror for vradimir lgnarjuk propursion
-Engines and Electric Generator Engin€s"
"May 9 and May l2' 2008 EpA emairs; Re: Request to determine impacr of increasing emissions of theVladimir tgnatjuk icebreaker.
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Since the shell analylis did not eviiuate the onshore impacts of the shell exploratory
operations, EPA undertook its own analysis. Tables 5, 6 and 7 of the AeIA show the
results of this analysis. The tables show the predicted impact of the shell e;cplor.atory
operations onshore as well as the total cumulative impact based on repres€ntetive onshore
monitorjed 4mbient air quality:levels. As shown in the tables, the predicied cumulative
impacts of the Shell explbratory activities and current onshorc soluces are well below the
NAAQS, and are therefore protective of human health and wildlife.

COMMENT

some commented that communities are being affected by the cumulative impacts of oil
and gas industries that are nearby, or that will likely be developed.

EPA RF,'SPONSE

Air permit applications are processed on a first-come first-served basis. Shell's
application has been received, and EPA is acting upon it. Future applicants intending to
conduct air pollutant emitting activities in the area (onshore and off;horc) must consider
impacts authorized by the Kulluk permit when developing their applications pursuant to
the GAQM. The Kulluk permit is effective throughout the Beaufort Sea OCS, and some
lease blocks are as close as 3 miles from shore.

COMMENT

Two commenters pointed out lhat there is a global accumulation effect in the region
referred to as "arctic haee" and that this ph€nomenon needs to be considered in gpe's
impact analysis.

EPA RESPONSE

Permir No. R10OCS-AK-07-01 (Revised) June 18, 2008

Categrory 12: National Ambient Air Quality Standards and
Cumulative Effects

COMMENT

A number of co[unents were made that EPA did not consider cumulative effects and
their health impacts on humans and on wildlife.

EPA RESPONSE
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while the term Arctic Haze is not used specifically in regulation, it is understood that
Arctic Haze is comprised of fine particulate, and possibly gasses such as NO2 and soz,
which are regulated and arc the subject of this permitting action. Therefore, contributions
from Arctic Haze are included in the estimates of background concentrations in this
analysis, which were based on Badami and Nuiqsut air quality measurements. Through
this analysis a demonstration has been made that emissions from the project combinei
with existing background concentrations, including Arctic Haze, wilfnoi contribute to a
NAAQS violation, and ambient air quality standards will remain protected so long as
Shell complies with the resultant permit.

COMMENT

A comment is made that EPA has not rectified thc data gaps found by the National
Research council including air quality Eends, idcntification of lcral emission sources,
contribution of long range transponed emissions, and the interaction of local and
transponed emissions,

EPA RESFONSE,

Air quality trends, analyzing and completing other agency air quality studies, and the
interaction of local ernissions and transported emissions for a specific area or region are
special studies and are not rcquired under rhe l8 AAC 50.540(c)(2).

COMMENT

A comment is made that EPA continues to use out-dated and inadequate baseline data,
and old wind roses.

EPA RESPONSE

For the shell air quality impact analysis, EPA approved the use of background air quality
data measured at Badami to demonstrate compliance with the NAAes. 

-The 
approvat

was based on the data meeting EPA's representativeness criteria and was discusied in
Section 1.9 of the AQIA.

EPA did not rely on any wind roses during its review of Shell's Modified ImDacts
Analysis Report (MIAR) or during rhe preparation of rhe,AeIA.

Category 13: Definition of a Separate Stationary Sourca
Subcategory 13-1 : General
COMMENT

commenten disagree vrith our conclusion that each planried well site constitutes a
separate source.
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EPA RESPONSE

we,believe that our existing record fully supports our determination that each planned
well site constitutes a separate stationary souice for purposes of determining N;w source
Review applicability. In the suppremental statemenr oi Basis that accompinied the
proposed permit, we examined the specific facts of this case in light of the clean air ect,
applicable regulations and relevant agency guidance regarding so-urce determination to
conclude that each drill site reprysgnte{ an Exploratory-operition that was operationally
independent -from other sites and that the various sites were "not close enoug'h inproximity to one another to be considered adjacbnt." ssoB at 16, As we eiplain below,
we do not believe that the additionar information and perspectives submitted'by
Commenten necessitates a change in this determination.

Subcalegory 1 g-zi,Proximity

COMMENT

NAEC claim that our concrusion that pranned well sites are not proximate is patently
arbitrary because we ply on,an unexplained 1.00O meter separation distance anO fqSb
suggests.instead that blosely situated wells should be considered :broximate', and
reguhted-ds a single source- The NSB claims that EpA may not rery on compliance with
me NAAQS as a basis for determining that pranned wefi siies 1000-meters upurt uo notproximate. commenters also raise concimi that our rationale that each site is locared tocollect a distinct piece of information does not ensure that drill sites *ilI b" ;6;;J;;
any distance at all. commenters assert tlat the Jan 12,2007 oil and Gas ruemorancuni
fr-om E?A Acting Assistant ddminisrrator william wet'um lwetrrum oil and Gas
Memo) is inapplicable to this situation because it addresses 

"igr.gutio, 
of *"ir, *itt

downstream-processing plant, and that any reli ance on at/q -if! oiri*"" *"fi; ;;.
states would be inconsistent with our pasi policy memos that rcquire decisions to be
made on a case-by-case basis. lomminters notl that Shell intends to drill wells within .g
lo^l13tles , 

apart which is within the range we have found emissions proOucin!
actrvrtres to be part ofa single stationary source in othei source determinations.-

EPA RESPONSE

The. permit prohibits drilling activities within 1000 meters of anorher Drill Site due to air
!,Tlil:r ""*r"I...Accordingly, 

EpA used this disrance as the starting point to determine
rr exploratory drilling sites beyond 1000 meters shourd be aggregated. In making its
determination, EPA evaluated proximity as 'the mosr informativ! factor" consisient with
!b: Wehrum Oil and Gas Memorandum. As stated in the Wehrum Oil and Gas
Memorandum" EPA does not believc rhat it is reasonabie ro aggregate geographically
dispened activities because doing so defies the concept of contiguous ona 

"Oi*ent. 

'

several factors unique to this situation that defy the concepi of cintiguou, ana adi*"nt
are: (l ) shell does not contror the op€n waters between the exproratJry dri ing sites; (2)
!h:_T are no physical connections that bridge the gap in distanci between rhe eiproraiory
drilling sites; and (3) shetl choosesthe sitJlocatiini such rhar rhe distance i. rar enougti
apan b hav€ distinct information gathering value.
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'
commenters incorrectly assen that Shell's selection of the drill sites in order to gather
distinct information does not ensure any.separation of sites. However, EpR coniidercd
sjrcll's overall drilling plan in the context of selecting a drilling site and found rhat
"Planned wells must be located sufficiently far apart so as to collect different pieces of
discrete information about the prospect." SSOB at 12. 'fhe very nature of thiJ
underlying information gathering leads to a reasonable determination that each
Exploratory Operation, i.e., drill site, is a separate source. This determination is even
more reasonable in light of the fact that the permit already ensur€s that there will be at
least 1000 meters of separation between the exploralory drilling sites, See permit
condition 16. . while some of EPA's prior sourrce determinations may have found that
sources separated by distances of more than 1000 meters should be aggregated, as
discussed more fully in the SSOB (see pages 12.16) and Response l3-3 below, those
prior determinations considered interdependence rather than proximity to be the key
factor in making the sourc€ determination, so the exact dista.ll.ces separating the
interdependent sources were not necessarily relevant to the sor.rce aggregatlon decilion.
Moreover, those determinations involved neither the .u-nique circumstances found in the
oil and gas industries nor the specific circumsrances enccuntered by this ocs p€rrnitting.

As srate{t before, EPA relied on the wehrum oil and Gas Memorandum in determiriins
that proximity was the key factor in making this source determination EpA issued this-
Memorandum to assist permitting authorities in making stationary source determinations
for the oil and gas industry, which includes operations on the outer continental shelf, in
part to be consistent with the congressional recognition in other cAA programs that the
oil and gas industry has unique geographic attributes that should b€ considered when
determining what qualifies as a major source. specifically, section l l2(nX4) of the air
toxics progmm stated that oil and gas exploration or production wells ,.shall not be
aggregated for any purpose" under the program, including source determinations and
permitting. The wehrum oil and Gas Memorandum suggests that permitting agencies
begin a source determination analysis by looking at a single "surface site" as defined in
CAA Section 112. In the guidance, EPA stated that pemitting authorities should
agg€gate two or morc sites only if the sites are under common control and are located in
close proximity to each other.

Moreover, the wehrum oil and Gas Memorandum provides that it is not reasonable to
aggregate well site activities, and other production field activities that occur over lar. ge
geographic distances, with the down stream processing plant into a single stationary 

-

source. Thg commenters use this statement as the basis for claiming that the wehrum
Oil and Cas Memorandum is inapplicable. While there are not processing plans
involved in this pemiitting action, the Memorandum still provides EpA guidance for
aggregation for'bil and gas operations on land, in state waters, and on the federal outer
cqntinental Shelf (ocS)," and it insuucted that aggregation decisions should be based on
"a case-by-case lanalysis] considering the factors relevant to the specific circumstances."
Wehrum Oil and Gas Memorandum at I (emphasis added) and 5, iespectively.

In this case, we examined the specific circumstances of shell's exploratory drilling
operation - including the required separation of at least 1000 meters of open watei
between drill sites associated with different exploratory operations and the need to
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locatedsites far 9n9uSh apart to have distinct information gathering value _ and
reasonably concluded that the individual well sites werc no-t proximate under the common
sense notion of a'!lant," thus should not be aggregated for source determination.

Subcategory 13€: Operational Reliance
COMMENT

comnienters believe that m'ltiple pranned wells on a singre prospect are interdependent
in several importart ways that shourd lead us to concrude-that the wers should biaggregated into one sounc€. Specifically, commenters claim that delineating the extent ofhydrocarbon reservoir so that a production pratform can be properry constructed are notindependent and unrelated exploration welli. comrnenters L.!n tn tlii:ot 

""J"i*iri 
u"shared between wetl sites and thar it is absurd for shelr to claim oiherwise. NSB,s 

---

comments,included a declaration desoribing how infoniiation'will be excharised betweendrilling operations, and note that a singre in-tegrated, explo."tio"tu-lo"ut f,;;;;ii;,
headquarters will oversee ail these welts duriig the;.pio;;";;;;.-Th;;;;q-"* 

'

EPA o-btain additionar information to support tie proposition *iur n" ,"p,iruir 
- -'--*

exploratory wplls in the same prospect are unrelated and not used.for th6 commonpurpose of developing a pl11 fgrthat prospect. Commenters poin, ou, ir,ut it 
"lt- 

tA tf,"MMS continually refer to alr.of ttre exploratory ariiling activifu on the iivuuiq pros;;t
as a single project' commenters also cha engi our sta;erhents'finding operatidnar I
independencs between sites as they contend ihat like other source determinations we havemade, each werl provides adintermediate product thar requires furth"t;;;r.i"g 

- --

Finally, commenters claim that w_e 
"an 

oot ignor. the possibility that s'rr"ri *il fi.iog th.Frontier Discoverer in to drill in the sarric ,"-usoo. .

RESPONSE

As explained above, EPA looked to the proximity of the exploration drill sites todetermine whether the emissions ftom the exploratory drilring should be aggregated forpurposes of NSR applicabiliry. EpA relied on the guidance in the wetruri-ot-ano casMemorandum in making its determination. EpA's'decision was also informed by the1000 meter distance requirement praced in the permit for air quality conc"ms. EirAbelieves that the information in the record on.these two points supports the finding thateach exploratory driil site is a separare .orr"" ror purpoJ"r of NSIi applicability.

T9:r.y"" EPA also went beyond mere lack of proximity between the individual pranned
drill sites and examined whether case-specific iactors indicateo an operationaldependence th,at would make the-sites .tontiguous or ad.lacent,, for purposes of
fg_*g"g9n. 

opcrarionat dependence is found when eac-h activity .iries on the orher for1.' .perarron- r.e., rhe activitiesat one facility are required to support the operation at theother. Based on the case-specific nature of the facts key to detemnining operational
dependence, the distances betwecn sources can, and has, varied in thoi situations whereEPA has aggregared sources based on their operarional i"pend"n"..
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In situations where aggregation was based 6n an operational dependence, EpA found that
the distance between the units, if any, was not so far as to defy the common sense of a
plant. For example, in the aggregation determinations for Great Salt Lake Minerals,
Asco, Anheuser-Busch, and Acme Steel, EPA primarily based the single source
recommendations on a finding that one facility served as a support facility for the other.
Having found this operational dependence, EPA then found that the extended distance
between the facilities was not so far that it would defy the corllmon sense notion of a
plant to treat th€ two facilities as a single source. In addition, thc source determinations
cited in the comments primarily dealt with manufacturing operations that produced
tangible products, functioned with integrated material transport operations, and/or were
connected physically. In each determinarion, EPA found activities at one site so
operationally dependent on ihe other as to qualify the one locaticn as a support facility.

In the case of exploratory wells, we do not believe thai there is Sufficient operational
reliance between locations to support an operational dependence relationship for several
reasons. First, there is no tangible product produced by one well and then used by
another. Second, the planned drill sites are sequential- there are no simultaneous or
integrated operations between the locations as one location does not exist at the same
time of operation of another. While each planned well may be drilled by the same crew
using the same equipment, there is not an ongoing exchsnge of crew and equipment
between sites. Third, there is no physical connection between the-two exploratory well
sites (such as a railroad line or a pipeline).

EPA does not believe that the planned exploratory wells qualify as suppor'r facilities for
one another. The interdependent nature of the wells as alluded to by the commenters is
not an operational dependence. One well is not dependent on another well to operate.
Having a common operational goal, such as delineating the extent of the hydroiarbon
rcservoir, is not the same as having operational dependence. Furthermore, contrary to the
cornmenters claim, sharing information between wells is not an operational dependence,
because each individual well site can still be drilled regardtess of whether it receives
information shared from another site. while EpA realizes that shell will most likelv use
informaiion collected at one well to refine its exploratory drilling plans for other
locations, we arc not persuaded that this sharing ofinformation necessitates a finding that
these wells arc all a single stationary source. Therefore, additional infonnation is n&
necessary in this regard. We find that this.type of information sharing occurs in the
course of normal operations for almost any business veniure serving or operating in
multiple locations. we decline to make interlinked computer systems and informaticn
sharing a basis for making a source determination, because such criteria could be applied
broadly to find operational dependence in virtually ary business operation. And fin.ally,
the interdependence cited by the cornmenters via the use of a single management rcam at
headquarters does not equate to operational dependence. Accordingln commenters,
reliance on Shell's statements regarding integrated operations and citations to shell's
website do not change this source determination. See NAEC comments at 5-6 and
intemal citations and links. such statements are evidence of a cornmon business practice,
not op€rational dependence. If any of these bases for claims asserted by the commenters
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were valid, EPA would have to aggregate, f-or example, multiple facilities owned by the
same company across various portions of the country.

In all of EPA's source aggregation determinations, EpA has strived to follow the
overarching prirlciples provided by the court in Alabama power regarding aggregation-
i.e., (l) EPA must maintain the common sense notion of a plant elC[ (21 npe cannot
aggregate continuous and commonly owned units as a single source unless they fit within
the four permissible statutory terms of building; structure, fa"ility or installation. As
explained-in our SSOB.andin the responses above, the determination in this case is
guided by.these same.requirements.

. commenter's concam that the Frontier Discoverer may be brought in to drill in the same' 
season is unfounded. This permit action only authorizes the rul_tut ana its suppon 

-

vessels. A s€parate'penuit.Sqould be required .for the. Frontier Discoverer. opeiations
associated with tlre Frgngier:Discoverer would be evaluated at.that time.

I :u.-: C:*"ntegs' per-gpactives highlight the complexity of operational relationships
in this.industry and do.not provide a ciearly objective: criterion for distinguishing whei
operational relationships move from independent to dependenr status. The mere-
existence of some relationship between sites is not unequivocal evidence that the sites
Ttfl.b: one stationary source. Given the specific factsbf rhis permining action _ the
individual well sites will coltect discrete exploratory information, the collection of which
is not operationally dependent on the colleciion of information at other cites - it was
reasonable for EPA to determine that the sites should not .be aggr€gated into a single
source.-

Subcategory 1 3-4: Subsequent Seasons

COMMENT

commenters noted that EPA failed to consider whether planned wells that arc drilled in
successive seasohs, but within a one-year rolling time period are interdependent. The
NSB comments that under the proposed permit ierm. drill .it"r could be less than 1000
meters apafl if the previously occupi€d drill site was last occupied in a different calendar
y€ar.

EPA RESPONSE

24 on the other hand, a relief well or replacement well is operationally trependenl on jts associated planned
well and therefore is viewed as a single Exploratory operation and is considered a single stationarysource.
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As noted above we began our examination of proximity at 1000 mcters due to the
NAAQS considerations. However, commenters correctly note that the 1000 meter
restriction for NAAQS purposes occurs only within a calendar year (see proposed permit
condition 16.l), while NSR applicability is detefmined using emissions calculated on a
rolling 52-week basis. Thus, in order to maintain the starting point upon which our
proximity analysis for the NSR source determination was based, we are revising the
permit to restrict Shell from drilling any two Exploratory Operations within 1000 meters
of one another in any consecutive rolling 52-week period. Accordingly, as mentioned in
Category I above, Pcrmit Condition 16.1 is revised as follows (added text underlined;
deleted texl in strikethrough):

16.l Th€ perrnittee shaJl rrot.have the Kulluk occupy a Drill Site within 1,000
met€rs of another DrillSite occuoied less than 52 weeks prior, unless the Drill
Sites are assoqialled with the same Exploratorv Operation.+'

Subcategory 13-5: Support lntormation Not Available tro Public

COMMENT

NSB claims that in the Statement of Basis, EPA cited a comment from Shell stating tlmt
"Shell's drill site locations are not chosen so that operations at those separate locations
can be integrated." Shell also states that each site has value as a "poteniial source of
information on what is thought to be an individual oil accumulation." EPA cites.SSOB
Attachment 25 at 22 for these quotations; however, they are not at that location. NSB
asks that EPA clarify where this original information can be found in the record.

EPA RESPONSE

The informadon can be found in SSOB Attachment 25, but on page 24, not 22. FjPA
apologizes for referencing the wrong page number.

COMMENT

NSB comments that in the Statement of Basis, EPA cited a comment from Shell stating
that "Shell's drill site locations are not chosen so that operations at those separate
locations can be integrated." Shell also states tbat each site has value as a'lotential
source of information on what is thousht to be an individual oil accumulation." NSB
claims that the record does not suppo; these assertions, however, and the confidenrial
nature of the exploration business does not allow the public access to exploration data
and.plans to verify Shell's claims. A separate plan was not submitted for each well, nor
was a separate state consistency review done for each well. By locating the wells to
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s.fle rlspecr, in close geographic proximiry, Shetr appears ro be

Planmng to use the resurting dara to deverop iproduction scenario f#a single petroleumfeserve.

EPA RFSPONSE

EPA-acknowledges that cenain georogical and geophysicar information about the siw'iq
ld o. lympilgrospects was not inctuded ir-Ep.,{'s lupy or s*r'r neaufort sea ourercontinental sherf lrase Exproration prun.t irt"ri .#i" tbat the geologicar andgeophysical data contains confidential business inforrnation ICSD.

Although the January 2007 Exproration pran did not include site-specific plans for anyprospective wells, EpACid reguest and has received from Shell qgopy ofits ,hd 
-_"

lnnttlalg1s 10r perrnits to drili lApD) into rhe siuuuiq p.rpor.- pursuanr ro 40 c.F.R.Part 2' EPA has not inciuded in rh€ p;blic p;9" oi ilJua"riristrative record theporrions of each'Ap. D, that sheil claims as eBF? The ;;;ons chimed as cBl includespecific seismic and geologicar data that, as a"."rit"alv snell, can be used to assess rhearea's geologic age and potential for economic quan,i,i"", of ol or gas.

However, conlrary to the commenter's concerns it is not necessary to verify whether
=lt ll*.r"9 Welt is a . potential source of infor-uti* oi *fru, is rhoughr to be,anindividual oil accumulation." As explained uUo"", Bie * .rtationary sorrrce,,determination does not hinse upon each planned we' being associated with a separateoil accumulation. Moreove-r, tt" rut"*t 

"*t"il;f 
;;;;-"htion (formarion,resewoir, prospect or some other feature associated with an oil accumulation; islu6.iec,to interpretation of'technical daa by petroleu- 

"ngin""tr 
o. 

"*perts 
typica y outside thecapacity of an air permirtine authority. Given nuririi" info*.tion sheil is craiming ro begBJ i: i"J necessary for EpiA's'ttation"ry r""i".;tl"t-."Jnation, the informarion is notincluded in the public portion of rhe aa-ioirt url"" 

-n 
.oJ.

Category 14: Geographic Scopdpermit Duration
COMMENT

A number of commenters stated their concems about the permit having no expiration dateand that the permit allows shiil to drilr an 
"nri-ir.J 

r"ri", of exploratory welrs.

5 MMS provided EPA a copy of t}e Exploration Plan in January 2007, and the docurnenr is available to thcpubtic for review as pan of EpA's Adminirruttwn""oJioiili.-fiili,t'ing a."i.ion.6 Prospective wells are identified in..{ppendices A and B of the Exploration plan. A copy of each July 20,2007 APD (minus the informadon sheir-"H-" u" cerj i. ,""tr"i["a * p"uric fo'eview as pafl ofEPA'S Adminisrrarive Record for this pe-riui"! U.i.i." 
- '

?t see EPA's January l r, 200g rener,ro s*tt *n'u"d, 
"ut 

substantiatron and she*s subsequent CBIsubsranriadon lerci ro EpA dared reuuarv a, aios. ai 
"i,-rr" 

a"i, iiiit"'o;;;;;;:#;;; #;;; 
"final confidendality d€termination on rhis material.
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Because the permit has no expiration date, there would be no opportunity iI| the futur€ for
EPA, or the public, to review and reapprove the permit and if appropriate at that time
require, Shell to use newer equipment and more advanced technology. The thought being
that applying better equipment and technology in the future could lower air pollution
emissions and reduce the overall risks to the environment from Shell's offshore
exploratory drilling operations. Some commenters mentioned th€ fact that the Kulluk
and some of the support vessels are alreadt old and thereby Shell rvill be using outdated
equipment at the onset of the project.

The ICAS letter of April 1, 2008 captured these concerns well saying;

"Indefinite" period is unreasonable. With the lack of information regarding what
the air emission impacts will be for a ngle seaso4 let alone maltiple years is
another reason why EPA slauW not i.ssue an Air Quality Fermit to Shell for their
Kultuk Drilting Operations. Insufficient information regard.ing the nature of the
ope\.ations and olso of envirorunengal impacts tq the pe-qple and the natural
resources sho4ld be gonsidered by EPA as a strong qpect of denial ofthe
permit."

- . :
Similarly, the April l, 2008 NAEC letter states;

Permit should limit the duration by providing a te7minationon. a dnte ceriain
Pernit should rwt be effective beyond the anticipated du.ration of Shtll's

. exploration drilling program. EPA should not issue a pennit that remainis
effective infufinitely and nny altow Shell to drill an indeterminate nwnber of .welk
over an indefinite t ne frame.

EPA RESPONSE

The permit authorizes exploratory drilling at any drill site within Beaufort Sea outer
continental shelf lease blocks authorized bv the MMS within 25 miles of the state of
Alaska seaward boundary. The commenteis .re correct that the permit does not have an
expiration date and the number of drill sites allowed under this permit is unlimited.
However, the permit conditions regarding scope and duration are unchanged fronr the
2007 permit. Accordingly, these comments are beyond the scope of the remand and a
response to the cornments is, not necessary.

Category 15: Health lmpacts

COMMENT

Numerous comnents were received regarding the potential health impacts from the
proposed drilling activity with the concem expressed that the p€rmit does not adequately
analyze the health impacts nor do the permit limits adequately protect the public heath.
Oceana comments that each of the pollutants Shell proposes to emit have significant
health effects on the people who live in the Arctic and depend on it for their survival s
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will bear these effects disproportionarery. (oceana p. l) commenters request that EpA
-turther investigate health impacts of the proposed pirmit on Inupiaq communities.
NAEC comments that shetl is unlawfuily oigraaing ttre air quaity,'threatening human
health, and not protecting fish and wildlife h;bitat. 

-IcAs 
comments that EpA states tha.

there will be no adverse effects on public health; however, the World Health
organization defines health as a state of complete physical, emotional, and social well-
b€ing,-not mergly the absence ofdisease. rhiy comment thar rhese ofishore opirations
Yill aff:cj the _Inugiat people's environment, subsistence rifestyle, increase their health
nsk and degrade their well_being.

Vqlnerqble Population NSB and othcrs commented that Inupiaq people are more
vulnerable and the health risks deservc a morc careful ass€ssment. Riferring to Dr Aaron
wemham, commenters state rhat the NAAes do not adequatery protect the ieatth of the
Inupiat people because, they are a more vulnerabte popuiation. rit" 

"o--"* 
,t;i" ,hr,

me natrve population with different healtti risks such as of chronic pultnonarv disease.
asthma different lifesflyes and diet from other u:s popurations r*v 

"", 
u" 

"i"q""[itprotected by the NAAeS and therefore, more anaysii should be dJne on healrh imp;$
under Environmental Justice mandates. NsB comments that EpA disreganls the health of
an isolated-and sensitive population that will have to live with the effecL of this decision
long after drilling is over.

comments were also made that a daily emission limit is needed rather than the 250 tonsper year NOx.limit because tl€ ton per year lihft is not adequate to piotect the
subsistence marine mammals from high short term concentritions oi hir pollutants and
that there is inadequate impacr studieJ on the impact of the pollution on th" fi.h *d
anrmals on the North Slope which the lnupiat people use for subsistencd foods.

An individual commenter stares that in 2003, Shell adopted the World Health
organization standards but shell is not intending to abide by them in this case.

The NSB states that EPA has not eva.luated the hearth impact from fine particurate.

some commenters stated that the health assessment is incomplere and incorrect because
the information relied on is incomplete. For example, ICAS comrnented that thb lack of
inro.rmalpn regarding the cumulative effects of alf the activities that are occuning in the
arctic adds to the scenario of risks and impacts that wilr continue to occur to the Iiupiat
people' and their natural resources, and thit there are nor any health studies in shellis
application. NSB comments that because the air modeling ii based on inaccurate Ap-42
factoJs and on meteororogicar data that is not representatiie of the Beaufon sea and
based on a model that was not deveroped for offshorc arctic conditions EpA's record ion
NAAQS compliance is incomprete and EpA's concrusion that krupiaq human hearth will
be protected is incorrect.

The NSB also commented that research suggests that the proposed permit's standards
would not.adcq,atery protect NSB residents health. ..EpA has acknowredged that the
current NAAQs results in considerabre exbess monarity compared with mJre stringent
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targets (e.g', 15 vs. 14 ug/m3 PM standard would reduce mortality by nearly 50 %." NsB
comments that EPA should explicitly acknowledge rhe mortality rates recognized in the
PM NAAQS the associated risk/benefit data rather than inaccurately statint that
compliance with the NAAQS protects a public health.

Hazardous Air Pollutants, NSB and some individuals commented that EpA hasn't
evaluated health impacts from fine particulate nor the health impacts from hazardous air
pollutants (HAPS) and expressed specific concern about malignant tumors and cancer
from hazardous pollutants.

EPA RESPONSE

EPA shares the commenters' concems with the air quality and understands individuals,
expressed concerns about the air quality in their comnunities. criteria pollutants are
those pollutants fcr which EpA has established NAAes. primara NAAes set limits to
protect public health, including the healtti of "sensitive" populations such as asthmatics,
children, and the elderly. EPA. believes that the project iiili not hai,e an adverse impaci
on prblic health" . , .

The Kulluk drill sbip and support vessels were modeled to d€temine theh total air .
quality concentraticn impacts on ambient air. As discussed in Category 9 above, the
results of the modeling were shown in Table 5 of the AeIA. EpA coniluded that the
projectLed air quality impacts of the proposed project plus background measurem€nts are
not expected to cause a violation of any NAAeS..

Thus, the proposed pmject is not expected to cause or contribute to a violation of the
health-related air quality standards. since this project will not cause or contribute to a
NA,AQS violation and since NAAes are established to protect public health, the projecr
will not have an adverse impact upon public health.

EPA has not conducted an analysis regarding health impacts of HAp given that there
exists no applicable requirement ro do so. shell's commitment to abide by world Health
grganizaqo,n :landards is beyond the scope of this permit. Commenlers may work
directly with Shell regarding this concem.

Category 16: Subsistence and Traditional Use
COMMENT

A number of written and oral comments were received expressing concems about the
offshore drilling activities potential impact on the natural *rourai, that rhe hupiat
people and North Slope communities rely on for subsistence and traditional use.
comments assert that subsistence hunters and the animals will be affected by activities,
in the offshore waters and expressed concern about .about the animals, their migration
routes, and the impact of the future availability of the subsistence food supply.
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NAEC expressed concern that this source of air pollution will degrade vital habitats for
migrating and feeding bowhead whales, polar bear denning, feedilng, and migration,
migratory birds; and harm subsistence hunting and frshing-gpundsho t u*un health in
coastal communities.

Comments were made expressing concern about the loss of subsistence food supply
included concem about leaks (assume oils and other contaminants), about animah leningsick as they use them for subsistence food, about the loss of subsistence foods beca-use "
the native people cannot live offor chicken and beef. Additional concems were
expressed about the air quatity hearth impacts on the seals, birds and other animals the
tnupiat people depend on for a subsistence hunting lifestyle.

YT,y ":TT"*ers 
opposed rh€ pennir becaus€ it wiil allow drilling in the Beaufort sea

*1 Tlj yr,, negatively affecr thg subsiste4ce lifestyle of oq people by impacting our sea
l1*. 1" lu* "lt:{f 

obryycn degrading air quality &om oil and gasopeiation lhat arelocated relatively close to Nuiqsut, An individuar e6pressed concems that the Kul.luk rigcan withstand the high winds and seas in the Beaufort sea and an accident would be
fiSaShOus.

Ad.ditionally, comments expressed concerns about the about cumurative effects of the
$fe-ogelaUon including air, water, and impact on animals that are used to support
mer subsistence lifestyle and protected under the Endangered Species Act. e wnaing
captain expressed concerns about the impact on whaling-and thieffectiveness of drillilg
l:j:f:l 

agreemenrs,.and co4mented ttrat increasing iev-els of offshore oil and gas
acuvity ls making whales rnorc nervous and skittish. This results in traditional
subsistence whaling becoming more dangerous and could even resurt in casualties for
natrve whalers because the whales ilre hardier.lo locate and are unpredictable during thehunt.

IeAs 
"gnur"nt"d 

thut iInpu"rc on $ubriqt"n.. *rou*r, hu. n.rudr" 
"ff..t 

oo hooiut
ff*P_:. Tl""rs ro subsist€Rce resources hr@r.
r nrs creates stress to manifest, either because of the thought of not being able to harvest
the resources, or down to having to travel furrher distance"s, which causes the need forlarger amounts of funds to be spent on fuels to traver to the resources. It is a known factthat tlre p.nc: for tuer (gas or diesel) is very high in ttre norttr-srlpe oiei*t"-ru"" 

'*'

l:9?:],"_111{:T""5 ryc".tio-: fooa insecuriry and hunger, metabotic disorders
(lncruorng drabetes; obesity. _hyF.rtension, and hyperripidem.ia), cardiovascurar disease,rncrreaseo lnJury, and psychological and social problems. subsistence foods have beenesumated to provide as much as 50% of thb nutritionar intake in the North Srope vilrages.The events and abtivities that are involved with the harvest ofour..foods" are not onlv
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cultural and traditional, but also spiritual. These negative health effects have a potential
to occur if a permit is issued to shell. Also, the proposed activities not only affict
humans, but also the wildlife/natural resources, which could in turn make the 'food"
taken undesirable due to contamination." ICAS also commented that "shell's has not .
done any "human health" studies or analyses in their permit application process. This
lack of information will have a direct impact on our coastal communitiei, our subsistence
hunters, and the subsistence resources that may be located downwind of the large
industrial pollution source."

EPA RESPONSE

while EPA understands the rcsidents' concems regarding potential impact frorn the
exploratory oil and gas activity on traditional subsistence resources, wildlife habitat and
individual health, EPA has already discussed those issues irt its original permit decision.
The issues EPA is now addressing, the single stationary source determination, the
modeling analysis or modified portions of the permit, do not raise any riew issues
regarding those previously-discussed concems and tberefore the.concerns are beyond the
scope of the remand and no further rcsponse is neceisary.' F'urthermore, the EAB states
that "Issues such as impacts on subsistence hunting and fishing are outside the scope of
the PSD progrirm and rherefore the Board's jurisdiction." (E.AB. Slip Op. ar 63 FN 6)

Category 17: Environmental Justice
COMMENT

A number of comments were received regarding environmental justice. specifically, an
individual asked why did EPA ignore Executive order 12898 requiring anenvironmental
justice review? NAEC commented that EpA has not addressed tle disproportionate
impacts of air pollution to the Alaska native residents as required undei g.o t zsss. Nsg
provided oral corrments stating EPA is reQuired under Executive Order l2g9g to
determine if the lnupiat people will bear a disproportionate risk from this project. This
determination has not been completed prior to making this permit decisio;. . NsB also
submitted a written cornment rccognizing that the EAB found that EpA had complied
with Executive order 12,898 "Federal Action to Address Environmental Justice'i 59 ped.
Re$.7629, wtren it issued the 2007 permit. Howeveg in light of the new informarion rhat
has emerged with resp€ct to the 2008 permit, NSB asks EPA to revisit rhe issue.

IcAs commented that Executive order 12898 directs federal agencies to pay particular
attention to populations that principally rely on fish and/or wildlife for subsistince. In
addition ICAS commented that the Inupiat people: are a minority population amongst
society as a whole because of their low income households. EpA should comply with
this with an analysis.

EPA RESPONSE
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I the E+9's september 14,2ffi7 Remand order, the EAB determined rhat the Regionhad considered the North slope.Borough's 
"on..-, 

,"g-ding environmental pstiJe anathat the Region had concruded that the-pennits woula rioihave an adverse impact onminority.or low. income popularions. (E'.A.B. srip 
"p 

uioiJ Furthermore the Board wasnot convinced- that the Region's determination was clearly enoneous and denied review
]l^ti-lj_llT JE.AB. 

Slip op. at 67) Accordingly, the Regions'environmental justice
.narysrs ls not subject to review and, the comments regard.ing environmental juitice arebeyond the scope of the remand.

EPA RESPONSE

The relevant pernit condition(s) and requiremebt(s) are unchanged from the 2007 permit.Accordingly, the commenrs regarding these per*ii 
"onoiioo, 

aie beyond the 
""opJ 

oiit *remand and a response to.the comment i, noi ne""ssary,

COMMENT

Visible Emission performance Test
NAEC commented that a visibre emi_ssion performance test should be required at greatert:rcry4:' inciuding'within g ho,rs of completron oi attctroring at a Drilr sire; within thenrst Z-+jrouqg 

9f Ari-Uing operarions anO once u *""n Juring drilling operations. Seepermit Condition 12. i.

EPA RESFONSE

_r^1^.,1:!l,f."nt is unchanged from the 2007 permir. Accordingly, rhe cornmentsregarorng tncse permit conditions are beyond the scope ofthe remand and a rcsponse tothe comment is not necessarv.

COM}IENT

Terms and Gonditions retated to Alaska
r  

' : '  ' ; .  
i

COMMENT

units. K8, K-e, k-10, K-13 .ia r-i+i-NE'c #.;";;;;ffi""*;;::#;
considercd or analyzed the environmental impacts of the altemative of reducing

rrr" i"rr"t *Jlissippon. , - - ^^ t^vessels.
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NAEC commented that perfonnanc€ test should be required at each drill site- monitoring
should not be waived for subsequent exploratory wellJper permit condition 12.l.a,
especially because drilling may occur under difierent locations with different dispeision
characteristics that effect visibility, are closer to sensitive areas and because certain factor
may mask deterioration in visibility and the operator could selict those time to conduct
th€ perfonnance test and thereby skew the results. Also shell should be required to
report any visible plume observed from the Kulluk source.

EPA RESPONSE

This r_equirement is unchanged from the 2@7 permit. Accordingly, rhe comments
regarding these permit conditions are beyond the scope of the remand and a response to
the comment is not necessary, ,

Category 19: Permit Expiration and Extensjon ,
COMMENT

NSB references 40 c.F.R. 55.6(bx4) and states that the permit must clarify that EpA,s
permit will become invalid if construction is not commenced within 1g months of pennit
issuance, or if construction is discontinued for a period of lg months or morel Given that
EPA is proposing to define each "Exploratory operation" as a separate stationary source,
not only must shell commence construction of its first exploration well within li months
of pennit issuance, it must construct any additional wells within lg months to Drevent the
permit from becoming invalid.

NSB requests EPA to clarify that any permit extension granted under 40 C.F.R. $
55.6(bx4) would requirc an application to be submined and a formal public review and
comment period. NSB also requests that EpA explain what would coirstitute a
satisfactory showing that an extension is justified.

EPA RESPONSE

The relevant permit condition in the proposed permit, see permit condition 25, and
requirement(s) applicable to the Kulluk permic, including the permit exp iratton and
extension requirements in zlo c.F.R. $ 5s.6(bx4), are unchanged from ihe 20o7 permit.2r
Accordingly' the comments regarding these permit conditions are beyond the scope of the
remand-

Nonetheless, we agre€ with the commenter who asserts that section 55.6(bX4) govems
the timefrarne for commencing and continuing construction of planned *eiti un'd", tt e
permit. Notably, however, this permit provides both an approval to construci and
requirements far continued operation after construction c;mmences. Accordingty, while

s Permit condition 25 in.thc finar permit has b€en changed for inrernar consistency pur;ibses. see
subcategory l-2 for specific textual changes ro permit Condition 25.
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ghe approval to construct could expire ifshell does not begin construction ofa planned
well within 18 months from rhe effective dat€ of the permii, or if construction ii
discontinued-for 

! period of 18 months, the permit will remain in effect to govem
operations of the Kulluk at any planned weli for which construction commenced under
the approval to construct authorized by this permit.

The applicable regulation also specify shell may request an extension of the approval to
construct and that EPA may grant this upon a showing by shell that the extension is
Jusutred' section 55.6(bx4) also pmvides that sources obtaining an exlension are subject
to. all new or interim requiremenlg and a reassessment of appricibre contror technorogy
when the extension is granted. 40 C.F.R. $55.6(bX4). fn"."for, any request for
ei(tension of this permit will be evaluated in accordance with,the t"gotution. applicable at
the time of the request.

Category 2O: Pubfrc CommenUpublicl Hearing Process
Subcatregory 2G1: Public Comment period

COMMENT

EPA RESFONSE

The E?A provided a 36-day public comment period for this permit acrion. This is ionger
than the 30-day public comment period required in accordance with 40 c.F.R. part r24.
EPA believ_es that the 36-day comment period provided adequate time for public
comment. In addition, EpA is confident that it.has appropriitely considered public health
issues associated-with this p€rmit action, to the exteni a owed under appricable
regulations. on Januar.y 9, EpA determined that it had received a compiete apprication
for the revised air quality permit from shell and tberefore r".r, tr,ut lt 

'p"r-it'i""iri* 
i,

based on both timely and accurate data.

COMMENT

In a letter dated-March 18, 2008, the NSB formally requested thar EpA extend the pubric
comment period by an additional 30 days because of trie pubric's limited time to consider
isrues following EPA's informational meetings and public hearings held in rhree Nonh
slope communities during the period of Marctr 25 ti zl , zma. During a March 25, zwg,governm€nt-to-govemment tribal consultation meeting between ICAS and EpA in
Barrow, Alaska' EPA received a verbal request from tbas to extend the public comment
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period by an additional 30 days. Similar to the NSB request, the basis for ICAS's request
for an extension was that the established public comment period allowed only two
working days after the completion of the last public hearing on the North Slope for
submittal of comments, and that the public needed additional time to consider the
information presented by EPA during their meetings.

EPA RESPONSE

EPA denied NSB's request to extend the public comment period in a letter to the NSB,
dated March 20, 2008. Similarly, EPA denied trCAS's request to extend the public
comment period in a letter to ICAS dated April 1, 2008. EPA established a 36-day public
cornrnent period for this preliminary perrnit action. This public comment period lasted
from February 25 to April l, 2008. h doing so, EPA provided a public comment period
six days longer than the mandatory 30-day pubilc comment period pr€scribed ifl 40
C.F.R. Pafi 124 - EPA, Procedures for Decisioninaking. As required under Put 124, on
February.2l, 2008, EPA published a public notice in the Anchoragc Daily News. This
publication included notice of the 36-day public comment period, and the dates, times
and locations of three scheduled public hearings on the Ncrth Slope. In addition, EPA
distributed copies of the public notice and an associated fact sheet to interested parties by
email, standard mail and on the EPA website at:

The following provides a chronological outline of actions taken by EPA as part of this
public involvement process. This extensive public involvement effort by EPA exceedec
the mandated public involvement requircments of 4O C.F.R. Part 124.

Weeks of Januar.v 14. 2l and 28.20O8
EPA Region l0 staff made telephone calls to city and tribal representatives in the North
Slope communities of Banow, Atqasuk, Anaktuvuk Pass, Nuiqsut, Kaktovik,
Wainwright, Point Hope, Point Lay and the Inupiat Community of the Arctic Slope. The
calls were used to assess public interest in the Shell OCS proposed revised permit action,
so that EPA could make an informed decision on whether to hold informational meetings
and/or public hearings in those communities. If there appeared to be significant interest,
meeting facilities were identified based on availability and accommodation. The
telepftone calls also helped indentity apptopnate repositories for public access and review
of the proposed revised permit and selected support rnaterials,

Weeks of February 4 and I l. 2008

After identifying significant public interest in the communities of Barmw, Kaktovik and
Nuiqsut, telephone calls and faxes were used to confirm dates and locations of
informational me€tings and public hearings in these communities.

Februarv 21. 2008
On February 21,2008, formal public notice was published in the Anchorage Daily News
which is considered to be widely available and in general circulation throughout the state
of Alaska, including the North Slope.
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Week of Februarv 25. 2008
EPA emailed the public notice. and a supplemental fact sheet to u u*i"ty of int.r.rt"d
parties including; 103 non-EpA government agency contacts, 39 tribal ;ntity contacts, 32
oil and gas business contacts and 12 environmintaLorganizations. In addition, EpA sent,
via regular mail, the.public notice and fact sheet to 2g-non-Epe government;;;;"y 

'

contacts' 36 tribal entity contdpts, 33 0il and gas business contacts, 6 environmental
organizations, and 45 private citizens.

Tuzzy Consonium Library, Barrgw, A.laska
Kaktovik City Office, Kaktovik, Alaska
Nuiqsut City Office, Nuiqsut, AJaska
Wainwright Ciry Office, Wainwright, Alaska .
Poinr Hope Ciry Office, point Hope, Alaska
Atqasuk City Offic€, Atqasuk, Alaska
Anaktuvuk Pass City Office, Anaktuvuk pass, Alaska
Kali School Library, poinr Lay, Alaska
EPA Region l0 - Alaska Operarions Office, Anchorage, Alaska
EPA's website ar: http//yoseFire.epa.soJ/R l cyAlRpAcE.NsFpermitvocs
EPA Region 10 Ubrary, Seattle, Washington (this document repositori included
the entire record related to this permit action).

Weeks of March 3 and 10.2008
Informational notices werc published in rbe following periodicals.

PetroleumNews - pubtished in the March 9 and March 16 weekly editions
Fairbanks Daily News Miner - published daily, March 2 through March 7
Anchorage Daily News - published daily, March I through lvlarch 5
The Arctic Sounder - publistred for one day on March 13

. Oil and Gas Joumal - published in rhe March l0 weekly edition.
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Week of March 17.2008
On March 27 a vorce mail was left with Barrow Cable TV requesting that they run a
scrolling notice of the scheduled North Slope meetings and hearings. After receiving a
positivJtelephone reply, the request was supplemented by a March 23 email to Barrow
Cable that included recommended scroll text ag follows.

. Public meetings on EPA's air quality permit for Shell Offshore lnc' to conduct -' 
exploratory dhlling in the Beaufort Sea OCS, March 25 Barrow in the Barrow City
Cinmbers-3 pm Informationat and 7 pm Public Hearing, March 26 Kaktovik in the

Kgktovik City Offrce-S pm Infonnationai Meeting and 7 pm Public Hearing, March
27 Nuiqsut in tne X*ti Co^munity Center'3 pm Informational Meeting and 7 pm

Public Heaing.

EPA Region 1O staff made telephone calls to village coordinators requesting that they
post meeting/hearing notices in.the communities of Banow, Kakovik and Nuiqsut.

EPA Region 10 staff set up and informed the North slope villages of wainwright; Point

Hope and Point Lay that the Barrow meeting/trearing would be accessible via
teleconferenc€. This was followed up with a letter sent to the NSB and copied to the

outlying villages providing the call-in number and code" Unfo.rtunately, although the

t"l"iuttf"r"n"" call-in number did not work in Barrow and ad-hoc efforts to notify
outlying parties that an alterrrative call-in numb€r had been activated, it is'possible that

some individuals were unable to call in.

The Week of March 24. 2008 - Public Information Meetinqs arrd Pullle-Hqarings

EPA held public informational meetings and public hearings in three North Slope
communities as follows :

March 25, 2008 at the Banow City Chambem, Banow, Alaska
3:00 p.m., Public Informational lvleeting, 7:00 p.m. Public Hearing .

March 26, 2008 at the Kaktovik City Office, Kaktovik Alaska :

5:00 p.m., Public Informational Meeting, 7:00 p.m. Public Hearing

. March27,2008 at the Kisik Community Center, Nuiqsutt Alaska
3:00 p.m., Public Informational Meeting, 7:00 p.m. Public Hearing

Of all the federally recognized tribal entities notified, $ov0fllment:to-$overnment tribal -
consultation meetings werc requested by and held between EPA and the following tribal
entities;

lnupiat Community of the Arctic Slope (ICAS)
March 25, 2008 in the ICAS office located in Barrow; Alaska

Native Village of Nuiqsut
March 27 ,2008 in the Native Village of Nuiqsut office in Nuiqsut, Alaska

Federal requirer[ents for EPA's formal decision making process are listed in'10 C.F.R.
Pafi 124. In relation to the proposed Shell OCS air quality permit action, the
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requirements include opening a 30-day public comm€nt period and holding public
hearings if there is significant public interest in the proposed action. In addition, EPA
must publish notice of the public comment period, and a 30-day advanced notice ofthe
location and times of the scheduled public hearings. The aetivities described above
demonstrate that EPA fulfiIled its public involvement requirements of 40 C.F.R. Paxt 124
and made additional efforts to encourage North Slope communities to be engaged in the
process.

Subcategory 2G2: Lack of Fublic Participation in Hearings

COMMENT

The NSB commented that EPA.'s public hearings on,the North Slope had co;4munication
and coord,ination problems that adversely impacted pub.lic tumoul and.participatio4,
They state further that the public meeting in Barrow had low participation because tlle
Elder & Youth Conferenc€ tookplace that same wi:ek: They also indicate that'key
persons from out-lying villages may not have been able..to participate due to tleir';
pri'rticipation.in the Elder & Youth conference in Barrow. Elders are a vital cor,np-ol€nt of
acquiring comrhents for public hearings since they are keen to the many changes riat
have occurred in such a short period since oil and gas development activities have ,been
happening.in the nonh-slope/arctic region. It is also important that youth ar€ involved
witb the public hearing process since they will be the future leaders in the vjllages:, The
youth that were most likely participating in the Elder & Youth Conference in Barrow
were pr6bably thc youth that,would most likely have participated in the three public
hearings,. .:'

EPA RESPONSE

EPA understands that there arc unique cha:llenges with regard to scheduling, coordinating
and advertizing public hearings in villages located on the North Slope of Alaska.
Nonetheless, all the obligations for public involvement were met in its permit decision-
making process in accordance with the requirements of 40 C.F.R. Patt 124- As detailed
in the response to Subcategory 20-l above, EPA undenook efforts beyond the
requirements in Pan 124 to let.interested parties know about the hearing and io facilitate
pa{ticipation. This included running display notices, issuing a press release and talking
directly with tribal entity presidents, native villag€ coordinators and city officials from
corrynuniti€s throughout thc North SlopeJ In addition, EPA made.a diligent effort to
facilitate teleconferencing opportunities for the public hearing in Barrow on March 25.
And, although teleconferencing during the meeting had its technical challenges, there was
participation through this method.

In a March 3, 2008 letter from the NSB to the EPA, the NSB was agreeable to scheduling
the Shell OCS meeting/hearing in rhe,Barrow City Chambers on March 25. Subsequent
informal discussions with community representatives in Barrow indicated that the Elders
& Youth Conference was scheduled during that same week and there was sorne concem
about the overlap. The organizers of the Elders & Youth Conference were notifi€d of
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EPA's meeting/trearing, and by invitation EPA representatives visited th€ Elders & Youth
Conference, but were not requested to speak. Although the overlap of these two €vents
created challenges, EPA believed that there was a potential for mutual participation in
both events. Unfortunately, low public turnout at EPA's public meeting^earing
indicated that the overlap did not necessarily result in mutual participation. EPA will
take this into account when scheduling future public meetings and hearings on th€ North
Slope, and make an effort to avoid overlapping events.

It should be noted that on May 8, 2007, EPA held a public hearing in Nuiqsut regarding
the original Shell OCS air permit. Unfortunately, the whaling season had begun in early
April resulting in public ourcry that EFA was holding their hearing during this important
lnupiat communit! season. When scheduling this year's rrreeringsftearings, EPA was
more sensitive to this issue and consequently made a dilig:nt effort to hold irs
meetingVhearings in advance of the April whaling seasc,n. Given that Shell's complete
application was received by EPA on February 9, 2008, EPA had a limited window of
time to schedule the meetings/hearings, and at the same time hold its commitment to
avoid the whaling season while ensuring the required 30-day public comment period was
appropriately accommodated. Having the meetingsftearings in tlrc comrnunities of
Barrow, Kaktovik and Nuiqsut during the week of M arch 24,2008 facilitated this goal,

COMMENT

NSB states that the notice ofthe public meeting and hearing was only published for a
single day in the Anchorage Daily news which is not widely available or read on the
North Slope. AIso, tlrcse events were not announced on the radio or posted on village
bulletin boards. Kaktovik and Nuiqsut Mayor's offices were not aware of the bcheduled
hearing in the respective villages until the NSB Planning Department contacted thbm on
March 26. NSB tried to spread the word about the hearing but there was confusion about
it in the communities. . 

'

EPA RESFONSE

EPA provided notice in a manier reasonab ly calculated to reach intercsted parties.
The requirement for pubib invcrlvement does not specify multiple publications of .the
public notice and therefore, EPA met its obligation for publication under 40 C.F.R. Part
124 with a single day publication notice in the Anchorage Daily News. The EPA
understands that the Anchorage Daily News is a publication of general circulation'throughout Alaska including on the Nonh Slope. It should be noted that EPA also ran
display notices ih several other publications to make sure that the information was widely
distributed. Additionally, as described above, information regarding the proposed permit
and public comment period was mailed to numerous parties and provided to a number of
public information repositories and posted on EPA's website.

EPA did contact the KBRW AI4/FM in Barrow, Alaska both by email and by telephone
and they did not respond to our request to air an announcement of the EPA
meetings/hearings. These events were posted on village bulletin boards at the city offices
in Kaktovik and Nuiqsut. .EPA did contact tribal presidents, village coordinators, city
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mayon and city coordinators from Kaktovik and Nuiqsut. The presidents and mayors
were contacted earlier in the process to find out what interest the community had in
holding meetings/hearings regarding the proposed revised air permit for Shell. Once
interest was confirmed, EPA worked with tribal and city coordinators to ensure that
rooms werc reserved, notices were posted and that the times and dates of the scheduled
meeting/hearings did not unreasonably conflict with other events in the village. EPA
penonnel noted the presence ofthe notices displayed on the bulletin boards in the
respective officcs when they were on the North Slope.

Although EPA met its legal obligation for public involvement in this particular permit
action, EPA acknolvledges that there are opportunities for improvement in how it
inreracts and coordinates .with North Slopes communities and the hgency is commined to
improving this p@qss,. .The EPA would,like to trhank the NSB for.its interest.in
providing'constructive guidancerin this reg4r{, and the agency_looks forwad to working
with the Borough when-scheduling future events on the North Slo.pe. ..

Subcategory 2S3: Teleconferencing Ohallenges

COMMENT

The NSB suggested in a letter dated March 1, 2008, that EPA use the NSB
teleconferencing capatilities to allow people that cannot attend the March 25 p.ublig
hearing in Barrow to participalc by phone. FpA agreed and in its March 18, 2008 reply
lener to the J.{SB, proyided a tplephone number and teleconfercnce cde for the event.
Unfortunately, the call-in.line did not work in Banow and EPA had to.work with officials
at the Barrow city offices to'provide an altemative call-in option. This created
considerable ionfusion and delay and negatively impacted participation from interested
parties located in villages outside of Banow.

EPA RESPONSE

EPA acknowledges that teleconferencing of the Barrow public hearing did not go as
planned. EPA had intended to use the NSB's teleconferencing equipment but could not
because their equipment did not work at the City of Barrow offices. EPA could not move
the hearing because, in accordance with 40 C.F.R . ParI 124, the time and location of the
hearing were noticed to the public at least 30 days in advance. During the hearing EPA
was able to s€tup an alternative call in number and some members of the public were able
to participate by tqlepbone using this altemative releconferencing option.

The EPA recognizes the advantages of using teleconferencing to enhance community
participation on the North Slope and looks forward to resolving some of its challenges so
that teleconferencing can be employed at firture meetings and hearings.
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Subcategory 20-4: Translator Challenges

COMMET\TT

Two.co.rnmenters pointed out that EpA had no official Inupiat Fanslator for the Kaktovikpublic hearing. This resulted in a lack of communication with the elders and lack of
opporrunity for the elders to provide cornment. Thiy also pointed out the fact that due to
the lack of sirnultaneous translation equipment, thc Nuiqsui hearing was quite long and
extended late into the evening

EPA RESPONSE

EPA acknowledges the need to have tmnslators that are acceptable to each community
and worked with each community to secuie acceptable tranitators. EpA had tr.anslators
for both the Barrow and Nuiqsur pubric hearings, however, there was no oinJJ----
translator hiFed by EPA avaitatle at the Kaktovik public hearing. EpA contacted
Kaklovik city officiats prior to ttle meeting in Kaktovik and 

"rri"e.d 
t , ;;d"tor to be

ava able at the hearing; uufortunately, the translator was unableio facilitate translation.

The lengthy public hearing in Nuiqsut was due in part to the lack of simultaneous
translation equipment and the fact that there was eitensive pubric testimony. It is true
that simultaneous translation equipment wourd have iaved time, and EpA ;ilr tt t;.-
remedy this situation in the future. EpA will consider these issues more thorougLly whenplanning future public meetings on the North slope. EpA understands the need".foi
simultaneous translation at the meetings/hearings and, in the future, w l pran oo hi.ing
translators that are available for this task.

Subcategory2GS: lnformation was Too Technical

COMMENT

The NSB and an individual commented that information presented rcgarding the shell
minor air permit was too technicar. It incrudes a lot of technical largo'o, acr;y-, anJ
permitting terms that are confusing and that the materiar should havi been preiented in
laymen's terms.

EPA RESFONSE

The 
lPA acfno.wledggs rhar permirting issues rerated to this project are relativery

complex. and it is chalrenging ro present the rerevant issues to thi pubric in a noii-
technical manner. EPA did make a corcerted effort to present thii material in a way thatwas understandabre to the public and EpA representatives at rhe meetinss becameprogressively better at accomplishing this goal. EpA hopes to improve lts
communications methods and skills cluring future North blope meetings.
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Subcategory 2G6: Communications Protocol for the North Slope

COMMENT

ln 2N7, EPA promised to develop a communication protocol for improving its
coordination and communication with North Slope communities. This document was to
be reviewed with the North Slope Borough. If this document had been developed and
utilized during the 2008 Shell air permit action, public involvement would have been
improved.

EPA RESFONSE

Gategory 21 :'Clean Water Act

COMMENT .

A few individuals commented that they were concemed about fuilling mud, cuttings and
grey water discharges to the ocean from Shell's proposed exploratory drilling program in
Beaufort Sea.

EPA RESPONSE

EPA understands that water quality impacts from oil and gas drilling operations,
especially when conducted in the offshore waters, are important to the people of the
North Slope. However; this permit action is related to air quality and thercfore water
quality issues are outside the scope of this air permit action.

That being said, EPA Region 10 does have responsibility with regard to prorecting water
quality in the Beaufort Sea from oil and gas operations through its wastewater discharge
permit program. The following provides some background information on this program
and the proper contact inforrnation at EPA on water quality issues. This information was
provided in the form of a fact sheet during the air quality permit pubtic hearings held on
the North Slope in March 2008.

A National Pollutant Discharge Eliminarion System (NPDES) permit regulates
wastewater discharges into waters of the Uriited States pumuant to rhe federal Clean
Water Act. There are two types of NPDES permits: individual and general. An
individual permit is for a specific facility. A general permit is for many facilities that
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have similar discharges (i.e., oil and gas exproration facilities). If a company wants to becovered under-a general pemrl it must submit a Notice of Intent rNoIl.'Ede negi", ioreviews the NOI to ensure that the proposed action meets ttre coniitiors f*;;-;"g
cov:raqe under. the generar p€rmit. If it does, EpA authorizes the company to air"t u?g"under the permit.

9j,Yjl 
tl 

1*6, 
EPA Region l0 issued a general permit for oil and gas exptorationacuvrrles' known hereafter as the Arctic Gp. The Arctic Gp became elfectivi on June 26,2006. The Arctic Gp will expire on June 26,2011. The permiifndts;i;yee;;;'^- 

-

amounts of pollutants that.can be discharged in the Beauiort sea, chukchi iea HooeBasin and Northem Norron Basin. 1]he ictic Gp aro,us rot trt"'roilo*i;;;ffi;;. .waters of the United states associated with oil and gas exploration activitileri ar riri,flujds and .lrilling cuttings, deck drainage, .unitary "r"ustes, 
a"-iri" *"r"*'O*"f ir?,i""unrt wastes, blowout preventer fluid, boiler blowdown, fire control system test water.

non-contact cooling water, uncontaminated ballast watef, bilge watei, 
"r""r. ""a"ni'slurry, mud, quttings, and cemen' at seaflopr and tast:fl.'ids-,, .lIhe permit rest i"t. ifr"

:::-1t-t-f-:?:1$on' 
dischar€e depths' and areas of operatlon and ttas monitori4grequ[ements ancl other conditions.

on January 12,2ffi7, shell submined two NoIs for coverage under the Arctic Gp. shellrequested authorization to emproy rhe Kulluk floating drilling rig and Frontier Dir.;;;;
*5T_O* 

*:llct oit and S1s exptgratign acrivities-on the bcE io tr," viciniry ofL.moen nay. she requested authorization for alr of the above mentioned dischargesexcept for discharges related to test fluids. EpA determined that shell had satisfieithe
requirements of the general NpDES permit, and on July lg, Zffi.l,EpAupp*ouJ Snrfifor coverage under the Arctic Gp. Tiese authorizations e*pit" on tun zk,zorl.- 

- '

Or, visit EPA's websitc at htto;//eoa.eov/rl0earttltwatermits.hlDo.

Category 22: Oit Spilt Response ptan

COMMENT

There were a number of comments provided in oral testimony regarding the threat of anoil spill on the ocean resources in thi Beaufon Sea. one comment€r was concemedabout the age of the Kuluk and its ab ity to withstand high winds and other extremeconditions in the arctic sea. Another cornmenter stated th-at there is no technolo'- 
-

Ly::l|_:^:]:T, 
up oit spils in broken ice conditions. Anorher comment"ipofi't"A outrnar we are str cteaning up oil rwenty years after the Exxon Valdez spill.

In the ICAS cornment lefier dated.Aprir l, 200g they are concemed that an o sp l wourddestroy the lnupiat way of life and provides the fo'owing quores in there retter.
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"The Chukchi Sea is our garden' We 've hunted and fished in the ocean for thousands of

years. The ocean is *not ou, i,tory ai culture is iased on' We can't afford to stop

Trr raii""t, 
"J;;;;"d 

tr;;it;"tice activities that depend on the ocean' oru oil spill

could destroy our roy oytip.:;loii'io"7t'' ICAS Tr[bal Cowcil Member - Point

Hope, Alaska

"The Inupiat Commwity of the Arctic Slope is a regional tribal lovernment for eight ' '
,iiis;r;r'ini utrth sipi. w"'n"'i 'ni''"tponsiiilitv to.our oeoole to stand up against

threalrs to our whaling ,ut urr' ii ii p)it"i ou' *oy 
'o7 

ttfe' in iit soill in the Chukhi

sea could devastate the bowh#iwi[te";;;;;i";;;'d""'ier animats we have subsisted
""" 

t"r-ini"it of years- The federal government .continues 
to ignore our contems

The elders have spo*"n ona ilf,^ i f,gfu thx and we wiII do so"' George Edwardson'

ICAS PresidentTribal Qourcil - Barrow' Alaska '

EPARESPONSE

EPAacknowledgestheNorthslopecommunities'religious,culturalarrdsubsistence-
related reliance oo.tfre o"""n; iot"'uno, ,ftit issue is_noi related to tlie single stationay

source deterrnination, the nli;-iin;;it;is or modified portions of the pernit atd'is

6;-"d rh:;p" of the remald -d a t"tpont" to the c:rnments is not necessary'

Category 23: GlobalWarminglOlimate Change '

COMMENT

A number of comments were received about global climate change ttrat.lguta 1y^O;e
l" gt"""tt ti. gas emissions from the project] cornmtot"tt were especially conc€med

about the cumulative effec" ;ilil'T;t*ttng was having on the arctic region' NAEC

;.uij, ffi|"|;-;-ttdlt{S orEPA frve adequately evaluated human heath irnpacts or

cumulative effects of greennouse gut"' n* implrtant chartges caused by global climate '
change, which may 

"n""t 
tt" ioof,"ii"g -"ryti' and air poliution impacts on human and

natural environment. o.eaou inoi"ut"J in n"i. t"tt"t that the criteria air pollutants of

NOx and PMro contribute to the problem and impacts are occuning more quickly and-

dramatically in the arctic, -Jiiiit,t",rroe impacts in an arctic environment are poorly

understood,

EPA R.ESPONSE

EPA recognizes commentersl concems regarding global w-arming and climate change;.

ho*"""r, ih"., concerns do not arise from the changes in the single statonary sourc:

determination, the modeling ;J)";; or modified pirtions of the permit' Accordingly'

tli;}.uril;;Jtrt *op. Jf the remand and a response to the cornments is not

neaessary.
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Category 24: National Environmental poticy Act
COMMENT

The NAEC and one individual presented comment rerated to rhe National EnvironmentalPolicy Act (NEPA). one commenrer stated that the NEpA document did not adequatervaddress the projecrs impacr on health and ,h.;;;.;;;.d;; il;i;;;;;*,,depend on for their subiistence way of 'ife. rrr" otrr"i 
"or-enter 

implied that EpAneeds to comply with NEpA.

EPA RESPONSE

This issue is not related to thesingle stationary source determination, the modelinganalysis or modified nortionrof ti'e 
-n*mit;A;b;;;;e scope of the r€i.und.Therefbre, a .esponse to the comments is not necessarv.

No action taken under rhe.:f^r_n1_lg" *em1d 
l lajol federat acrion significanttyaffecting the quality of the human environment withiri tne meaning of the Nationa.lEnvironmental policy Act of 1969.

section 7(c) of the Enersv suppry and Envimnmentar coordination Act of 1974(15 u's'c' g 793(cxr)) Iiempts acrions under the aAA;;. the requirem€nts of NEpA.

Category 25: 9th Circuit Court Enjoins Driiling
COMMENT

NAEC commented that EpA, shourd. not issue a permit for exploratory dri'ing activitiesthat are enjoined by the Ninth Circuit. 
----- - rv'r'ur rvr

EPA RESPONSE
EPA recognizes that the united states court of Appeals for the Ninth circuit hasenjoined shelrs' driiline activiry in tne neaurorr i'el ;ft;g rhe resorution of the rawsuirchallenging rhe Mineral- Man

*wjrd,c+;il ffi L 1;' ilij;'l;',pli,ffi.'i!:i,tfF* ;;determined it is appropriate to have ttre air permi, iolr*. if or when the injunction islifted' However' because this-permit atowi the 
"*pil;",o.y 

drilling onry on rhe ,easeblocks authorized bv rhe upri, atirri"g -"v;;.t#ffi] and unress ir is arowed whenthe Ninth Circuit resolves the case.
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Conclusion

Based on our review of the application, supporting materiali and the comments r€ceived,
EPA Region 10 det€rmines that the clean Air Act requirements are satisfied and that the
NAAQS will not be exceed as a result of this project. EpA delermines that there is a
rational basis for the stationary source determination relied on to issue this synthetic
Tinor permit. None of the issues raised by the commenters present a sound 

-basis 
to

chang€ that determination or 1o deny permit issuance., .Ih light of these findings, EpA
grants approval to conduct exploratory'drilling with the Kulluk and its support vessels in
the Beaufort sea, within an ourer continental shelf lease block auttrorizeo'dy the MN,IS
within 25 miles of the state of Alaska.'s seaward boundary. This approval is sullect to
the terms and conditions set forth in Air euality Conuol Minor pennit No. RI0dCS_AK-
07-01 (Revised).
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